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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation addresses both fundamental aspects of Coulomb correlations in 

semiconductor quantum wells and more practical aspects of theoretical analysis of 

semiconductor optoelectronic devices. After introducing the subject, we present and 

evaluate a state-of-the-art theory of the third order coherent optical response of a 

semiconductor quantum well based on the Dynamics Controlled Truncation (DCT) 

scheme. Already in the third order (the so-called regime, semiconductors exhibit 

a number of many-body Coulomb correlation effects. Their manifestation in various 

multi-pulse experimental configurations, customarily used in ultrafast semiconductor 

spectroscopy, has been an important component of this thesis. 

Coherent optical effects in a semiconductor 3-band system based on the heavy-

hole, light-hole and conduction bands were investigated. The quantum beats in the 

time-integrated differential transmission signal were analyzed and compared with ex

perimental data obtained at the University of Iowa. Fundamental differences from 

corresponding quantum beats in atomic 3-level systems were found. Also, the analysis 

of experimental data (obtained at the University of Arizona) of the coupled heavy-

hole-light-hole optical Stark shift revealed evidence of intervalence band coherences, 

an analog of Raman coherences in atomic 3-levels systems. 

A scheme for realization of electromagnetically-induced transparency (EIT) based 

on the interference of excitonic and biexcitonic coherences was proposed. Correspond

ing experiments performed at the University of Oregon showed indeed a considerable 

coherent reduction of excitonic absorption. Furthermore, an extension of the 

analysis revealed an energy renormalization of the biexciton, in good agreement with 

the corresponding experiment. 

A microscopic analysis of polarization dynamics in time-resolved four-wave mixing 

signals was performed, revealing interesting implications for the biexciton dephasing 
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in addition to the significance of many-body correlations. 

In the case of four-wave mixing in semiconductor microcavities, our theoretical 

analysis in conjunction with experimental data obtained at the University of Tokyo 

gave us indications for a significant shortcoming of the second Born approximation 

(2nd BA) applied to two-exciton Coulomb correlations in a thin semiconductor quan

tum well, in agreement with the general knowledge of the qualitative failure of the 

2nd BA in systems with short-range interaction in two dimensions. 

We also analyzed a novel all-optical switching technique based on the nonlinear 

polarization rotation. Apart from identifying the many-particle processes relevant for 

the switch operation in the regime, we proposed ways to further optimize the 

switch. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Although the linear optical response of a semiconductor is well understood and de

scribed by rigorous theories, this is not yet the case for the nonlinear effects. Unlike 

in atomic systems, optical nonlinearities in semiconductors are affected much by the 

Coulomb induced many-body interactions of the charge carriers [99]. Clearly, the un

derstanding of many-body effects such as charge carrier and quasiparticle correlations 

is important for a correct interpretation of nonlinear optical effects. Understanding of 

the Coulomb correlations is a problem of paramount importance for condensed matter 

physics in general. The investigation of these effects in semiconductors may provide 

valuable insight for a better comprehension of other, perhaps, more complex systems 

(see, for instance, review [4] for a discussion of similarities in the many-particle de

scription of molecular and semiconductor materials). Besides that, understanding of 

the many-body dynamics is important from the point of view of practical applications. 

An increasingly rapid development of the field of semiconductor optics started 

in 1960's after the invention of a double heterostructure [2, 64], and the subsequent 

appearance of a semiconductor laser. A review of the history in this field is given by 

Alferov in [1]. Important earlier discoveries included the observation of an exciton 

in semiconductors [35, 34], a quasiparticle introduced by Frenkel in [27, 28, 29], and 

extended by Warmier [119] (the theory of excitons with further references is found in 

[60]). Meanwhile,the appearance of lasers stimulated quite generally the development 

of methods of nonlinear optics. Nonlinear optics has changed dramatically since the 

pioneering experiment of the second harmonic generation [26], and this is also true 

for nonlinear semiconductor spectroscopy. 

With a constant improvement of technology, semiconductors nowadays can be 
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modified on a mesoscopic level so that their physical properties are tailored to a spe

cific need. In particular, quasi-two-dimensional (2D) samples may be obtained by 

alternating thin layers of semiconductors with different band gaps but similar lattice 

constants. For example, the combination of a layer of smaller-band-gap GaAs inserted 

between barriers of AlGaAs having a larger band gap, results in quantum confine

ment of the carriers in the growth direction. The properties of such a semiconductoi' 

quantum well (QW) [52] differ considerably from those in a bulk material. 

Despite considerable progress in understanding the effects of many-particle dy

namics in semiconductor quantum wells in recent years, much remains to be under

stood. A number of such phenomena is studied in this dissertation. 

The research work I was involved in consisted of the implementation of a many-

body theory of coherent low-order nonlinear optical response of semiconductor QWs, 

and its applications to different experimental configurations used in nonlinear ultra-

fast semiconductor spectroscopy. In particular, we simulated three configurations and 

studied a number of coherent effects: 

• Pump-probe spectroscopy methods were used to study 1) heavy-hole-light-hole 

quantum beats; 2) heavy-hole-light-hole coupled Stark shift; 3) electromagnetically-

induced transparency based on interference of excitonic and biexcitonic coherences; 4) 

energy renormalization of the biexciton state; 5) an all-optical polarization switching 

technique. 

® Degenerate four-wave mixing (FWM) allowed us to study manifestations of the 

many-body effects in time-resolved changes of the polarization of the FWM field. 

® Microcavity degenerate four-wave mixing was used to research four-particle 

Coulomb correlations in scattering of nonlinear cavity polaritons. 

As we are going to see in chapter 2, all these effects exhibit non-trivial many-body 

dynamics, which is fundamentally important and/or useful in technological appli

cations. We have analyzed those effects by means of the implemented microscopic 
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theory within the response.^ In addition to these projects, a connection of this 

theory to the standard concepts of scattering theory has been made. 

1.1 Dissertation Format 

I want to point out that the studies presented here resulted from the collaborative 

work with other researchers (Prof. Nai H. Kwong, Dr. Ryu Takayama, and Zhenshan 

Yang) in the group lead by Prof. Rolf Binder, and with several experimental groups. 

In particular, our experimental collaborators have been groups from the universities 

of Arizona, Iowa, Michigan, Oregon, and Tokyo. Most of the results presented here 

have been published in scientific journals (or will be published in the near future). 

The corresponding papers are appended to this dissertation. 

The degree of involvement of the different members of the group in the corre

sponding projects can be judged by the respective place in the author list or, more 

specifically, the theory author list in the case of theory-experiment collaborations. 

Thus, in the cases where I was the first author among the theory authors most of the 

work in obtaining theoretical results was done by myself under the guidance of Profs. 

Rolf Binder and Nai Kwong. For example, establishing conceptual links between 

atomic 3-level effects and semiconductor effects was mainly my work. The exception 

is the projects of Apps. B, C. In these cases Dr. Ryu Takayama and I were obtaining 

results in parallel. This approach allowed us to debug our numerical codes during the 

early stages of the project. 

I am a third author on the papers of Apps. 0, L, M, 0. Nevertheless, to these 

projects I have contributed nmch time and energy writing down the corresponding 

equations, learning the methods of Monte-Carlo integration and applying them to the 

evaluation of different components of our microscopic theory. In particular, I have 

calculated various matrix elements entering the theory, obtained the two-exciton scat-

^fjxception is the biexciton energy renorinalization, which appears in see Sec. 2.3. 
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tering contributions in the 2nd BA (which is an important part of the consideration 

in Apps. L, M), checked the vahdity of various approximations (such as truncation 

of the excitonic series to Is-exciton subspace), and used a trial biexciton wavefunc-

tion to obtain the bound biexciton contribution. Most of these tasks were as well 

completed by Dr. Takayama. This strategy again helped us find errors during the 

early phases of the theory implementation. However, I have not contributed to the 

exact numerical diagonalization of the two-exciton hamiltonian, which was done by 

Dr. Takayama and Prof. Kwong. The links between the evaluated DCT equations 

and the concepts of scattering theory such as the T-matrix, as well as adaptation of 

the theory for the optical response of the quantum well niicrocavity were mostly done 

by Prof. Kwong; most of the derivations of the DCT equations, and diagrammatic 

extensions thereof are also Prof. Kwong's contributions. 

The applications mentioned above constitute the basis of this dissertation. Below 

we give a short review of the experimental techniques that we simulated along with 

the effects that they were applied to. This is supplemented by the relevant literature 

review. The review of various theoretical formalisms used for a description of the 

optical response of semiconductors as well as an introduction of our approach to the 

dynamics-controlled truncation formalism is also given at the end of this chapter. 

The synopsis of our results is given in Chapter 2. The actual research papers 

reflecting our studies are attached in the corresponding Appendices. 

1.2 Methods of semiconductor spectroscopy 

There exists a vast variety of spectroscopic techniques designed to probe the coherent 

properties of the optical response of a semiconductor [91, 106]. Just as in atomic 

and molecular optics, the basic idea of semiconductor nonhnear spectroscopy is to 

use a few laser pulses to generate a nonlinear response, which carries information on 

the coherent light-matter interaction. Compared to the case of atoms, the situation 
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with the semiconductors, however, is more comphcated: due to faster decay of the 

optically induced dipole moment, the light pulses have to be in the picosecond or 

sub-picosecond regime in order to probe coherent dynamics. Furthermore, many-

body complications lead to a complex dynamics of the response depending on the 

pulse characteristics such as polarizations of the pulses, spectral detunings, etc. The 

utilization of different combinations of pulses may allow for probing different many-

body contributions in the response, since, in principle, they exhibit different selection 

rules. 

Not going into the technical details of the corresponding experiments, we introduce 

here the basics of some multi-pulse spectroscopic techniques that are used to probe the 

coherent properties of the optical response of a semiconductor. These configurations 

will be simulated in this thesis to study selected nonlinear phenomena. 

Although three a,nd more pulse configurations exist in principle, all the results 

discussed in this thesis are obtained for two-pulse schemes. In that case one pulse is 

typically much stronger than the other. 

1.2.1 Pump-probe technique 

The situation shown in Fig. 1.1 (a) corresponds to the case when two such pulses 

propagating in slightly different directions are incident on a semiconductor quantum 

well sample, and the nonlinear response is observed in the direction of the less intense 

(probe or test) pulse. The difference of the signals with and without the strong 

(pump) pulse gives the differential transmission signal (DTS). The investigation of 

this signal in time and frequency domain may give valuable information on the many-

body interactions. Investigating various effects using this configuration constitutes a 

major part of this dissertation. 

Coherent effects in "three-level" heavy-hole-light-hole semiconductor 

systems. A broad range of coherent effects are realized in atoms based on a 3-level 
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a) semiconductor 
quantum well 
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Pump •) 

Probe 

semiconductor 
b) quantum well 

Pump 
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2K,-K, ^ 

FIGURE 1.1. Schematic of two-pulse a nonlinear optical configiiration.s. Two F)uLses 
following directions Kp and Kt induce a nonlinear interaction. In (a) the detector 
in Kt direction after the QW observes the changes in the test pulse. In (b), the 
difi'racted four-wave mixing signal is observed in the 2Kp — Kt direction. 

system of quantum states. Three-level systems have been exploited in atomic and 

molecular optics over many years. Many effects that they give rise to (e.g. lasing 

without inversion and electromagnetically-induced transparency (EIT) [30, 36, 37, 

50, 87, 102, 122] ) are already discussed in textbooks; see e.g. [103]. Others, such as 

ultraslow Ught propagation [39], are recent discoveries, projected as having potential 

for possible technological breakthroughs [38, 75, 76]. 

One direction of our research is an extension of coherent effects, usually obsei ved 

in atomic and molecular 3-level systems, to the semiconductors. Atomic 3-level ef

fects are based on combinations of radiative and non-radiative (or Raman) quantum 

coherences. Although the life-time of the corresponding Raman coherences in semi

conductors is generally shorter than that of atomic non-radiative coherences, it may 

be expected that 3-band semiconductor systems could still exhibit many of those 

important nonlinear effects observed in atomic and molecular optics. 
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conduction 
band 

2) 
'j'K— i 3 ) 

^ i I 

FIGURE 1.2. Schematic comparison of a 3-band semiconductor (left) with A 3-level 
"V" system (right). The energy levels 11), 12), and |3) may be thought of as no-exciton, 
Is hh-exciton, and Is Ih-exciton states, respectively. Radiative (non-radiative) tran
sitions are indicated by dashed (dotted) arrows. Selection rules for right ((74.) and left 
((T_) circularly polarized light are indicated for the radiative transitions. The bands 
shown are two-fold degenerate. 

An effective 3-level system in a semiconductor quantum well can be constructed 

in a number of ways. For example, two-electron quantum-well subbands may play 

the role of the non-radiatively coupled bands, and the heavy-hole band in this case is 

the third band. Such a scheme was used in [12, 45, 46, 95, 105]. Alternatively, it may 

be obtained with a heavy-hole (hh) and light-hole (Ih) bands radiatively coupled to 

a conduction band [16, 15, 71, 90]. In Fig. 1.2 we show a schematic example of such 

a system. 

The semiconductor ground state (electron-hole vacuum), the state with one hh 

Is-exciton, and with one Ih Is-exciton generalize, respectively, to atomic states [1), 

12), and |3) in the figure. The analogy between the two systems is not complete due 

to many-body effects, and the investigation of the extent of its validity is a general 

aspect of our consideration. 

The coherence between hh- and Ih-excitons (intervalence band coherence) can be 

regarded as a generalization of the atomic non-radiative Raman coherence. A mere 

identification of this coherence in semiconductor quantum wells in the experiment is 
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an important milestone in implementing 3-level coherent effects in semiconductors. 

Investigation of other many-body coherences induced in this system is an important 

research topic as well exposing fundamental differences between atoms and semicon

ductors. 

In Sec. 2.1 we discuss results of our investigation of the hh4h quantum beats ap

pearing in the time-integrated differential signal (TI-DS) (in that case the signal is a 

function of a delay time between the pump and probe pulses). 

Quantum beats represent a manifestation of quantum coherence in a three-level 

"V" system. They are typically discussed in a context of a luminescence signal ap

pearing due to a spontaneous decay of a coherently prepared superposition of states 

|2) and |3) in Fig. 1.2 [81]. 

In semiconductors they have been observed in time-integrated differential signals 

[33, 62, 68, 69, 70, 100, 111]. The specific question of the hh-lh coherences has been 

discussed in [54, 9, 10, 23]. 

It may be shown (for an ideal (atomic) 3-level system) that quantum beats in 

TI-DS vanish if the Raman coherence is switched off. Given the fact that the beats 

in the time integrated four-wave mixing signal^ do not vanish in the same case (see 

Fig. 1.3) the TI-DS becomes an important and sensitive probe for hh-lh coherences. 

The microscopic theoretical consideration shows that the intervalence band co

herence is not the only source of beats in semiconductors [9, 10], and the many-body 

contributions may also produce the beats. 

In Sec. 2.1 we show how one can "switch-off" the many-body effects and observe 

signatures of the non-radiative coherence in this signal. Also, within a collaborative 

project with experimentalists from the universities of Iowa, Arizona, and Michigan, 

fundamental differences from corresponding quarrtum beats in atojTiic 3-level systems 

are established. 

The frequency-domain response in the probe direction is a convenient tool to 

^Another spectroscopy method, see Sec. 1.2.2. 
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FIGURE 1.3. Time-integrated differential transmission (upper figure) and time-
integrated four-wave mixing (lower figure) signals for a 3-level system in third order 
nonlinear response. The solid lines show the full calculation, and the dotted lines 
show results without non-radiative coherence /)32. The figure was obtained from a nu
merical solution of the 3-level atomic density matrix equations (see, e.g., [81]) under 
excitation by co-linearly polarized pump and probe pulses. 

obtain information on the optical Stark shift of the excitons. In Sec. 2.1.3 we study 

the coherently coupled hh-lh optical Stark effect in semiconductor quantum wells. 

The optical Stark shift in semiconductors has been investigated numerous times 

since its first observations in the late 1980's [25, 116, 82]. Apart from its importance 

related to the identification of basic analogies of nonlinear optical effects in semi

conductors and atomic systems, this important nonlinearity helped to understand 

fundamental properties of ultrafast processes specific to semiconductors, e.g. those 

related to biexcitons [47, 19], and Coulomb memory effects [108]. Most investigations 

in that category focus on the optical Stark shift of one kind of excitoir, e.g. hh excitons 

in semiconductor quantum wells, while some papers have dealt with more complex 

situations in which, for example, hh and Ih transitions were involved in the Stark 

effect [17, 53, 63, 79]. In particular, the identifcation of many-particle correlation 

effects entering this configuation have been given in [17, 63, 79] (see also the recent 
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|lh> !lh> 

|hh > 

no excitons 

FIGURE 1.4. Schematic of a Stark effect when both the pump and probe pulses couple 
to the hh-exciton transition (left), and when the pump couples to the hh- and the 
probe to the Ih-transition (right). The thick (thin) long arrows represent transitions 
due to pump (probe) pulses and the small arrows show Stark shifts in a simplified 
way. 

review [61] and references therein). Whereas pure hh Stark shifts can be regarded 

as semiconductor analogs to that effect in atomic 2-level systems, the combination of 

hh and Ih Stark shifts are, in a certain way, analogs to Stark shifts in atomic 3-level 

systems, as schematically shown in Fig. 1.4 

As disscussed in Sec.2.1.3, based on a detailed investigation of the various many-

body contiibutions to the Stark shifts, we identified a parameter' regime in which the 

existence of intervalence band coherences could be inferred from an experiment. We 

have shown that the Stark shift of the hh exciton should be about two times larger 

than the shift of the Ih exciton. The effect was experimentally observed, proving the 

existence of intervalence band cohererrce. 

EIT based on excitonic and biexcitonic coherences. The effect of EIT 

probably is the most noticeable example of coherent 3-level effects. It finds further 

applications in nonlinear optics and is thought to may be useful for quantum comput

ing, see e.g. Ref. [76]. Although most of the work on this effect was done in atomic 

and molecular vapors, it would be highly desirable to achieve comparable results 

based on EIT in semiconductor materials, mainly due to their faster response time, 

lower cost and integrability with existing optical technologies. There indeed have 

been some experimental research efforts on the effect in semiconductors [105, 89, 90]. 

I proposed a possible implementation of a 3-level system where the many-body 
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effects are exploited in the form of the exciton and biexciton coherences. We showed 

that the ground state, exciton and biexciton states can also be used as a cascade 

semiconductor 3-level system, and an EIT-like behavior may be realized. The EIT 

was, indeed, realized by an experimental group from Oregon, which had originally 

worked on this topic independently. Eventually, the collaboration between our group 

and the Oregon group lead to a successful analysis of the observed EIT effect in terms 

of microscopic processes. Some peculiarities, intrinsic to semiconductor material, like 

an energy renormalization of a biexciton level as function of pump pulse intensity, 

were also found. These issues are discussed in Sec. 2.2. 

All-optical polarization switching due to Stark effect. Recent technologi

cal advances in high bandwidth optical communication systems trigger much interest 

in ultrafast all-optical switching. Various implementations of the switching devices 

have been proposed based on conventional QWs [31, 48, 49, 83] and on strained^ QWs 

[13, 120]. 

Another switching configuration based on conventional GaAs QWs was proposed 

in [32]. The switch described there operates by virtual excitation due to a control 

beam that is tuned near (but below) the hh-exciton resonance. It utiUzes the possi

bility of selective excitation of various spin states of excitons, as will be discussed in 

more detail below. Furthermore, the switch allows for ultrafast (femtosecond) switch-

on and switch-off times (where the latter has been achieved through the use of an 

off-resonant control beam that excites only virtual excitons, thus avoiding any carrier 

accumulation) as well as a high contrast ratio. 

Sec. 2.6 deals with a microscopic analysis of this device. By means of the many-

body theory we analyze various interaction and correlation components of the switch

ing process. The dominating contributions to the switching action were determined, 

allowing for optimization of the material-dependent and experimentally adjustable 

•%'lechanica.l strain introduced along one or more directions changes the material lattice constant 
and consequently optical properties of a QW, see Ref. [92] for the theory of strained seniiconductors. 
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parameters for an improved switching action. 

1.2.2 Degenerate four-wave mixing 

Another corrmion experimental technique that we simulate is a spatial variant of 

FWM. Just as the pump-probe technique the phenomenon of multi-wave mixing 

is widely applied in nonlinear spectroscopy in general. In atomic optics FWM is 

known to yield such phenomena as phase conjugation and squeezing [81]. A typical 

apphcation of this configuration is shown in Fig. 1.1. In this case the two pulses 

create a spatial grating of the optically excited carrier density perturbation in the 

material and a resulting diffracted signal in the direction 2Kp — Kt. Both the phase 

and intensity of this signal manifest complicated dynamics induced by the many-body 

correlations. A time resolution of this signal on a femtosecond scale is a complicated 

experimental task [109], which we will not discuss here. However, such techniques are 

available, and the data obtained in a particular experiment done at the University 

of Iowa are analyzed in Sec. 2.4. In particular, we have analyzed the experimental 

results on the time resolved change of polarization of the FWM field. We obtained 

excellent agreement with the experiment, and based on that agreement we had to 

conclude that the dephasing time of the biexcitonic coherence may be a few times 

longer than that of the excitonic coherence. 

1.2.3 Microcavity degenerate four-vi^ave mixing 

Following the studies of cavity quantum electrodynamics with atoms, e.g. [80, 121], 

nonlinear optics of quantum wells embedded in a microcavity is a popular research 

topic nowadays [57]. 

Even in the regime where true quantum field effects are of no importance, the 

strong coupling of the field modes with the exciton resonance in a QW leads to an 

altered linear response of the semiconductor and hence the changes in the nonlinear 
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DBR DBR 
FIGURE 1.5. Schematic of the microcavity FWM configuration. The intense pump 
pulse induces nonhnear interaction of the coupled cavity-rnatter modes (polaritons) 
that elastically scatter in the FWM direction tested by the probe pulse. 

response as well. 

In Fig. 1.5 a schematic of a FWM configuration in a QW microcavity is shown. 

This configuration appeared to be a particularly sensitive probe of the effects of the 

reduced dimensionality on the two-exciton Coulomb scattering. Our theoretical anal

ysis (Sec. 2.5) in conjunction with experimental data obtained at the University of 

Tokyo, gave us indications of a significant shortcoming of the second Born approxima

tion (2nd BA) applied to two-exciton Coulomb correlations in a thin semiconductor 

quantum well, in agreement with the general knowledge of the qualitative failure of 

the 2nd BA in systems with short-range interaction in two dimensions. 

1.3 Theoretical formalisms 

A standard band structure in the vicinity of the F point of a two-dimensional GaAs 

type threct-gap semiconductor is shown in Fig. 1.6 (a). This is the sort of band 

structure that we deal with in this thesis. With laser light, electrons can be pro

moted from the valence band to the conduction band, resulting in an electron-hole 

pair excitation. The linear response theory and experiments show a hydrogen-like 

series of resonances below the fundamental band-edge. It is the long-range Coulomb 

interaction that leads to the appearance of this spectrum. It can be described in 

the language of quasiparticles, which in semiconductors are called Wannier excitons. 
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FIGURE 1.6, (a) Band-structure of two-dimensional GaAs-like semiconductor in the 
plane of tlie QW close to the center of Brillouin zone. The two-fold degenerate hh, Ih 
and conduction bands are shown, (b) The exciton levels diagram showing 0-, 1- and 
2-exciton states. No energy dispersion of the excitons is shown, (c) Typical linear 
absorption spectrum. The hh Is-exciton peak, hh continuum and the Ih-exciton peak 
are visible. 

Higher intensity excitations lead to the creation of four- (and more) particle states 

(two-, three-, etc exciton states), as schematically shown in Fig. 1.6 (b). A typical 

linear spectrum calculated for a GaAs QW is shown in 1.6 (c). Already important 

in the linear response, the Coulomb interaction leads to a variety of effects in the 

nonlinear regime. 

Being a many-particle interacting system, a semiconductor requires an adequate 

theoretical description, which depends on the degree of excitation and time-scales 

involved in the dynamic processes. For example, quasi-equilibrium Green's functions 

are usually the method of choice for the description of highly excited semiconductors, 

see, e.g. reviews in [43, 123]. Its extension to the non-equilibrium case developed 

by Keldysh [56] and Kadanoff and Baym [55] allows for a description of optically 

induced ultrafast semiconductor dynamics on a femtosecond time scale; for a recent 

general review of the applications of the method see [104], and also, particularly for 
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applications to the phenomena of semiconductor optics [14, 40, 41, 94, 98]. 

Unlike the high excitation limit where effects such as screening of the Coulomb 

potential are important, the low-order coherent dynamics for the optical excitation is 

contr olled by excitonic and higher oi'der coherences. Thus, the dynamics of the system 

in the lowest nonlinear order in the optical field — the regime'^ — is dominated 

by the one-exciton and two-exciton coherences, which can further be classified into 

bound (biexciton) and unbound (two-exciton continuum) correlation contributions. 

This regime has attracted much attention. Various multi-pulse nonlinear exper

iments have been applied to study it. It also has been analyzed with microscopic 

and/or phenomenological theories, see e.g. [3, 6, 7, 8, 11, 18, 19, 20, 22, 44, 51, 77, 

78, 84, 85, 88, 96, 97, 107, 108, 113, 114, 117]. It is this regime which wih be explored 

in this dissertation. 

A convenient approach enabling a rigorous description in this case can be formu

lated using perturbative density-matrix theory [14, 74, 101]. In this case the excitonic 

coherence (i.e., the observable interband polarization) represented by a single-particle 

reduced density matrix couples to a two-particle correlation function or biexcitonic 

coherence, which in turn is coupled to higher order correlation functions, and so forth. 

Thus, a hierarchy of equations of motion, characteristic for many-particle problems, 

appears. In the coherent limit with initial conditions of zero electron and hole densi

ties this x''"^-type hierarchy can be closed using the optical field itself as a srnallness 

parameter. This procedure, known as a Dynamics Controlled Truncation (DCT) 

scheme, gives us a finite set of Heisenberg equations that is exact up to a given order 

in the field. 

The outlined formalism has been extensively used for a description of ultrafast 

phenomena in various materials with characteristic excitonic dynamics. In the case 

of weakly bound excitons (characteristic for semiconductors) the approach has been 

''In the case of the optical excitation close to the band edge, as we consider, the effects are 
negligible. 
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developed in [5, 6, 77] and used numerous times to advance understanding of the low-

order nonlinear optical response [7, 10, 11, 58, 73, 84, 85, 86, 96, 108]. The relation of 

the formalism to other types of exoitons may be found in [4]. The interface between 

the density-matrix DCT forrnahsm and the non-equilibrium Keldysh-Kadanoff-Baym 

Green's functions approach has been worked out in [67] and also [77, 97]. 

In addition to the Green's functions and reduced density-matrix formalisms there 

exists a number of other treatments, such as those based on approximating excitons as 

bosonic particles [65, 107, 114, 115]. Also, various phenomenological few-level models 

have been applied successfully to explain experimental data [8, 24, 78, 88, 109, 110, 

111, 112]. The many-body effects in such atomic-type models are accounted for by 

introducing extra terms to the equations of motion for atomic density matrices. By 

appropriate fitting of the parameters these models can usually explain a wide range 

of experimental data. However, understanding of the underlying physics should be 

obtained from a rigorous microscopic treatment. 

In the next section we introduce our approach to the DCT formalism that is 

applied to selected phenomena of semiconductor spectroscopy, as discussed in Chap. 2 

1.4 DCT formalism 

1.4.1 Microscopic hamiltonlan 

We start here from the microscopic hamiltonian which includes the interaction of 

electrons and holes in a semiconductor quantum well. In the second quantization 

formalism we denote by aj(k) (a;(k)) the creation (annihilation) operator acting on 

the system's wavefunction by creating (annihilating) a particle with momentum k in 

the band indexed by I {I also includes the spin quantum number). We will differentiate 

between electrons and holes so that I = s and I = j, respectively, for the electrons in 

conduct ion band and holes  in  the valence band.  Separat ing the total  hamil tonian H 
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into kinetic Hk, Coulomb interaction He, and field-electron interaction parts so that 

H = Hk +  He + f f f ie id  

we can write the corresponding terms as (see [42] p. 172): 

(1-

Hk = 5]^.(k)at(k)a,(k) +J]E,-(k)aJ.(k)a,-(k). (1.2)  

ks 

Hk is assumed to be diagonal in the band indices, Es{Ej) being the band-model 

single electron (hole) energy. The band structure calculation is a separate problem. 

However, throughout this dissertation we will be concerned with the optical excitation 

near the fundamental band edge, close to fc = 0 . In that case it is adequate to make 

the effective mass approximation assuming parabolic bands: 

h^k'^ 

2m, 

£^h(k) 
2mh 

(1,3) 

(1.4) 

where rris and ruj are the effective masses of the respective bands and Eg is the energy 

of the forbidden zone. 

For the term responsible for the Coulomb interaction between the charge carriers 

we have: 

He 
2A E 

qT^Ojk.k' 
^ aj(k + q)a^/(k' -- q)a^'(k')as(k) 

- ^ a j ( k  +  q ) a ] , ( k '  -  q ) a j ' ( k ' ) a j ( k )  
n '  

- ^4(k -t- q)a](k' - q)aj(k')a,s(k) 
si 

- + q)4(k' - q)as(k')a^(k) 
SJ 

(1,5) 
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with V given in two dimensions by V(q) =- where is the magnitude of the 

electron's charge, is the background dielectric constant of the material, and A is 

the area of the system. The first two lines in this formula represent the interaction of 

electrons and holes respectively, whereas the las't two lines are due to the interaction 

between holes and electrons. This equation is approximate since the Coulomb terms 

responsible for interband scattering are not included. However, this is a safe assump

tion since the band gap is usually rather large (~ eV) and hence the probability of 

Coulomb-induced interba.nd transitions is small. 

Here we accept a semiclassical treatment as far as the light-matter interaction is 

concerned, i.e. the optical field is not quantized. Although the pure quantum field 

effects are sometimes important [21], that is not the case for the applications that we 

consider. Thus, the coupling to an external electric field is given by 

Hfieid = J^[dsj-E(t)aJ(k)aj(-k)-Fdj, •E(t)a](-k)a5.(k) , (1.6) 
sjk 

with dgj- = 9e(-5k|j'') being the dipole transition matrix element and E(t) the optical 

field. Although the spatial dependence of the optical filed is important for such 

effects as pulse propagation [59] or the analysis of light forces exerted on the carriers 

[72], for the effects considered in this dissertation we assume the field to be spatially 

homogeneous. 

1.4.2 Hierarchy problem 

The dynamic variable related to the experimentally observable optically-induced 

dipole density is an interband polarization function given by Psj(k) = (a;j(—k)ag(k)). 

It is assumed here that the annihilation operators are time-dependent, having the 

same time argument. Using the Heisenberg equation of motion for the evolution of 

an arbi t rary operator  0{ t )  
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ih j0{ t )  =  [0{ t ) ,H{ t )]  (1.7) 

we can write for the interband polarization: 

.. d ,, , ,.dau(-k) ,, ,, , , , , .dajk). 
ih~p,j{k) = {'I —ag(k)) + (a,,(-k)? ) 

= ([a,(-k), F]a,(k)) + {a,(-k)K(k), H])  (1.8) 

Using the fermionic commutation relations 

^mn 

[^mi~ [o-rrt! *^71] — 0 (1-9) 

and the hamiltonian (1.1), Eq. (1.8) assumes the following form: 

-  Es{k )  -  Ej{k ) ]p , j { k )  + Y^V{q)ps j {k  + q) = 5i + ^2, (1.10) 
q 

where 

= J] ̂s'jJ2psj'(k)pl,j>{k) - ^sj'iSjj' - J^p,'j(k)p*,j,(k)) (1.11) 
s' j '  j '  s '  

is the source term appearing due to the the optical excitation, flgj — —• E; 

52 = J]nq)[ (1-12) 
k'q 

(^(al./(k' + q)ay(k')aj(-k)a^(k + q)) 

(aJ,,(k')ov(k' + q)«i(-k - q)a, 

+ "• q)a;'(-k')%(-k -- q)a,(k)) 
f  

- (aj,(-k')a^v(-k' - q)aj(-k)as(k + q))j 
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is the Coulomb correlation part. 

Without the source term, Eq. (1.10) represent a k-space Schrodinger equation for 

an electron-hole pair. This equation in semiconductors is called the Wannier equation. 

Its stationary solution results in a hydrogeii-like series of excitonic states [42]. 

In order to find the polarization we need to know the four-operator expecta

tion values appearing in S2- The equation of motion for this operator would result 

in appearance of a six-operator expectation value. Thus, we encounter the infinite 

hierarchy of equations of motion often referred to by names of Bogolubov, Born, 

Green, Yvon, or Kirkwood. In order to account for the Coulomb correlations one has 

no choice, but to make some approximation truncating that hierarchy. There is a 

number of developed approximations, the simplest one being the Hartree-Fock (HF) 

approximation, in which case all the four-operator correlation functions are factor-

ized in terms of one-particle functions (interband polarizations and particle densities) 

[42]. The equations of motion appearing on this level are called semiconductor Bloch 

equations (SEE) [74, 42]. They are basically analogous to the optical Bloch equations 

[81, 103], although the Coulomb renormalization of the transition energies and Rabi 

frequencies included at this level lead to effects not found in atoms. 

Another way to deal with the four-operator expectations is to apply the DCT 

prescription. The text-book example of the DCT scheme can be found in Chapter 

9 of Ref. [99]. According to that scheme, if the particle number is conserved, which 

is the case for our Hamiltonian, the four-operator expectations can be expanded 

into the sums of six-point functions. Those objects in turn can be factorized into 

products of two- and four-point functions up to the third order in the field. Equation 

of motion for the resulting four-point function then can be truncated to include only 

the terms of second order in the optical field. A substantial assumption has to be 

introduced, however, for the procedure to be possible. It only holds exactly in the 

coherent limit, i.e. when there is no dephasing in the system. Since this is never 

true in semiconductors we have no choice but to assume that the coherent processes 
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dominate the incoherent ones. However, for the short time scales that is not such a 

bad approximation. 

1.4.3 Equations of motion 

As already said above, within the DCT theory the only expectation value we need 

to have in addition to the interband polarization is the two-exciton (four-operator) 

correlation function, also called biexcitonic amplitude. We introduce it as; 

''.v,..'j'(k;i,k2.k3,k,i) = (ajv(-k4)ay(k3)a^/(-k2)a.5(ki)) 

- (%'(-k4)a«' (ks)) (a^v (-kaja^ (ki)) 

+ (ajv(-k4)a^(ki))(aj(-k2)as'(ki)). (1.13) 

The time argument (the same for all operators) is dropped here to simplify the 

notation. For spatially homogeneous excitations, we have the condition ki — k2 + 

ks k4 = 0. 

The Coulomb interaction term Eq. (1.12) may be rewritten as a sum of the HF 

and Coulomb correlation parts: 

5*2 = 'S'HF + Scorr ,  (1-14) 

where the Hartree-Fock part is given by 

S' hF = ~ (P«i' (qWi  (k)Ps'i' (k )  +  Ps ' j  (q )Ps j '  (k) 
qs ' j '  

- Psj' {k)p,'j {q)pl,j, (q) - {k)ps'j{q)pl>j, (q)) , (1 • 15) 

and the correlation part is 

Scow = - + ̂ )) 
k 'q!  s ' j '  

X (6^_jvy(k + q,k,k',k' + q) + 6^jvjv(k,k + q, k' + q,k')) (1.16) 
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The equation of motion for the biexcitonic amphtude looks like: 

- E,(k + q) - En{k) - E',{k') - E'^{k' + q) + q, k, k', k' + q) 

X;V(q)x 

[bsjs'f (k + q + q', k, k' - q', k' + q) 4- hjs'f (k + q, k - q', k', k' + q + q') 

- Kjs'j'(k + q + q', k, k', k' + q + q') - (k I q, k + q'. k'+ q', k' f q) 

- bsjs'j'ik + q t q', k -t q', k', k' + q) - 6sjVj'(k + q, k, k' -i-q'.k' f q 1 q')] 

= V (q) (p..j(k) - psj{ k  + q)) (pa'j'(k' + q) - Ps ' f{ k ' ) )  

Equation for the interband polarization (1.10) (with the source terms given by 

Eqs. (1.11), (1.14)), and for the biexcitonic amplitude (1.17) represent the coupled 

tor. When the excitation conditions in an experiment are such that the response is 

dominated by a small number of excitonic states, it is advantageous to expand the 

dynamic variable in the exciton wave functions and keep the dominating excitonic 

contributions. A textbook outline of this rather tedious procedure is given in Chap. 

10 of [99]. Following this procedure we arrive at the equations (10,11) of App. O) or 

Eqs. (2.1,2.4) of App. D for the interband polarization and two-exciton correlation 

function, respectively, in the excitonic basis. Integrating formally equation (2.4) in 

App. D the equation of motion for the interband polarization can be written as 

V { k  -  k') {ps'j{ k )  - R,'j(k')) {Psj'{k' + q) - p,j' { k  + q)) (1.17) 

set of equations we need to solve in order to find the response of a semiconduc-



( t )  =  (0) - 172(t) 
at 

s ' j '  

S ' J '  

/

oo 

dt'G"'^{t -1') 
-oo S'J'A 

x\p'i{t')p''^\t') + Xp''^{t')p'''{t% (1.18) 

where 72 is a phenomenological dephasing constant, 

f s s ' f  ^ps fps ' j ' *  (1.19) 

f i f ^ ' ( 1 . 2 0 )  

are coherent occupation functions, and p^^ is the polarization function projected onto 

Is-excitoii subspace via: 

Pr/W == J3C*(k)(aj(-k,t)a,(k,t)), (1.21) 
k 

where 0®;'(k) is the n-th lowest exciton eigenfunction consisting of an electron from 

band s and a hole from band j. The definitions of the matrix elements A, U, and 

G are found in Apps. 0, D. The terms proportional to A, U, G give rise, respec

tively, to the phase space filling (PSF), Hartree-Fock (HP) (or mean field) and the 

correlations contributions. The latter appear due to the dynamic time-retarded scat

tering between four particles (two electrons and two holes) induced by the Coulomb 

interaction and include the bound (biexciton) and unbound (continuum) two-exciton 

scattering components. These contributions describe microscopic processes, such as 
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interaction-induced dephasing [118], that have often been used successfully in phe-

nomenological theories (see, for example, [109]). A link of this kernel function G 

to the concepts used in standard scattering theory, such as T-matrix, as well as its 

frequency characteristics are found in App. O. 

Eq. (1.18) governs the QW coherent material response in the regime. In 

the following we shall use its numerical and analytical solutions for various multi-

pulse configurations to study the specific role of the above-mentioned many-body 

contributions. 
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Chapter 2 

PRESENT STUDY 

The methods, results, and conclusions of this study are presented in the papers ap

pended to this dissertation. In this chapter we give a sjaiopsis of the most important 

findings of these papers. 

The following list provides the references to the corresponding papers and the 

sections, in which they are introduced. 

• Sec. 2.1.1 

App. A; R, Binder, I. Rumyantsev, N. H. Kwong, and R. Takayama, On the 

identification of intervalence-band coherences in semiconductor quantum wells, 

Phys. Stat. Sol. (b) 221 (2000), 169-178. 

• Sec. 2.1.2 

App. B: Scot A. Hawkins, Eric J. Gansen, Martin J. Stevens, I. Rumyantsev, R. 

Takayama, N. H. Kwong, R. Binder, G. Khitrova, H. M. Gibbs, D. G. Steel and 

Arthur L. Smirl, Polarization dependence of quantum beats in quantum wells: 

Ram,an coherence and two-exciton correlations, Phys. Stat. Sol. (c) 0 (2003), 

1453-1458 

App. C: Scot A. Hawkins, Eric J. Gansen, Martin J. Stevens, Arthur L. Smirl, I. 

Rumyantsev, R. Takayama, N. H. Kwong, R. Binder and D. G. Steel, Differen

tial measurements of Raman coherence and two-exciton correlations in quantum 

wells Phys. Rev. B 68 (2003), 035313/1-11 

• Sec. 2.1.3 

App. D: I. Rumyantsev, N. H. Kwong, R. Takayama, and R. Binder, Effects 

of intervalence band coherences on the coherently-coupled heavy-hole-hght-hole 
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stark shift in semiconductor quantum wells, Phys. Rev. B 65 (2002), 245325/1-

10. 

App. E; M. E. Donovan, A. Schiilzgen, J. Lee, P .-A. Blanche, N. Peyghambar-

ian, G. Khitrova, H. M. Gibbs, I. Rumyantsev, N. H. Kwong, R. Takayaina, 

Z. S. Yang, and R. Binder, Evidence for intervalence band coherences in semi

conductor quantum wells via coherently coupled optical stark shifts, Phys. Rev. 

Lett. 87 (2001), 237402/1-4. 

App. F: M. E. Donovan, A. Schiilzgen, J. Lee, P.-A. Blanche, N. Peyghambar-

ian, G. Khitrova, H. M. Gibbs, 1. Rumyantsev, N. H. Kwong, R. Takayarna, 

Z. S. Yang, and R. Binder, Coherently coupled optical Stark shifts provide ev

idence for intervalence band coherences in semiconductor quantum wells. Opt. 

and Photonics News 12 (2001), 43. 

• Sec. 2.2.1 

App. G; L Rumyantsev and R. Takayarna, N.H. Kwong and R. Biiider, On the 

interplay between excitonic and biexcitonic quantum coherences, QELS Techni

cal Digest (Washington, D.C.), Optical Society of America, 74 (2002) 269-270. 

• Sec. 2.2.2 

App. H: M. PhiUips, H. Wang, L Rumyantsev, N. H. Kwong, R. Takayarna, 

R. Binder, Electromagnetically-induced transparency at the exciton resonance, 

QELS Technical Digest CD-ROM (Washington, D.C.), Optical Society of Amer

ica, (2003) 39-40. 

App. L M. Philhps, H. Wang, L Rumyantsev, N. H. Kwong, R. Takayarna, 

R. Binder, Electromagnetically-induced transparency via biexciton coherence, 

unpublished 

• Sec. 2.3 
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App. J; I. Rumyantsev, N. H. Kwong, R. Takayama, R. Binder, M. Phillips 

and H. Wang Optically induced biexciton energy shift in semiconductor quantum, 

wells, QELS Postdeadline Papers Book (Washington, D.C.), Optical Society of 

America, (2003). 

Sec. 2.4 

App. K I. Rumyantsev, R. Binder, R. Takayama, N. H. Kwong, M. J. Stevens, 

A. L. Srnirl, Signatures of Excitomc Correlations in the time-resolved vecto

rial polarization state of four-wave mixing signals from semiconductor quantum 

wells, QELS Technical Digest (Washington, D.C.), Optical Society of America, 

74 (2002), 196-7 

Sec. 2.5 

App. L N, H. Kwong, R. Takayama, I. Rumyantsev, M. Kuwata-Gonokami, and 

R. Binder, Evidence of nonperturbative correlations in two-dimensional exciton 

systems in semiconductor microcavities, Phys. Rev. Lett. 87 (2001), 027402/1-

4. 

App. M N. H. Kwong, R. Takayama, L Rumyantsev, M. Kuwata-Gonokami, 

and R. Binder, Third-order exciton-correlation and nonlinear cavity-polariton 

effects in semiconductor microcavities, Phys. Rev. B 64 (2001), 045316/1-15. 

Sec. 2.6 

App. N L Rumyantsev, N. H. Kwong, R. Binder, E. J. Gansen, and A. L. 

Smirl, Many-particle theory of all-optical polarization switching in semiconduc

tor quantum wells, unpublished. 

Sec. 2.7 

App. 0 R. Takayama, N. H. Kwong, L Rumyantsev, M. Kuwata-Gonokami, and 

R. Binder, T-matrix analysis of biexcitonic correlations in the nonlinear optical 
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response of semiconductor quantum wells, Eur. Phys. J. B 25 (2002), 445-462. 

2.1 Semiconductor 3-level systems based on the heavy- and 
light-hole excitons 

In the next three sections we present a synopsis of investigations of the following 

coherent phenomena in the 3-level semiconductor system based on lih-lh excitons: 

quantum beats arising in the time-integrated differential signal (TI-DS), beats in the 

time-gated differential signal (TG-DS), and a coupled hh-lh optical Stark effect. 

2.1.1 Quantum beats in the time-integrated differential transmission 

In App. A we theoretically analyze the hh-lh quantum beats arising in the time-

integrated differential transmission signal of a single QW. Specifically, we address the 

issue of distinguishing beats appearing due to the intervalence band hh-lh coherence 

(analogous to Raman coherence in atomic systems) from those appearing due to 4-

particle biexcitonic correlations. 

As has been discussed in Sec. 1.4.3, in the response of a semiconductor one can 

discriminate phase space filling, Hartree-Fock, and 4-particle (biexcitonic) correlation 

contributions. While the intervalence band coherence terms are foimd in the first two 

contributions, all three contributions can yield beats in the TI-DS. 

Using our microscopic theory we have studied the dependence of oscillations cre

ated by various terms on duration of the pulses and their spectral detunings. We 

found two ways to suppress the appearance of correlation-induced hh-lh beats in a 

time-integrated differential transmission measurement. One possibihty is to use very 

short pulses (in the limit of (5-function pulses the contribution of the correlations van

ish exactly). The temporally short pulses, however, have a wide energy spectrum. In 

that case the Is-exciton subset that is used in our DCT equations may not provide 

an adequate approximation. The other possibility is to choose the center frequency of 
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the pulses at the hh-exciton. In this case, even for longer pulse, for which the corre

lations contribute significantly to the total signal, no beats occur in their delay-time 

signature. 

2.1.2 Quantum beats in the temporally-gated differential transmission 

Another example of a comprehensive investigation of the hh-lh beats that we have 

done is documented in Apps. B, C. The same theoretical formalism as in the pre

vious section was used. The corresponding experiments were done in the group of 

Prof. Arthur L. Smirl of the University of lowa^ on an optically-thin two-QW sample 

(App. B) and on a thicker 10-QW sample (App. C). 

The dependence of the beats on the polarizations of the pump and probe pulses 

was observed in the experiment. In particular, for an optically-thin QW sample, 

quantum beats in the probe direction for pump and probe pulses having the same 

circular polarization were observed for the first time. This provides cleai- evidence for 

coupling from two-exciton correlations, in agreement with the theoretical analysis. 

The temporally-gated version of differential spectroscopy that was used provided 

an additional degree of freedom in analyzing various contributions to the beats. The 

essence of this method is illustrated in Fig. 2.1. 

More specifically, the time-gated spectroscopy allowed for the experimental sep

aration of the total differential signal into the parts DSi, and DS2 (see Eq. (I) of 

App. C). DSi is given by the time integration of the time-resolved signal (for a fixed 

delay between pump and probe) during the probe pulse, and DS2 is measured with 

the gating technique integrating the emission right after the probe. The experiment 

was performed with relatively long pulses (~ 150 fs); in that case the DCT theoretical 

treatment is expected to be adequate. 

Our theoretical simulations of that technique by means of the DCT formalism 

^Experimental support was also provided by Profs. Hyatt M. Gibbs and Galina Kliitrova (Uni
versity of Arizona) and Duncan G. Steel (University of Michigan) 
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FIGURE 2.1. The time-resolved coherent emission in the probe direction with the 
pump (bottom) and without the pump (top) for a zero time delay between the pulses. 
The shaded area indicates the time-resolveid differential signal. To obtain the time-
gated differential signal (TGDS), the shaded area is integrated beginning at a, time 
immediately after the probe has passed. 

showed that contributions of hh-lh coherence, beats due to the population terms, and 

due to the biexcitonic coherences (which exist when pump and probe are linearly 

polarized) enter DSi and DS2 components in a different way. The experiment-theory 

comparison made it possible to show that the beats from the four-particle correlations, 

having opposite phase in DSi and DS2, may cancel in the total differential signal. 

This cancellation of the correlation-induced beats appeared to be dependent on the 

thickness of the sample. Although it did not occur in the 2-QW sample, as discussed 

in App. C, for a 10-QW sample beats due do 4-particle correlations are cancelled 

out for particular pulse parameters. Thus, the observed beats in the total signal can 

be attributed to the Raman coherence and population terms. Due to this latter, 

semiconductor specific, contribution (since it appears in the Hartrec-Fock terms) a 

complete isolation of Raman coherences was not found to be possible. 
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2.1.3 Coupled heavy-hole-light-hole Stark shifts 

As we discussed in the previous section, the hh-lh quantum beats are complicated 

by the four-particle correlations. A somewhat easier access to the intervalence band 

coherences is the coherently coupled hh-lh optical Stark effect. The schematic repre

sentation of the effect is shown in Fig. 1.4. Our theoretical study of this effect is the 

subject of App. D, and the comparison of the theory with experiments done in the 

group of Prof. Axel Schulzgen (University of Arizona)^ is found in Apps. E, F. 

We investigated the dependence of different many-body contributions on the pump 

pulse detuning from the hh-exciton by means of a immerical and a semi-analytical 

treatment within a microscopic DCT theory. Our main goal was to identify and 

study a parameter regime in which an approximate analogy between appropriately 

defined intervalence band coherences and non-radiative coherences in atomic 3-level 

systems exists. Even though there carmot be an exact analogy because of many-

particle effects in the semiconductor, an appropriate definition has been found to 

be possible in the case where Hartree-Fock contributions dominate over two-exciton 

correlation effects. 

In particular, we have simulated the situation in which a narrow band circularly 

polarized pump pulse is effectively coupled only to the hh-exciton (due to detuning 

below the hh-exciton and a large hh-lh splitting) and in which a co- (counter-) po

larized test pulse probes the hh- (Ih-) exciton (all the excited excitons in this case 

belong to the same 3-band subsystem). 

Using Lorentzian lineshapes for the linear response, we found that two-exciton cor

relations contributions cause deformations of the absorption lines so that the spectral 

position of the rnaxirrmrn of the line does not coincide with the first moment of the 

distribution. Therefore, we considered two possible definitions of the shifted exciton 

resonance: (i) the resonance center is assumed to be given by the first moment of 

^Also, in collaboration with Profs. Hyatt M. Gibbs, Galina Khitrova, and Nasser Peygliambarian 
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the spectrum, and (ii) the peak of the spectrum is regarded as the center of the hne. 

We found that regardless of the definition, the PSF and HF terms dominate in the 

hh- and Ih-excitonic shifts over two-exciton correlations at larger pump detunings. 

Furthermore, the intervalence band coherences were found to give the dominant con

tribution in the Ih shift, whereas they did not affect the hh shift. We used the ratio 

of the hh to the Ih shifts to study quantitatively the effect of the intervalence-band 

coherences. Switching off the intervalence band coherences in the calculation caused 

the ratio to change from about two to about five. 

In the experiment the ratio was observed to be close to the predicted factor of two 

at the moderate detunings of the pump form the hh-exciton (~ 8 rrieV) and departed 

to bigger values at smaller detunings. The small detuning case was not covered by 

theory and the theory-experiment discrepancies in this regime were hypothetically 

attributed to higher order nonlinearities. The observation of the predicted relation of 

the hh and Ih Stark shifts in the regime of validity of third-order theory provided a 

basis for our claim of the identification of the hh-lh intervalence band coherence. Thus, 

the experiment-theory comparison allowed us to identify an appropriate parameter 

regime, and to unambiguously observe the hh-lh intervalence band coherence in a 

semiconductor QW. 

2.2 EIT based on the biexcitonic coherence 

Realization of the EIT using another type of semiconductor 3-level system is summa

rized in the next two sections. 

2.2.1 Theoretical foundation of the effect: ^(3) analysis 

As we already discussed, the nonlinear optical processes in semiconductors are greatly 

affected by Coulomb correlations. Instead of finding ways to avoid these effects, in 

App. G we have suggested four-carrier correlations to be used as an effective Raman 
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FIGURE 2.2. (a) EIT scheme in atomic cascaded three-ievel systems, (b) Band 
structure of a GaAs QW (energy vs. momentum k). Shown are the two degenerate 
conduction bands and two degenerate hh valence bands, along witli tiie optical selec
tion rules for circularly polarized light, (c) Schematic of energy eigenstates for the 
ground, one-exciton, and two-exciton states. Indicated are only the Is-exciton states 
and the corresponding lowest biexciton as well as the two-exciton continuum states. 

coherence. Using the DCT analysis we showed (see Fig. 2 of App. G) that the 

interplay of excitonic and biexcitonic coherences leads to the response similar 

to that of a cascade atomic system (see Fig.2,2), meaning that the EIT could, in 

principle, be realized. 

2.2.2 Experiment-theory comparison in highly nonlinear regime 

The EIT effect based on the scheme discussed above was indeed independently realized 

by Mark Phillips and Prof. Hailin Wang (University of Oregon), with whom we are 

now collaborating. The results of our collaboration are the subject of Apps. fl, I. 

About 20-fold coherent reduction of absorption was observed in that experiment 

(see Fig. 2 (a) of App. I). To the best of our knowledge an EIT effect of this magnitude 

was not seen so far in semiconductors. The experiment also shows differences in the 

observed effect from the one of a cascade atomic system. The EIT resonant dip shifts 



its position in the spectrum as the intensity of the pump increases, as seen in Fig. 2 

(b) of App. 1. 

Since the conditions of the corresponding experiment did not strictly fulfill the 

third order requirements, we analyzed the observed EIT effect extending our third-

order DCT theoretical treatment, evaluating correspondent equations nonperturba-

tively for the probe field. Physically this extension coherently superposes the effects 

of processes in which the probe-created exciton successively scatters off excitons cre

ated by the control beam. The theoretical analysis shows excellent agreement with 

the experiment. The differences of the semiconductor and atomic behavior were at

tributed to the energy renormalization of the biexciton state. This issue is discussed 

in the next section. 

2.3 Energy renormalization of the biexcitons 

In App. J the problem of dynamic energy renormalization of the two-exciton states 

is addressed. As mentioned in the previous section, the effect of energy shift of the 

biexciton was observed in the exciton-biexciton EIT experiment. 

To account for this effect we evaluated energy renormalization contributions to the 

four-particle correlation function [66], corresponding to the three-exciton Coulomb 

interaction. Two of these interacting excitons are bound and one is free as shown 

schematically in Fig. 2.3. 

The lowest order where these contributions appear is We found that in this 

order the biexciton shift is approximately equal to twice the average of the Stark 

shifts of all exciton states (optically active and optically inactive) that form the 

biexciton. Consequently, the resulting renormalization terms involve the many-body 

contributions found in the excitonic Stark shifts: phase-space blocking, static Hartree-

Fock, and dynamic correlated interactions. These contributions taken separately 

produce the energy shifts of different signs, so that a high degree of cancellations occur. 
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FIGURE 2.3. Schematic showing biexciton in a gas of excitons. The biexciton under 
consideration is a two-electron-two-hole state created by binding two photo-generated 
excitons, one with spin up and the other with spin down, together. Its interactions 
with a gas of coherent spin-up excitons yield a change in the biexciton energy. 

Only when all the contributions were accounted for could we obtain the shift of the 

biexciton corresponding in magnitude to the experimentally observed value. Thus, the 

investigation initially aimed at the EIT effect exposed the dynamic renormalization 

effect that, as far as we know, had not been observed or analyzed before. 

2.4 Time-resolved dynamics of the polarization of the four-
wave mixing signals 

In App. K we study the time-resolved change of the polarization state of the field in 

a four-wave mixing direction. 

It appears that the time-resolved FWM signal, resulting from excitation with 

linearly polarized pump and probe pulses that are not co- or cross-linearly polarized, 

exhibits comphcated change of its polarization, as schematically shown in Fig. 2.4. 

In Ref. [109] experimental findings of the polarization dynamics of the FWM 

signal (Fig. 21 of [109] ) were shown, and qualitatively explained on the basis of a 

five-level model, which phenornenologically accounted for the many-body effects. We 
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FIGURE 2.4. Schematic of time-resolved polarization change of the FWM field. The 
incident probe and pump pulses are linearly polarized, and resulting elliptic polariza
tion of the FWM signal changes in time. 

considered data similar to those of Ref. [109], but taken at a lower pump intensity. 

The data were taken by our experimental collaborators Martin Stevens and Prof. 

Arthur L. Srnirl from the University of Iowa. 

These data show a rather complex time dependence of the polarization, which 

changes from initially linear to an elliptical state differently for different angles be

tween linear polarizations of the pump and probe pulses. 

These experimental results were analyzed with the microscopic DCT theory. Both 

the time resolved data and a spectrum of the signal were considered. The free param

eters of the theory are the exciton Rydberg energy, the exciton dephasing 72, and the 

decay rate of the biexciton amplitude 7j. We achieved excellent agreement of our the

oretical results with all of the experimental data for an optimized value of 75, which 

is 7(, = 72/3. While unavoidable experimental fluctuations prevent us from claiming 

that the true value for 7;, is exactly 72/8, we do believe that our analysis gives strong 

evidence for reduced biexciton dephasing under the conditions of the experiment. 

Thus, apart from showing the importance of four-particle correlations, we obtained 

an evidence of anomalously small dephasing rate of the biexciton. We tentatively 

attribute this effect to characteristics of exciton-phonon interaction at relatively high 
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temperature (80 K). Although proving or disproving this hypothesis by a microscopic 

theory of dephasing is an interesting problem, it is beyond the scope of this thesis. 

2.5 Four-wave mixing in microcavities 

The investigation of the nonlinear cavity-polariton effects in semiconductor microcav

ities is the subject of Apps. L, M. 

The experimental findings of Ref. [65] on the effects of cavity polariton scatter

ing are analyzed in these studies by means of the microscopic DCT theory. This 

experiment was done in the group of Prof. Makoto Kuwata-Gonokarni (University of 

Tokyo), who was our collaborator in that project. The experiment showed non-trivial 

behavior of the cavity polariton peaks in the spectrum of the FWM signal, depending 

on the polarizations of the pump and probe pulses. 

The two variants of the DCT-theory were adapted to treat the microcavity FWM 

response: 1) when the four-particle correlations are treated within the second-Born 

approximation (2nd BA), which includes the assumption that the energy of the corre

lated exciton pairs equals to the sum of unperturbed kinetic energies of free excitons: 

2) when the two-exciton Hamiltonian is diagonalized exactly, and the resulting eigen-

states are used to find the two exciton forward scattering amplitude (T-rnatrix). 

In theory the T-rnatrix calculated within the 2nd BA shows a singular behavior 

when the dephasing constant of two-exciton amplitude goes to zero. The microcavity 

experiment appeared to be a sensitive probing tool to show shortcoming of the 2nd 

BA in the interpretation of the experimental data in systems with long-range 

interaction. Indeed, as shown in App. L an excellent agreement with experimental 

data was obtained for the exact scattering theory, and for the 2nd BA no such an 

agreement was found. 

The details of the corresponding theoretical treatment are given in App. M. In 

addition to the breakdown of the 2nd BA, a failure of a commonly used Markov 
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approximation, disregarding memory effects in the two-exciton scattering is inferred in 

this study, based on the experiment-theory comparison. Also, the general importance 

of various many-body contributions, such as bound biexcitons, in the FWM cavity 

response is established. 

2.6 Investigation of all-optical polarization switch 

In this section we return to the discussion of the pump-probe configuration. While in 

previous sections we were mostly concerned with investigation of fundamental many-

particle correlations, the topic of this study is more application-oriented. In App. N 

our simulations are used for an analysis of a practically usable device, in which the 

light emitted in the probe direction is modulated by the pump pulse induced non-

linearities between the spin-polarized excitons. In this case the terminology control 

instead of pump, and signal instead of probe is more appropriate. 

Eric Gansen and Prof. Arthur L. Smirl are our experimental collaborators in this 

project. They obtained the time-resolved, time-integrated, and frequency-resolved 

data showing characteristics of the signal behavior underlying the switching action. 

Both the phase and amplitude characteristics of the field were measured in the ex

periment. 

The basic principle of the device operation using virtual excitations has been 

demonstrated in [32], The scheme in Fig. 2.5 shows the basic idea of the switching 

process, which is due to an effective change of the polarization state of the signal light 

brought about by the control-induced coherent material nonlinearities. In Fig. 2.6 

we show in a simplified schematic the two spin-degenerate hh-exciton transitions. A 

Unearly polarized signal pulse (say, "x"-polarized), which consists of right ("-f-") and 

left ("-") circularly polarized components, would not undergo polarization change, 

because it couples to both transitions indicated in the figure in the same way. If, 

however, a circularly polarized control beam modifies, for example, the response of 
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FIGURE 2.5. Schematic of the all-optical polarization switching configuration. Ini
tially "x"-polarized signal pulse becomes elliptically polarized due to the pump-
induced nonliriearities, and finite value "y"-polarized component appears, governed 
by the control pulse. 

the cr+ and (7_ transitions in a different way, the control-induced susceptibility of 

the cr+ component of the signal light differs from that of the component. This 

leads to an effective change of polarization state of the field, and the appearance of 

a "y"-polarized component in the transmitted signal pulse [32]. The device is then 

characterized by the so-called contrast ratio (CR), defined as the ratio of transmitted 

intensities of the "y"-polarized component with and without control. 

w/o  contro l  

Our DCT theory allows for a detailed analysis of the switching action in the lowest 

order nonlinear regime. The theoretical results simulating all available data are found 

to be in good agreement with experiment. The respective contributions of phase-

space blocking and various many-particle interaction and correlation terms to the 

switching process are identified and studied as function of experimentally adjustable 
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FIGURE 2.6. Schematic of the hh-e.xciton selection rules for control (thick arrow) 
and signal (thin arrows) light fields (including electron and hole angular rnoinentiuu 
quantum numbers) 

parameters. The resulting parametric dependence of the switching action was used as 

a basis for proposals of further optimization of the device. In particular, the optimal 

exciton binding energy, Bohr radius, and appropriate pulse detuning regime were 

determined. 

In particular, we found the spectral detuning regime for the control pulse where 

the Hartree-Fock nonlinearity is a dominating contribution. In that case, assuming 

the dipole matrix element of the transition to be constant, we predicted a parametric 

dependence of the contrast ratio on the reduced mass of CR ~ m®. Hence, the con

trast ratio is a sensitive function of the reduced mass, which can be modified through 

the use of an appropriate material system and/or applied mechanical stress. Fur

thermore, we found that the signal being tuned exactly into the exciton resonance is 

beneficial for the device. All together the suggested optimization ways may increase 

the contrast ratio by more than two orders of magnitude. Thus, in this project un

derstanding of the fundamental many-body processes appears useful for technological 

purposes. 

2,7 T-rnatrix analysis of Coulomb correlations in the op
tical response of semiconductor quantum wells 

This section summarizes results obtained in App. 0. In this theoretical project we 

applied the dynamics controlled truncation (DCT) to evaluate the optical response of 

a semiconductor QW up to third order in the field. The dynamic variables (i.e. the 

interband polarization function and the biexcitonic amplitude) are expanded in the 
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excitonic eigenfunctions. This approach allowed us to calculate phase-space fiUing, 

Hartree-Fock, biexciton, and exciton continuum scattering contributions entering the 

theory. A detailed analysis of the correspondence between the excitonic T-matrix 

in the Is-approximation and the well-known T-matrix governing two-particle inter

actions in two-dimensional systems via short-range potentials is also presented. The 

obtained theory was used as a basis for the investigations discussed in all the previous 

sections of Chap. 2. 

The most drastic approximation that we have made in the evaluation of the theory 

is the restriction of the excitonic states to Is-excitons only. This is justified in part 

by the fact that to a good approximation in wide range of experiments only Is-

states are optically excited. We have also checked the degree of coupling of Is-

exciton states to the higher states and numerically found it to be small (cf. Fig.2 

App. 0). This approximation, however, causes some anomalous behavior of the 

excitonic overlap matrix element. The critical discussion of Sec. 3.3 of the paper shows 

that disregarding its contribution may be advantageous in the Is-approximation. 

The 2-exciton Harniltonian is diagonalized under these conditions. The bound 

biexciton and two-exciton continuum contributions to the two-exciton scattering am

plitude are found. The biexciton binding energy is obtained and shows satisfactory 

agreement with the values obtained by more precise methods. The exact diagonaliza-

tion is shown to remove discontinuous character of the excitonic T-matrix, appearing 

in the case of approximate treatment within often applied second Born approxima

tion. In the case of "exact" treatment the excitonic T-matrix behaves at low energies 

as predicted from the general principles [93]. 

Thus, the obtained theory allowed systematic study of the optical nonlinearities 

in QWs up to the third order in the field, that was done in this dissertation. 
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A theoretical analysis of intervalence-band coherences is presented. These optically created non-
radiative coherences are generalizations of non-radiative coherences in atomic and molecular 
three-level systems. Whereas in three-level systems these coherences are the basis of important 
and well-established nonlinear effects, the interpretation of experimental evidence for such coher
ences in semiconductors needs to be supported by many-body theory. Based on the dynamics-con-
trolled truncation formalism, the respective contributions of intervalence-band coherences and co
herent biexcitonic correlations in time-integrated differential transmission spectroscopy is 
investigated. It is found that the contribution of the biexcitonic correlations to the observable hea-
vy-hole-Ught-hole beats can be eliminated, either by reducing the light pulse duration or by choos
ing the central frequency of the hght pulses at the heavy-hole exciton. 

Introduction In atomic and molecular physics, three-level systems are of increasing 
importance because they exhibit a number of interesting and potentially technologo-
cially relevant coherent nonlinear optical effects. Probably the most famous of these 
effects are lasing without inversion and electroraagnetically-induced transparency (see, 
e.g., [1 to 5]). Another important effect is that of adiabatic population transfer [6 to 8]. 
Both these effects are by now well-established, both theoretically and experimentally. 
These effects depend crucially on the existence of so-called dark states or population 
trapped states (see, e.g., [9, 10]), which in turn are related to non-radiative quantum 
coherences, sometimes called Raman coherences. In atomic and molecular three-level 
systems it is often assumed that the non-radiative coherence has a lifetime much longer 
than that of the hght-induced radiative quantum-coherences and, thus, dominates the 
nonlinear dynamics of the system. However, even in systems with shorter non-radiative-
coherence lifetimes one can expect interesting quasi-coherent three-level dynamics. 

As for semiconductors, several direct analogies of strongly nonlinear coherent three-
level effects, such as dark states, adiabatic population transfer and gain without inver
sion, have been studied theoretically. In Refs. [11 to 13] the heavy-hole-light-hole 
bands are chosen to constitute the two non-radiatively-coupled bands of the three bands 
that generalize the three-level atom (see Fig. 1), whereas in [14 to 16] two electron 
quantum-well subbands play the role of the not-radiatively-coupled bands and, in this 
case, the heavy-hole band is the third band. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic comparison of a three-level system (left) with a three-band semiconductor (right). 
Radiative (non-radiative) transitions are indicated by dashed (dotted) arrows. As an example, se
lection rules for right (a+) and left (a^) circularly polarized Kght are indicated. In the case of the 
semiconductor, the bands shown are two-fold degenerate. The indicated selection rules are those of 
the spin -1-1 subset, and the transitions with the opposite selection rules (spin —1 subset) are not 
shown 

Although direct experimental observations of strongly nonlinear (i.e,, high intensity) 
coherent three-band effects in semiconductors are desirable, any observation of the 
non-radiative coherence would already be an important milestone on the way of coher
ent semiconductor three-band dynamics. For such observations and associated theoreti
cal studies, the lowest-order nonlinear regime, the -regime, is sufficient, even though 
the details of the coherent three-band dynamics may be drastically altered in the more 
interesting highly-nonlinear regime. 

In the -regime, one of the most often applied theoretical methods is the dynamics-
controlled truncation formalism (DCT) [17] (see also [18 to 20]), The connection be
tween DCT and diagrammatic techniques, which are the methods of choice in highly-
excited semiconductors and semiconductors with initial non-zero electron and/or hole 
populations, has been established in [21, 22]. While most evaluations of the DCT form
alism are performed in a regime strongly influenced by incoherent effects, so that there 
exist no strict smallness parameter, it nevertheless has been shown numerous times 
(using either DCT or phenomenological few-level models) that the inclusion of biexci-
tonic correlations is an important feature of optical signals in the -regime (see, e.g., 
[23 to 38] further references can be found in [39]). 

Also, a large number of experimental and theoretical investigations of heavy-hole-
light-hole quantum beat and polarization interference phenomena have been per
formed, where the theory ranges from basic polarization selection rules to DCT and full 
quantum kinetic studies, and where the experiments include four-wave mixing (FWM) 
and time-integrated differential transmission spectroscopy (TI-DTS) (see, e.g., [40 to 
50]). The specific question of heavy-hole-light-hole (hh-lh) coherences has been ad
dressed in [44 to 47]. It was shown in [44] that hh-lh beats in TI-DTS vanish if the hh-lh 
coherence is switched off. Given the fact that hh-lh beats in the TI-FWM signal do not 
vanish if the hh-lh coherence is turned off (see results below), the TI-DTS becomes an 
important and sensitive probe for hh-lh coherences. The study in Ret [44] was based 
on generalized semiconductor Bloch/Boltzmann equations and included experimental 
observations of hh-lh beats in the DTS of a bulk semiconductor. An experimental 
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observation of hh-lh beats in the TI-DTS signal based on heavy-hole and light-hole 
excitons was reported in [47]. 

In [45] it was argued that hh-lh coherence should be assumed to live longer than the 
optical polarization (albeit not quite as long as the electron and hole populations) and 
the role of these long-lived hh-lh coherences was investigated. As for the optical selec
tion rule, the long-hved hh-lh coherences were assumed to be identical to those of the 
purely coherent hh-lh coherences (which, whithin the DCT formalism, are simply pro
ducts of the two optical polarization functions which together create the hh-lh coher
ence). 

In order to put the studies of hh-lh coherences (specifically within TI-DTS config
uration) into the broader context of three-band coherences as possible analogies to 
three-level coherences, it would be important to ascribe the observed beats unambigu
ously to those excitonic three-band coherences that generalize the three-level coher
ences. However, this is generally difficult since in a semiconductor all coherence func
tions (two-operator expectation values) are essentially reduced density matrix elements. 
This problem is most apparent in the DCT formalism, which even in the ideal 
regime (i.e., no dephasing or damping) asserts the importance of the biexciton coher
ence functions (four-operator expectation value) in addition to that of the two-operator 
coherence function. Specifically, the intervalence-band biexciton coherence function has 
no analogies in the three-level system. Moreover, as will be discussed in more detail in 
the following, the intervalence-band biexciton coherence function has source terms 
whose polarization-dependence is different from that of the usual intervalence-band 
coherence (two-operator expectation value). In Ref. [46] it was shown how one can 
extract the hh-lh beats due to the biexciton coherence function from a TI-DTS signal. 
Essentially, it was shown that for a specific polarization configuration, all beat sources, 
except for the biexciton coherence function, can be switched oft However, the possibil
ity of switching off the biexciton coherence function as a source of hh-lh beats is not 
sufficient if the goal is to identifiy beats due to the two-operator intervalence-band 
coherence function, which, for simplicity, we will simply call from here on "interva-
lence-band coherence". In other words: if one wants to study intervalence-band co
herences as a general phenomenon within the -regime, one would like to elimi
nate those effects that are likely to occur only in the or similarly low-intensity 
regime, such as the biexcitonic intervalence-band correlation. Similarly, it has been 
argued that, in addition to the intervalence-band coherences, excitation-induced de-
phasing (BID) processes, as treated in phenomenological few-level models, could lead 
to hh-lh beats [51]. It is the goal of this paper to discuss a possible identification 
scheme of the intervalence-band coherence by "switching off" the contribution of the 
biexcitonic intervalence-band correlation to the observable TI-DTS. We will show two 
ways of achieving this. One way is based on reducing the pulse duration. In essence, 
we will argue that the idea of Ref [52] to extract many-body effects from TI-DTS 
can be, roughly speaking, reversed in order to eliminate many-body effects (except 
for phase-space fiUing). The second way is to choose the heavy-hole exciton as center 
frequency of the pulses. Combining both these strategies should allow for an unam
biguous verification of intervalence-band coherences in future experimental investiga
tions. 

To prepare for the discussion we will review, in the following section, the DTS form
alism within the approximation scheme underlying our analysis used afterwards. 
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Theory In this section we review the basic formulas of the OCT formalism [17]. Specifi
cally, we present the DCT equations in the exciton basis, following largely the approach 
of Refs. [25, 53, 54], However, in the evaluation of the formalism, we will not restrict 
ourselves to the second excitonic Born approximation and/or bound-state projections in 
the treatment of bound biexciton, but instead perform a full T-matrix solution of the 
DCT equations within the Is-exciton subspace. A detailed analysis of the validity of our 
approach, including a quantitative analysis of the contributions of higher exciton states, 
a comparison of the biexciton binding energies and oscillator strengths with standard 
(non-DCT) approaches to biexcitons in two dimensions, the mass-dependences of the 
biexcitonic eigenvalue spectrum, an eigenvalue analysis of the exciton-overlap matrix, 
are beyond the scope of this paper and will be presented elsewhere. 

The third-order equation of motion for the interband polarization compontent 
representing excitons with internal quantum number «, formed from electrons in the 
conduction band with spin index j and hole in the valence band with angular momen
tum index j, reads 

s'l'mm' 

y yWUp S'I si' 
' nmn'm'n'r m c m 

s'j'mn'm' 

+ E (1) 
s'j'mn'm'% X=±l 

Here, £^'(q = 0) is the exciton energy of excitons with zero center-of-mass momentum, 
72 is the inverse dephasing time of the radiative transition, Qsj is the dipole energy 
associated with bands s and /, denotes the exciton wavefunction integral asso

ciated with Pauh blocking, is the Hartree-Fock matrix element, (q) and 

direct and exchange Coulomb matrix elements, respectively, and 

is the coherent biexcitonic correlation function for two excitons with center-of-
mass momenta q and -q, respectively, internal quantum number n and m, and involv
ing two electrons in bands s and s' and two holes in bands j and f. The coherent bi
excitonic correlation function obeys the equation 

'ft ^ 

n'm'q 

+ E C'iLm' (q) \PlPm' + ̂ Pi'Pt] • (2) 
n'm' 

Here, is half of the 5(q) = 0 matrix element for the triplet A = -f and singlet 
A = - channel, of the effective exciton-exciton interaction 

^S(q, q') = E (1 - (q, k) q'), (3) 
rs 

where is the matrix element involving direct and exchange interaction, 

and k') is the excitonic overlap matrix element. 
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If we restrict ourselves to Is excitons and integrate formally the biexciton equation, we 
obtain 

s'f 

+ E^"Fwv/{f)//(f) 
S'j' 

CO 
+ E /''*{<) J df' G^"^(r - 0 \p''{t') p'>'(0 + Xp'>{^) P'>'(0] (4) 

s'j'X —CO 

with the biexcitonic correlation function 

- 0 = ̂  - t') E 
LLrl q<i'q" 

X [e-(WCWO/^)-%/)('-0] (q,q")[/ _ A5^THq".q') 

X [y'=to")(q') _2yex(;;')(q/)]^ (5) 

Here // is the total two-exciton Hamiltonian (kinetic energy plus effective exciton-ex-
citon interaction). We have suppressed all exciton indices n,m,..., as they are chosen 
throughout to be Is. It is implied that in Eq. (4) the products of three polarizations 
contain only first-order polarizations. 

In addition to the original DCT contributions given above, we adopt the viewpoint 
of, e.g., Ref. [46], and add long-lived densities and intervalence-band coherences. For 
practical purposes, the densities are assumed not to decay at all, and the life time of the 
long-lived intervalence-band coherence is used as a parameter (yinc). 

Results In this section we present theoretical results obtained with the theory outlined 
in the previous section. We focus mainly on TI-DTS obtained from one quantum well, 
and we will study the various many-body contributions for a number of light-pulse 

duration detunings. All results are valid 
only in the -regime. 

Before discussing the semiconductor, we 
would like to review some basic features of 
the three-level system (Fig. la). This will 
clarify the importance of TI-DTS as com-

Fig. 2. Time-integrated differential transmission 
(upper figure) and time-integrated four-wave mix
ing (lower figure) signals for a three-level system 
in third order nonlinear response. The solid lines 
show the full calculation, and the dotted hnes 

show results without non-radiative coherence P2] • 
The parameters are given in the text 
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pared to TI-FWM in the investigation of non-radiative quantum coherences. Figure 2 
shows the TI-DTS and TI-FWM for a three-level system with and without the non-
radiative coherence. The figure was obtained from a numerical solution of the three-
level density matrix equations (see, e.g., [10]). The level splitting between state 1 and 
2 is taken to be 30 meV. The dephasing time of the radiative coherences and 
200 fs, and that of the non-radiative coherence p2i is infinite. The pulses are taken to 
be hnearly polarized (i.e. they couple to both radiative transitions), centered spectrally 
exactly in the middle between the two radiative transitions. Both, pump and probe 
pulse have a duration of 10 fs (FWHM in intensity). Similar results can also be ob
tained analytically within the 6-function pulse model. In agreement with the findings 
in [44] for the semiconductor case, the TI-DTS exhibits no hh-lh beats in the absence 
of P2i. On the other hand, the beats in the TI-FWM is insensitive to pii- Based on the 
8-function pulse model one can easily see that the sole source of beats in the TI-DTS 
is P21, whereas the source of beats in the TI-FWM is both p2i and occupation func
tions such as p^y In third order, the latter is \Pz\^ + \P32^, which yields the usual 
occupation gratings in the FWM configuration. Switching off the coherence p2x re
duces the beat amplitude (visibility) in the FWM, but does not eliminate the beats. 
Choosing longer pulses, for example 100 fs, one finds that switching off p2i increases 
the beat amplitude (not shown). 

We now turn to the semiconductor analysis. We present results for the TI-DTS AT, 

A T .  dr {-Im [E;,obe(0 (p(3)(f) _ ?(')(/))] (|P(^)(r)P - |P<^'(0|' 

(6) 

where coq is the pulse center frequency, n the refractive index and the superscripts 1 
and 3 indicate linear and third order response, respectively (the third-order polarization 
is that propagating in probe direction). In general, the first term dominates. However, 
the second term has been shown to be measurable and strongly influenced by many-
body effects [52]. Since our goal is to eliminate -specific correlations, we will show 
in the following that pulse duration and pulse center-frequency can be used to elimi
nate these effects. 

In Figs. 3 to 5 we show TI-DTS results (only first term in Eq. (6)) for various pulse 
durations. We show the total signal, the biexciton contribution and the contribution from 
the intervalence-band coherence (including P*F-terms and long-lived contributions). It 
is apparent that in the case of very short pulses (Figs. 3a to 5a) the total signal is essen
tially the same as that of the intervalence-band coherence (apart from the overall in
crease due to the incoherent densities included in the total signal). In other words, the 
relative contribution due to G{t -1') vanishes in the short-pulse limit. In this limit, any 
observable beats are clearly due to intervalence-band coherences. On the other hand, it 
is clear that for longer pulses G(f - t') can be a significant if not dominant contribution 
to the total signal (Figs. 3b,c to 5b,c). For longer pulses, in which case G(t - /') is large, 
one needs to know under which circumstances the signal due to G{t - f ) exhibits hh-lh 
oscillations. As seen from Figs. 3b,c to 5b,c, oscillations in large G{t — f) signals are pre
sent only if the pulses are tuned close to the Ih exciton (Figs. 4b,c and 5b,c). For longer 
pulses centered at the hh exciton, G{t - f) does not lead to oscillations, whereas the inter-
valence-band coherence and, thus, the total signal, does exhibit oscillations (Fig. 3b,c). 
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Fig. 3. Differential transmission vs. delay time for pulses (both pump and probe) centered at the 
hh exciton. The pulses are Gaussian with a duration (FWHM in intensity) of a) 20 fs, b) 100 fs, 
and c) 150 fs. The hh-lh splitting is 10 meV (corresponding to an oscillation time of 413 fs), and 
the dephasing times of the polarization (l/ya), the biexcitonic correlation (l/7b). and the long-
lived intervalence-band coherence are all chosen to be 625 ps. The total differential transmission is 
shown as solid line, the contribution due to the biexcitonic correlation function as dotted line, and 
the contribution from the intervalence-band coherences (both short-lived and long-lived for phase-
space filling and Hartree-Fock contributions) as dash-dotted hne 

Fig. 4. Same as Fig. 3, but the center frequency of the pulses is exactly in the middle between hh 
and Ih exciton 

Since longer pulses allow for positive or negative differential transmission signals, it 
is interesting to note that there are cases where G{t -1') leads, for example, to a posi
tive signal and the intervalence-band coherences contribute with a negative sign. In 
such a case, the beats in the total signal are almost completely suppressed (Fig. 5b). Of 
course, for a given center frequency this effect is still a sensitive function of the pulse 
duration, because for very short pulses shifts and broadening of resonances cannot be 
resolved and all signal are positive. This behavior can be seen by comparing Figs. 5a 
and b. 

As a rule of thumb, one might say that a differential transmission signal that is posi
tive and exhibits hh-lh beats shows intervalence-band coherences rather than correla-
tion-induced beats. However, as Figs. 3a to c through 5a to c clearly document, the 
signals are very sensitive to all parameters, including the experimental parameters such 
as duration and tuning of the pulse but also (not shown in the figures) the theoretical 
parameters such as the various dephasing rates. Therefore, in order to unambiguously 
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Fig. 5. Same as Fig 3, but the center frequency 
of the pulses is at the Ih exciton 

determine the observation of intervalence-
band coherences, a careful one-to-one com
parison between theory and experiment 
over a wide range of pulse parameters 
needs to be performed. 

Summary Based on the importance of 
optically-induced non-radiative coher
ences in atomic and molecular three-level 
systems, we have argued that an unam
biguous identification of intervalence-
band coherences in semiconductor quan
tum wells would be an important step to
ward utilizing nonlinear coherent three-
band effects in semiconductors. In the 
well-studied -regime, such an identifi
cation is possible if the measurement pro

cess does not contain hh-lh beats due to the -specific biexcitonic correlations. Based 
on the dynamics-controlled truncation formalism, we have studied the role of the biex
citonic correlations and found two criteria to suppress observation of correlation-in
duced hh-lh beats in a time-integrated differential transmission measurement. One pos
sibility is to use very short pulses (in the limit of (3-function pulses the contribution of 
the correlations vanishes exactly). The other possibility is to choose the center fre
quency of the pulses at hh exciton. In this case, even for longer pulse, for which the 
correlations contribute significantly to the total signal, no beats occur in their delay-
time signature. 
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PACS 7I.35.-y, 78.47.+p, 78.67.De 

Time-integrated differential detection techniques are used to study quantum beats involving the light-hole 
and heavy-hole excitons in an optically thin InGaAs multiple quantum well. The contributions of the exci-
ton-exciton correlations are separated from those of the inteivalence-band Raman coherence and the in
terband (population) coherence by monitormg the signal in the probe direction and by taking advantage of 
the polarization selection rules for the excitonic transitions. Quantum beats are observed for pump and 
probe pulses with the same circular polarization, providing evidence for two-exciton correlations. A theo
retical analysis based on the dynamics-controlled truncation formalism suggests that the beats for the 
same linear polarization anse from Raman, population, and two-exciton contributions, 

O 2003 W[LEY-VCH Vcrlag GmbH & Co, KOaA, Weinhsim 

1 Introduction Interest in semiconductor analogues to quantiim coherent processes in three-level sys

tems has increased recently, at least in part, because of the prediction and observation of lasing without 

inversion, electromagneticaliy induced transparency and related effects in molecular and atomic systems 

[1-4], One of the most direct manifestations of quantum coherence in a three-level system is the obser

vation of quantum beats. In semiconductors, such beats have been observed in quasi-two-dimensional 

multiple quantum wells (MQWs) between light-hole Qh) and heavy-hole {hh) excitons [5-13]. In order 

for quantum beats (as opposed to polarization interference) to be produced, the hh and Ih excitons must 

be coupled in some way. When both hh and Ih excitons of the same spin are excited, this coupling can be 

provided by the common conduction band energy level shared by the hh and Ih oscillators, as illustrated 

phenomenologically in Fig. 1. Recent experimental and theoretical work, however, has demonstrated that 

the Ih-hh cxcitonic coupling necessary for Ih-hh quantum beating also can be produced by the many-

body Coulomb interactions between excitons [14-22] (schematically represented by the coupling arrow 

in Fig. 1). This hh-lh coupling, in turn, can produce two kinds of coherence: (i) the radiative coherence 

between the conduction and valence bands that is associated with the interband density matrix elements 

Pc-hh and Pc^ii, and (ii) the non-radiative coherence between the hh and Ih valence bands that is associated 

with the intervalence-band matrix element The latter has also been referred to as Raman coherence 

[23, 24], and its existence in MQWs has been established by the observation of coherently coupled hh 

' Corresponding author: e-mail: art-smirl@uiovi/a.edu. Phone: 319-335-3460, Fax: 319-335-3462 

e 2003'WILEY-VCH Vcrlag GmbH & Co. K.GaA, Weiiiheim 
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Coupling Fig. 1 Schematic three-level representation of the two-fold degen
erate conduction and heavy-hole {hh) and light-hole (Ih) valence 
bands. Radiative (non-radiative) transitions are indicated by solid 
(dashed) arrows, and the selection rules for right {<7') and left {ct~) 
circularly polarized light are indicated for the spin -1 and +1 subsets. 
The "coupling" represents exciton-exciton correlations. 

and Ih Stark shifts [25]. Experimental studies of Ih-hh quantum beats in semiconductors typically have 

used a pump-and-probe geometry, and they have included observations of the signal in the self-diffracted 

four-wave-mixing (FWM) direction [5-13] and in the probe direction [15, 23, 26, 27]. The probe direc

tion is thought to be particularly advantageous for studying Raman coherence, since in the absence of 

many-body effects, the Ih-hh quantum beats in the probe direction are known to disappear when the 

Raman coherence is turned off [23, 24]; however, they do not vanish in the FWM direction. 

Here, we report a systematic study of the polarization dependence of Ih-hh time-integrated quantum 

beats (Tl-QB's) in the coherent emission from an optically thin InGaAs MQW traveling in the probe 

direction. We show that the polarization selection rules for the hh and Ih excitonic transitions can be used 

to separate the contributions of higher-order correlations from those of Raman coherence (i.e., interva-

lence-band) and population (i.e., interband) effects. These correlations go beyond those provided by the 

semiconductor Bloch equations in the Hartree-Fock approximation. Consequently, these results provide 

further evidence [19-21, 28-35] of the contributions of cumulative four-particle (in the limit [36, 

37]) correlations to the coherent response. Comparison between our experiments and numerical simula

tions based on the dynamics-controlled truncation scheme [37] provide additional insight into the roles 

of higher-order correlations between the excitons and the Raman coherence. 

2 Experimental technique and results Our meaurements are performed using a conventional pump-

and-probe geometry. Specifically, a -100 fs pulse from a mode-locked Ti: sapphire laser is divided into 

two parts: a pumping pulse (with wavevector k{) and a weaker probing pulse (with wavevector kj). The 

two pulses are spatially overlapped in the sample with a variable time delay r between them. The differ

ential signal (D5) is obtained by measuring the difference between the time-integrated signal in the fe-

direction without the pump present and the signal with the pump present at each time delay using syn

chronous detection techniques. In the weak saturation limit, the DS can be shown to be proportional to: 

where £2's the slowly varying envelope of the probe field, where (iW/2fb)/^'\/c2) and {ikll2sn)I^^\k2) are 

the envelopes of the first-order and third-order coherent fields, respectively, traveling in the fc2-direction, 

and finally, where k, /, c and £0 are the magnitudes of the propagation vector, sample thickness, speed of 

light and the dielectric constant, respectively. The signal is composed of two distinct terms. The first 

term DSt integrates over the product of the probe field E2 and the third-order polarization but the 

second term DS2 integrates over the product of the first-order polarization P*'' and in other words, 

DSi integrates P*'' over a period determined by the optical pulsewidth; whereas, DSi integrates P"' over 

a period determined by the dephasing time. If the pulsewidth and dephasing times are significantly dif

ferent then the two terms contain very different information about the third-order polarization 

Also, notice that, within the approximation given by Eq. (1), the two contributions to the total differ

ential signal DS depend differently on the effective sample length /: DS2 is proportional to f, but DS\ is 

proportional to /. This means that the relative importance of DS\ and DS2 depends on the number and 

thiclcness of the quantum wells in the sample. It is tempting to neglect DS^ for optically thin samples 

[i.e., when (IKULSA)!^^'' < ET], but this is not always a good assumption, depending upon the temporal 
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Fig. 2 (a) Experimentally measured derivatives 
of the normalized differential signal DS/S for 
parallel linear XX (dot-dash), orthogonal linear 
XY (dot), and same circular cr*cr' (solid) pump-
probe polarizations, (b) Theoretically calculated 
derivatives of DS/S using the DCT formalism for 
the same polarization combinations and for a 
two-well sample. 

evolution of as we wiii demonstrate below. In addition, DS\ and DSz can have the same or opposite 

signs; and therefore, can act either in concert or in opposition, depending upon the temporal and spectral 

widths of the optical pulse, the detuning (with respect to the hh and Ih) and the pump fluence. 
The measurements were performed on a sample consisting of two 8-nm-wide InGaAs wells separated 

by a GaAs barrier approximately 1.04 1/2 thick, where A is the wavelength of the light in the sample. 

The sample was processed by mounting it onto a glass flat, by removing the substrate with a selective 

etch to permit transmission measurements, and by applying an antireflection coating to both exposed 

surfaces to reduce Fabry-Perot effects. The measurements were performed at 80 K. At this temperature, 

the hh exciton has a linewidth of -1.4 meV, the hh-lh splitting is 26.3 meV, and the absorbance al 

(where a is the linear absorption coefficient) at the hh and Ih exciton peaks are 0.18 and 0.03, respec

tively. Note that the hh-lh absorbance ratio is roughly 6:1, rather than the 3;1 characteristic of 

GaAs/AlGaAs MQWs and that a/ < 1, so that the sample may be considered optically thin. For all meas

urements presented here, the spectrum of the 100 fs pulses was tuned 10.9 meV above the hh, so that 

both hh and Ih excitonic transitions were excited, and at the fluence used here (1 ).iJ/cm'), we estimate 

the carrier density to be ~1 x lO" cm"^. 

Since we want to concentrate on the quantum beating, the quantity that we directly measure is the 

derivative of DS/S (where 5 is the integrated probe signal without the pump). The derivatives were ex

perimentally obtained by continually scanning the probe delay and carefully ac coupling the lock-in 

amplifier to a digital oscilloscope [38]. The derivatives measured in this way are shown in Fig. 2a for 

three polarization combinations: the same circular (t/cr^, parallel linear (XX) and orthogonal linear 

(XY) polarizations. Clear quantum beats are visible for XX and XY polarization combinations, and those 

beats are out of phase by n. Smaller beats are observed for a a*, and none were observed for opposite 

circular polarizations a'a~ (not shown). The polarization selection rules for TI-QB's in semiconductors 

have been systematically investigated previously [26, 27j; however, the measurements were performed 

in bulk samples using shorter pulses (20 fs) at a lower temperature (8 K). In the latter studies, no beats 

were observed for a g*, and the results were successfully described using the semiconductor Bloch 

equations. 

3 Theory We analyse our experiments theoretically by calculating the third-order nonlinear signal 

traveling in the probe direction using the dynamics-controlled truncation (DCT) fonnalism [37]. Our 

procedure for performing these calculations is outlined elsewhere [24, 39, 40]. Within this theory, the 

probe signal is determined by contributions from phase-space filling (PSF), Hartree-Fock (HF), and two-

exciton correlations (including bound and unbound biexcitonic effects). The set of equations can be 

found as Eq. (4) in [24] or Eq. (2.5) in [40], In addition to the purely coherent terms given in those equa

tions, we also adopt the extension to long-lived charge carrier populations in the third-order regime used 

in [16]. In the PSF and HF terms, one can distinguish population and Raman contributions. The latter 

arise from two-operator expectation values containing a hh and a Ih operator. 

Figure 2b summarizes the results of these calculations for the same polarization combinations meas

ured in Fig. 2 a. The calculated results exhibit strong beats for XX and XY polarizations that are out of 
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Fig. 3 The results of calculating the derivative of tionnalized differential signal DS/S vs. time delay 
using the DCT formalism are shown for the same circular polarizations cr^a*: (a) The contributions of 
Raman coherence (dash-dot), the population terms (dot), and two-exciton correlations (dash) to the total 
DS/S (solid) and (b) the contributions of DSj (dash) and DS2 (dash-dot) to the total two-exciton contribu
tion (solid). 

phase by it, and weaker beats for the same circular polarizations cr^cr^ — all in qualitative agreement with 

the measurements. For the calculations shown in this work, the hh-lh splitting is 26.3 meV, the dephas-

ing time of the polarization and the Raman coherence is chosen to be 600 fs and that of the biexciton is 

300 fs. The width of the Gaussian pulses is 100 fs, and the center frequency of the pulses is 11 meV 

above the hh exciton. 

4 Two-exciton correlations The observation of TI-QBs for the same circular polarizations a*a* pro

vides direct evidence for exciton-exciton correlations, because without them no beats would be expected. 

For this polarization combination, only the hh transition on the left (in Fig. 1) and the Ih transition on the 

right will be directly excited. Therefore, the effects of the non-radiative Raman coherence are turned off, 

and no TI-QB's would be expected [24]. 

The origin of the a*a* quantum beats is illustrated in Fig. 3 a. It separately shows the total DS/S sig

nal, the Raman contribution, the population contribution, and the two-exciton contribution for right cir
cularly polarized pump and probe pulses. PSF and HF population terms account for a large fraction of 

the response; however, all of the quantum beating clearly arises from the two-exciton correlations. Be

cause the quantum beats are extremely weak, one is tempted to conclude that the coupling associated 

with two-exciton correlations is weak and unimportant, but this is not so. Fig. 3 b shows that the beats-

from the correlations viewed separately for DS\ and DS2 are quite large, but they are out-of-phase and 

partially cancel in DS. 

5 Raman and interband coherences The case of parallel linear polarizations (XX) provides access to 

the Raman coherence. The calculated total DS and the contributions from the Raman coherence, the PSF 

and HF population terms and the two-exciton correlations for XX polarizations are shown in Fig. 4a. 

Clearly visible TI-QBs are seen in DS, in agreement with the experimental data shown in Fig. 2a for XX 

polarizations. In contrast to the simulations shown in Fig. 3 a, DS is now sensitive to the Raman coher

ence, but the Raman terms do not totally determine the quantum beats. These simulations suggest that 

the two-exciton correlations and the population terms also make significant contributions for our ex

perimental conditions. 

The separation of the Raman, population and two-exciton contributions into their DS) and DS2 com

ponents are shown in Figs. 4b-d, respectively. Quantum beats are observed in both DSi and DS2 for all 

three contributions. The Raman contributions are dominated by D5i for our experimental conditions. By 

comparison, the beats in DSi and DS2 are of similar magnitude for the population and correlation terms. 

For the population terais, the beats in D5| and DS2 are almost in-phase, while for the two-exciton corre

lations they are out of phase, reducing the amplitude of the beats in the total signal (DS). 
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Fig. 4 (a) Decomposition of the calculated 
derivative of DS/S into its Raman (dash-dot), 
population (dot) and two-exciton (dashed) 
components, and decom position of (b) the 
Raman, (c) the population, and (d) the two-
exciton contributions to DS/S (solid) into their 
DSi (dash) and DS2 (dash-dot) components for 
the same linear pump and probe polarizations 
XX. The solid lines in (b), (c) and (d) corre
spond to the dash-dot, dot and dashed lines in 
(a), respectively. 

6 Summary For an optically thin MQW sample, we have observed for the first time quantum beats in 

the probe direction for pump and probe pulses having the same circular polarization, which provides 

clear evidence for coupling from two-exciton correlations. In addition, we have given a detailed analysis 

of the time-integrated differential signals, mainly focusing on quantum beats arising from Raman, 

two-exciton correlations and interband (population) effects. We have found that each of these effects 

produces beats, which implies that the beats observed for parallel linear pump and probe polarizations 

cannot be taken as an unambiguous signature of Raman coherence. Moreover, each of these three effects 

enters D5, and DS2 in a different way. For example, two-exciton correlations are found to produce beats 

in DS\ that are out of phase with those in 082- This destructive interference causes the beats for the same 
circular polarization to be weak for our experimental conditions. In fact, since the relative strength of 

DS] and DSi depends directly on sample thickness, the analysis suggests that the effects of two-exciton 

correlations may be completely turned off (and the beats for same circular pump and probe polarizations 

eliminated) for the appropriate choice of sample thickness. We have observed such a cancellation in the 

beats for same circular polarizations in a thicker sample, but those results are beyond the scope of the 

current paper and will be discussed elsewhere. 
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Quantum beats involving the light-hole and heavy-hole excitons in GaAs quantum wells are studied using 

both conventional and novel temporally gated differential detection techniques. The contribtitions of the 

exciton-exciton coiTelations are separated from those of the intervalence-band Raman coherence and the 

interband (population) coherence by monitoring the signal in the probe direction and by taking advantage of 

the polarization selection rules for the excitonic transitions. The results are shown to be in agreement with a 

theoretical analysis based on the dynamics-controlled truncation formalism. 

DOl: 10.li03/PhysRevB.68.035313 PACS number(s): 71.35.Cc, 78.66.-w, 78.47.i-p, 42.50.Md 

1. I.NTRODUCTION 

A coherent polarization is produced when coherent optical 

radiation is incident on a material, and it dominates the non

linear optical response until it is destroyed by dephasing. 

Early investigations of atomic and molecular systems re

vealed many interesting coherent nonlinear effects, which 

could be successfully analyzed in tenns of dilute two-level 
systems.' Subsequently, some of these phenomena, such as 
photon echo" and Rabi oscillations,'"' were observed in 
semiconductors by exploiting the analogy between a two-
level system and the heavy-hole excitonic transition. How
ever, carefijl experimental and theoretical comparisons be
tween the coherent effects expected in dilute two-level 
systems and those observed in semiconductors quickly re
vealed the important and varied roles of many-body effects 
(Ref 6-20 and references therein). 

More recently, the interest in the coherent nonlinear prop
erties of three-level systems has increased, at least in part, 
because of the prediction and observation of lasing without 
inversion, electromagnetically induced transparency and re
lated effects in molecular and atomic systems.^'""' One of 
the simplest and most dramatic manifestations of quantum 
coherence in a three-level systern is the observation of quan
tum beats. Quanmm beats are produced when levels of dif
ferent energies are coherently excited, and the superposition 
of electronic states produces oscillations (or quanaim beats] 
in the third-order nonlinear optical emission. In semiconduc
tors, for example, such beats have been obser\'ed in quasi-
two-dimensional multiple quantum wells (MQW's) between 
light-hole (Ih) and heavy-hole (hh) excitons.'^"'" 

We first discuss quantum beats in MQW's in the language 
of the simple phenomenological discrete level model shown 
in Fig. I. In order for quantum beats (as opposed to polar
ization interference) to be produced, the hh and Ih excitons 
must be coupled. In MQW's this coupling can be provided in 
two ways. In a dilute three-level system (i.e.. Fig. I witJiout 
the indicated coupling), the common energy level shared by 

the hh and Ih oscillator in each system provides the required 

coupling. Recent experimental and theoretical work, how
ever, has demonstrated that the Ih-hh excitonic coupling nec
essary for Ih-hh quantuin beating also can be produced by 
the many-body Coulomb interactions between excitons''"'*^ 
(schematically represented by the coupling aiTow in Fig. 1). 

In addition, two kinds of coherence can be produced in a 
three-level system. One is the radiative coherence between 
the conduction and valence bands that is associated with the 

interband density matrix elements Pj..hh and p^.jh. The sec
ond is the nonradiative coherence between the hh and Ih 
valence bands that is associated with the intervalence-band 

matrix element p|,t,-iii. The latter has also been referred to as 
Raman coherence,'"'''' and its existence in MQW's has been 
established by the observation of coherently coupled hh and 
Ih Stark shif^s.''^ Effects such as electromagnetically induced 
transparency, lasing without inversion, slow light, and adia-
batic population transfer depend critically on the presence of 
these nonradiative Raman coherences." Additionally, coher
ence can be produced fay exciton-exciton correlations, and 
interestingly, the first observations of electromagnetically in
duced transparency based on intervalence-band coherences 
in semiconductors'*' took advantage of the coherence be
tween hh excitons of opposite spin, rather than the Raman 
coherence between Ih and hh valence bands. 

Coupling 

FIG. I. Schematic three-levei representation of the twofoid de

generate conduction and heavy-hole (hh) and light-hole (Ih) valence 

bands, Radiative (nonradiative) transitions are indicated by solid 

(dashed) arrows, and the selection rules for right (cr"*") and left 

{cr~) circularly polarized light are indicated for the spin — 1 and + I 
subsets. The "coupling" represents exciton-exciton correlations. 
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FIG- 2. Schematic geometry for the measurement of (a) the 

conventional temporally integrated difTerential signal (DS) and (b) 

the temporally gated differential signal (TGDS), where (c) shows 

the position of the laser spectrum with respect to the hh and Ih 

excitonic absorption lines and where C | and Ci denote mechanical 

choppers. 

Experimental studies of Ih-hh quantum beats in semicon
ductors typically have used a pump-and-probe geometry [see 
Fig. 2(a)], and they have included observations of the 
background-free sslf-diffracted four-wave-raixing (FWM) 
signal in the Ikj —k, direction^'"''* and, less often, of the 
probe signal in the kj direction.'''''^''*'''''' The Ih-hh quantum 
beats in the probe direction are known to be particularly 
sensitive to intervalence-band Raman coherence. For ex
ample, it has been shown that Ih-hh quantum beats in the 
probe direction disappear when the hh-!h coherence is turned 
gjY.44,45 (i^gy jjg vauish in the FWM direction. 

In this work, we investigate these hh and Ih con'elations 
by using a conventional differential transmission technique 
in concert with a novel temporally gated differential tech
nique to measure the time-integrated quantum beats (TI-
QB's) in the ultra fast coherent third-order emission from ex-
citons in GaAs/Aij-Ga, -^As quantum wells. When the 
emitted signal is measured in the probe direction, we dem
onstrate that the sample thickness, pulse width, and detuning 
(for a given hh-lh splitting) can be such that the contributions 
of bound and unbound exciton-exciton (i.e., biexciton) cor
relations to the TI-QB's in the conventional technique are 
minimized. By contrast, the gated differential technique (de
scribed below) yields TI-QB's that are sensitive to these two-
exciton con-elations for the same sample thickness. 

We then show that these two complementary techniques 
can be used together with the polarization selection rules for 
the hh and Ih excitotiic transitions to gain unique insight into 
the role of higher-order correlations between the excitons 
and the Raman (i.e., intervalence-band) coherence. These 
coiTelations go beyond those provided by the semiconductor 
Bloch equations in the Hartree-Fock approximation. Conse
quently, these results provide further evidence'"" '"'''"''''''" '^^ 
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of the contributions of cumulative four-particle (in the 
liinit^'-") correlations to the coherent response. The interpre
tation of our experiments are supported and guided through
out by a comparison with numerical simulations based on the 
dynamics-controlled truncation scheme.'' 

H. DIFFE.RENTIAL MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES 

Both geometries for measuring the time-integrated differ
ential signal are shown schematically in Fig. 2 and are es
sentially identical to that used for simple pump-and-probe 
experiments. In each case, a ~150-fs pulse from a mode-
locked Tiisapphire laser (not shown) is divided into t^vo 
parts: a pumping pulse (with field £, and propagation wave 
vector k]) and a weaker probing pulse (with field £, and 
wave vector k-2). The two pulses are spatially overlapped in 
the sample with a variable time delay T2i = /)-fi between 
them. 

Each of the two types of measurements to be described 
here was performed on a separate sample prepared from a 
single MQW wafer. This is the same wafer that was used in 
many of our previous studies.^^""'*'^®'^''^''' That wafer consists 
of 10 periods of 14-nm-wide GaAs wells separated by 17-
nm-wide Alo.jGagjAs ban-iers. Each sample was processed 
by mounting it onto a glass fiat, by removing the substrate 
with a selective etch to permit transmission measurements, 
and by applying an antireflection coating to the exposed 
semiconductor-air interface to reduce Fabry-Perot effects. 
The measurements reported here were performed at 80 K to 
ensure that the exciton was homogeneously broadened. At 
this temperature, the hh exciton for each sample has a line-
width of —1.3 meV. The splitting between the hh and Ih 
excitons is 11.3 meV for one sample and 12.1 meV for the 
other. All of the conventional measurements [Fig. 2(a)] were 
performed with the lI.3-meV sample, and the gated mea
surements [Fig. 2(b)] with the 12.1-meV sample. This differ
ence in the hh-lh splittings is the only measurable distinction 
between the two samples that we have observed, and it is 
most likely the result of differing uniform in-plane strains 
introduced when the samples are cooled. This strain is 
caused by the differing thermal expansion coefficients of the 
materials that fomi the semiconductor-glue-glass interfaces. 
It should be emphasized that neither sample exhibits any 
measurable in-plane anisotropy in its linear or nonlinear op
tical properties. Therefore, we conclude that the strain intro
duced by mounting and cooling is unifonn in the plane of the 
wells. For all measurements, the spectmm of the 150-fs 
pulses was tuned so that both hh and Ih excitonic transitions 
were excited, as shown in Fig. 2(c), and at the fluence used 
here (0.4 we estimate the hh areal density to be 
— 1.4X 10'" cm*- (corresponding to ~ 1 X lO"' cm~^). 

The conventional differential signal (DS) is obtained by 
subtracting the time-integrated signal without the pump 
present from the signal with the pump present at each time 
delay. As shown in Fig. 2(a), this difference is usually ob
tained by modulating each of the incident beams with a me
chanical chopper and by synchronously detecting the signal 
in the ki direction as a fijnction of time delay at the differ
ence frequency using a lock-in amplifier. In this case, in the 
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weak saturation limit, the DS can be written as; 

DS= DS] + DS2 

c/<[£2*(f)-£'^'(k2,T2,,;') + c.c.] 

(1) 

where £'''(k2) and £'^'(k2) are the slowly varying enve
lopes of the first-order and third-order fields, respectively, 
traveling in the k, direction, where £7 is the envelope of the 
probe field, and finally, where c and EO are the speed of light 
and the dielectric constant, respectively. For an optically 
thin sample, the first-order and third-order fields are related 

to the coiTesponding polarizations, 7^'' and by 

x(k2)s(,-«/2eo)7^"(k2) and 
X(k2), where k and I are the magnitude of the propagation 
vector and the thickness of the MQW's, respectively. In writ
ing Eq. (1), we have assumed that If this is not 
the case, then higher-order tenns such as 7^''-7^'' and 

must be taken into account. 
Furtliermore, Eq. (1) is not valid for optically thick 

samples, because it neglects propagation effects due to reab-
sorption and pulse deformation. Note that within the approxi
mation given by Eq. (1), the two contributions to the total 
differential signal DS depend differently on the effective 
sample length /. While DS] is proportional to I, DS2 is pro
portional to This means that the relative importance of 
DS| and DSj depends on the effective sample length, or in 
our case, on the number of quantum wells in the sample. We 
will return to this point in more detail at the end of Sec. V. 

The first term DS| integrates over the product of the probe 

field £2 and the third-order polarization but the second 
term DS2 integrates over the product of the first-order polar
ization and In other words, DSj integrates 7^'' 
over a period determined by the optical pulsewidth, whereas 
DST integrates over a period determined by the dephas-
ing time. If the probe pulse is short compared to all other 
time scales of interest [i.e., it acts as a <5 function in Eq. (1)], 
the first tenn essentially samples the third-order polarization 
P*" at / = 0. By contrast, the second term, in effect, inte
grates over the third-order coherent emission. In addition, 
DS| and DSo can have the same or opposite signs, and there
fore can act either in concert or in opposition, depending 
upon the temporal and spectral widths of the optical pulse, 
the detuning (with respect to the hh and Ih), and the pump 
fluence. 

If the dephasing time (i.e., the decay of T'' '' and is 
longer than the probe pulse width, then the first terra in Eq. 
(1) can be eliminated, allowing an approximate measurement 
of the second tenn. We do this by using a gated version of 
differential spectroscopy conceptually illustrated in Fig. 2(b). 
Initially, the probe signals (with and without the pump 
present) are independently time resolved for each time delay.' 
We Lised dual-beam spectral interferometric techniques, 
which completely determine the amplitude, phase, and vec-
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FIG. 3, The time-resolved coherent emission in the direction 

with the pump (bottom) and without the pimip (top) for a fixed time 

delay of tji —0. The shaded area indicates the time-resolved differ

ential signal. 

torial dynamics of the coherent emission and which we have 
described previously. 33,34,38.60-63 but any technique that re
solves the intensity in time would have sufficed for the mea
surements described here. Next, the time-resolved intensity 
without the putnp is subtracted from the intensity with the 
pump, and the difference is integrated beginning at a time 
shortly after the end of the probe in order to eliminate the 
first term in Eq. (1): 

TGDSs (k,,r)• £"'(k2,^2] ,f) 

-fc.c.] = DS, 

where T~ (the full width at half maximum of the probe 
pulse). Thus, the temporally gated differential signal (TGDS) 
tends to integrate the third-order emission. 

This gating process is illustrated in Fig. 3. It shows the 
time-resolved signal emitted in the kj direction with the 
pump present (lower curve) and without the pump present 
(upper ctirve) for a single fixed time delay (t2i = 0) as ex
tracted from our spectral interferometric measurements. The 
shaded area indicates the difference between the two cur\'es. 
To obtain the TGDS, we integrate this difference begmnmg 
at a time immediately after the probe has passed. This elimi
nates the first term in the conventional signal. This procedure 
must be repeated for each time delay. 

In principle, both DS and DS2 can be obtained from the 
same set of time-resolved measureinents (e.g., those in Fig. 
3) by integrating from to -i-=o to obtain the conventional 
DS and frotn r~ to -i-=o to obtain the TGDS; however, this 
is not practical. For time t roughly in the range —r<t 
< + T, the magnitudes of the signal with the pump and the 
signal without the pump are approximately equal and large, 
and the difference between these two signals is a small frac
tion of either signal (•=?!%). It is well known that a change of 
much less than 1 part in 100 is difficult to reliably measure, 
using a single-shot technique, such as spectral interferom-
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etry. Extensive signal averaging is needed, and for that rea
son. we cltose to use the synchronous detection scheme 
shown in Fig. 2(a) to measure DS. In addition, the latter 

scheme has the advantage of autotnatically performing the 
temporal integradon. 

By comparison, the TGDS (for T2I = 0) is obtained by 
integrating the difference in the two curves in Fig. 3 over the 

range t> r (i.e., over all time after the probe pulse has exited 
the sample). In this range, the magnitudes of both signals are 
much smaller (notice the logarithmic scale), but the differ
ence is now comparable to the larger of the two signals (i.e., 
the signal without the pump). That is, the fractional change 
in the signal with and without the pump pulse is large. In this 
regime, a single-shot technique (such as spectral interferom-
etry) is appropriate. In principle, the TGDS also can be ob
tained by temporally resolving the signal in Fig. 2(a) (with 
and without the pump) by cross-coiTelating it with a refer
ence pulse (e.g., by using up-conversion in a nonlinear crys
tal) and, subsequently, by subtracting the result with and 
without the pump pulse and integrating the difference over 
the range T to -i-cc. This procedure would, however, require 
tedious cross-coiTelation scans of a second delay stage for 
each fixed time delay between the pump and probe 
pulses. For the latter reason, we chose to use spectral inter-
ferometry for the TGDS measurements. 

III. COMPARISON WITH A THREE-LEVEL MODEL 

Before presenting our experimental results, we review the 
corresponding predictions for the two three-levei systems 
shown in Fig. 1 without the coupling (i.e., without many-
body effects). Figure 4(a) shows the calculated fiill time-
integrated differential signal DS (divided by the integrated 
probe signal S without the pump) as a function of time delay 
for four polarization combinations: the same circular 

opposite circular  parallel  l inear {XX),  
and orthogonal linear [XY) polarizations. Quantum beats at 
the Ih-hh frequency are predicted for XX and XY polariza
tions, but the beats are out of phase by ir. By comparison, no 
quantum beats are expected for the same or opposite circular 
polarizations. Figure 4(b) shows the corresponding predic
tions when the Raman coherence is turned off (i.e., Phh-m 
= 0). DS exhibits no quantum beats for any polarization 
combination in the absence of Raman coherence. Conse
quently, within the context of a simple three-level model, the 
observation of quantum beats for any polarization combina
tion is evidence for Raman coherence. 

For the calculations shown in Fig. 4, the hh-lh splitting is 
taken to be 11.5 meV, the dephasing time of the radiative 
coherences and is taken as 1 ps, and that of the 
Ratnan coherence Pi,h-ih is 500 fs. The pulse width is taken as 
150 fs, its spectrum is centered between the hh and Ih tran
sitions, and the finite thickness of the sample (i.e., a/~l, 
where a is the absorption coefficient at the hh peak) and 
pulse propagation effects are taken into account. It should be 
noted that the same selection rules for the observation of 
quantum beats are obtained by solving the semiconductor 
Bloch equations in the screened Hartree-Fock limit^" or by 
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FIG. 4. The time-integrated differential signal DS (normalized 

by the signal without the pump S) for two independent uncoupled 

three-level systems without two-exciton correlations (i.e., the sys

tems shown in Fig. 1 without the indicated cotipling) calculated to 

third order The results are shown (a) with and (b) without the 

nonradiative Raman coherence Pi,h.||, for four pump-probe pulse po

larization combinations: the same circular cr*<j* (dash-dotted line), 

opposite circular a*(T~ (dotted line), parallel linear Xf (solid line) 

and orthogonal linear XT (dashed line). The parameters used in the 

simulations are given in the text. 

including local field effects phenomenologically in the den
sity matrix equations.®^ 

The experimental results of measuring DS using the con
ventional geometry shown in Fig. 2(a) for the same polariza
tion combinations used in the numerical simulations shown 
in Fig. 4 are presented in Fig, 5(a). Clear quanaim beats are 
visible for XX and XY polarization combinations, and those 
beats are out-of-phase by TT, in agreement with the three-
level results shown in Fig. 4(a). Ko beats are observed for 
(j~(T~, and none are obvious for a*, also in agreement 
with the simple three-level predictions. Consequently, from 
this cursory examination of our results, one is tempted to 
conclude (i) that an uncoupled three-level model is sufficient 
for the describmg the observed beats, (ii) that exciton-
exciton correlations play no significant role, and (iii) that the 
observed beats provide direct evidence for Raman coherence. 

A more detailed inspection of Fig. 5(a), however, reveals 
significant deviations from the simple discrete three-levei re
sults presented in Fig. 4(a). Specifically, small beats are 
(barely) visible in the cr^ a* curve at positive and at nega
tive delays. Neither of these features is consistent with the 
predictions of the three-level model. Additionally, the experi
mentally measured curve for this polarization combination is 
negative for large time delays, but the three-level predictions 
are positive. These deviations are accentuated by plotting the 
derivatives of the DS as is done in Fig. 5(b). The derivatives 
were experimentally obtained by continually scanning the 

XX 

XY 
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FIG. 5. (a) Measurements of the normalized ungated total dif
ferential signal DS/5 for the same circular cr"^ cr"'' (dash-dotted 
line), opposite circular (dotted line), parallel linearXX (solid 
line) and orthogonal linear XY (dashed line) pump-probe polariza
tions, (b) Experimentally measured derivatives of DS/5 for the 
same polarization combinations. The curves for the circular polar
ization combinations have been offset for ease of viewing. 

probe delay in Fig. 2(a) and carefully ac coupling the lock-in 
amplifier to a digital oscilloscope.'''* Because the beats in the 

signal in Fig. 5 are small, one is likely to conclude 
that exciton-exciton correlations are present, but small and 
unimportant. We shall attempt to show that this is not the 
case in the following sections. 

The deviations from a simple three-level model for the 
quantum beating are more evident if the temporally gated 
differential signal TGDS is considered. The numerically cal
culated TGDS for the uncoupled three-level system of Fig. 1 
is shown in Fig. 6(a) for XX and CR* pump-probe polar
ization combinations, and the corresponding measurements 
are shown in Fig. 6(6). In tenns of the uncoupled three-level 
systems, beats are expected at positive and negative delays 
for XX polarizations, but none are expected for A* A*. In 
contrast to these e.xpectations, clearly visible beats are now 
observed at both positive and negative delays for a* a* po
larizations. 

IV. TWO-EXCITON CORRELATIONS 

The contributions of exciton-exciton correlations to the 
differential signal in the probe direction can be studied most 
easily by concentrating on the measurements for the same 
circular polarizations: cr~cr'^. For this polarization combina
tion, only the hh transition on the left (in Fig. 1) and the Ih 
transition on the right will be directly excited. In the absence 
of any interactions between the two excitonic systems, the 
two excited oscillators do not share a common level and are 
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FIG. 6. (a) The calculated temporally gated differential signal 

(TGDS) for the three-level systems shown in Fig. 1 without the 

coupling (i.e., without two-exciton correlations) using pump and 

probe pulses with the same circular (dash-dotted line) and parallel 

linear (solid line) polarizations, (b) Measured TGDS for the same 

two polarization combinations. The curves are offset for ease of 

viewing. 

not coupled. Therefore, the effects of the nonradiative Ra
man coherence are turned off, and no TI-QB's would be 
expected, as discussed in the preceding secrion. 

On the other hand, if the two three-level systems are 
coupled, for example, by Coulomb interactions between the 
excitons, then Tl-QB's may be observed in the coherent 
emission for a* a* polarizations. Consequently, regardless 
of the model invoked to discuss them, the TI-QB's observed 
in Figs. 5 and 6 for the same circular polarizations provide 
direct evidence for the importance of exciton-exciton inter
actions, since without these correlations no TI-QB's would 
be expected. In addition, the results shown in Fig. 6(b) dem
onstrate that the TGDS (which tends to integrate the third-
order coherent emission over the dephasing time) is particu
larly sensitive to these correlations. 

We put the qualitative discussions of the previous two 
paragraphs on a quantitative basis by calculating the third-
order nonlinear signal traveling in the probe direction by 
using the dynamics-controlled tnincation (DCT) 
fomialism." Our procedure for perfonning these calcula
tions is outlined elsewhere.**^'®^'" Within this theory', the 
probe signal is determined by contributions fi'om phase-
space filling (PSF), Hartree-Fock (HF), and two-exciton cor
relations (including bound and unbound biexcitonic effects). 
More .specifically, the equation for the third-order polariza
tion contains source terras in the fomi of products of the 
external light field amplitudes with two-operator expectation 
values (PSF), products of first-order polarizations with two-
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operator expectation values (HF), and a teiTn containing a 
product of first-order polarizations with the nonfactorizable 
parts of four-operator expectation values (two-exciton corre
lation functions). The concrete set of equations can be found 

as Eq. (4) in Ref 45 or Eq. (2.5) in Ref. 66. In addition to the 
purely coherent terms given rn those equations, we also 

adopt the e.xtension to long-lived charge carrier populations 
in the third-order regime used in Ref 37. 

The two-operator expectation values entering the PSF and 
HF contributions have direct analogs in density matrix theo
ries of few level systems, while the terms containing two-
exciton correlation functions appear as phenomenological 
many-particle extensions in density matrix theories (e.g., as 
excitation-induced dephasing).'"' For the following discus
sion it is helpful to further classify the PSF and HF contri
butions according to the following categories: (i) population 
tenns and (ii) Raman terms. Category (i) contains all PSF 
and HF terms of the third-order polarization fiinction that 
contain population functions (in other words, two-operator 
expectation values with equal band indices on both opera
tors). Since the population functions reflect conventional in-
terband absorption processes, one can alternatively denote 
these terms as interband contributions. Category (ii) contains 
only those PSF and HF terms that contain Raman (or 
intervalence-band) coherence functions. These coherence 
functions are two-operator expectation valueis where one op
erator belongs to the hh valence band and the other to the Ih 
valence band. 

In the coherent third-order equations, such as Eq. (4) in 
Ref 45, both population and Raman coherence fxinctions 
factorize into products of two first-order interband polariza
tion fimctions. In this regime, they are formally quite similar. 
Hence, one might view the distinction between these two 
kinds of functions as artificial. However, one must note that 
in general these two groups of functions display very differ
ent physical effects, and beyond the coherent third-order ap
proximation there are no formal similarities. This applies in 
particular to the decay processes. The Raman coherence de
cays to zero relatively fast (typically within picoseconds or 
faster) after optical excitation, while the populations, if ex
cited resonantly, approach quasithennal equilibrium and stay 
nonzero typically for nanoseconds. 

Figure 7 summarizes the results for right circularly polar
ized pump-and-probe pulses. The total signal, the Raman 
contribution, the population contribution, and the two-
exciton contribution are plotted separately in Fig. 7(a). Ra
man coherence is "turned off" for this polarization 
configuration—even in the presence of many-body effects. 
Two-exciton coirelations account for a large fraction of the 
response, with the remainder coming from PSF and HF 
population terms. Quantum beats are visible both in the two-
exciton correlation contribution and in the total DS/S' signal, 
but they are extremely weak. 

The results shown in Fig. 7(a) are at first suiprising. A 
large contribution from two-exciton correlations would seem 
to imply a strong coupling between the Ih and hh excitons, 
and a strong Ih-hh coupling should result in strong beats, but 
this is not what is shown. The reason for the weak beats in 
the presence of strong coupling can be seen by separating the 
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FIG. 7. The results of calculating the normalized differential 

signal DS/5 vs time delay using the DOT fomialism are shown for 

the same circular polarizations u*a-*-, (a) The contributions of Ra

man coherence (dash-dotted line), the population teims (dotted 

line), and two-exciton correlations (dashed line) to the total DS/5 

(sohd hne) and (b) the contributions of DS| (dashed line) and DS2 

(dash-dotted hne) to DS/S (solid line). The corresponding tempo

rally gated differential signal TGDS is shown as the dotted line in 

(b). The hh-lh splitting is 11 meV, the dephasing tirne of the polar

ization and the Raman coherence is chosen to be 600 fs and that of 

the biexciton is 300 fs. The width of the Gaussian pulses is 150 fs, 

and the center frequency of the pulses is 7.5 meV above the hh 

exciton. The results are shown for a sample that has a thickness of 

ten I4-nm-thick quantum wells. 

total response, the population terms, and the two-exciton cor
relations into their component parts, DSi and DS2, as wc 
have done in Figs. 7(b), 8(a), and S(b), respectively. It is 
evident that the strong two-exciton correlations produce sig
nificant beats both in DS| and in DST, but the phases of 
those beats differ by IT. Consequently, the beats in DS| and 
DSi tend to cancel at positive delays, resulting in weak beats 
in the total response. The predictions of strong beats in DS2 
but weak beats in DS for a* polarizations are completely 
consistent with the experimental observations shown in Figs. 
5 and 6(b). Moreover, we see that the absence of beats (or 
the presence of weak beats) does not necessarily imply the 
absence of coupling (or the presence of weak coupling). 

We comment that the relative magnitudes of DSi and OS, 
(and the magnitudes of their beats) are found (both experi
mentally and theoretically) to be sensitive to the demning of 
the pulse spectnim (with respect to the hh excitonic reso
nance), the optical pulse width, the hh-lh splitting, and the 
sample thickness (i.e., absorbance). Nevertheless, for our 
sample thickness, pulse width, and splitting, the general fea-
mres that we have described here are robust. Also, for our 
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FIG. 8. (a) Decomposition of the population contribution to 

DS/S (solid line) into its OS, (dashed line) and DSj (dash-dotted 

line) components and (b) the decomposition of the two-exciton cor

relations contribution to DS/S (solid line) into its DS| (dashed line) 

and DS2 (dash-dotted line) components for the same circular pump 

and probe polarization. No decomposition is shown for the Raman 

contributions, since both components are identically zero for this 

polarization configuration. The solid lines in (a) and (b) correspond 

to the dotted and dashed lines in Fig. 7(a), respectively. 

experimental conditions, notice that the numerically calcu
lated gated differential signal is approximately equal to the 
second term m Eq. (1) (i.e., TGDSSSDS2). 

V. RAMAN COHERENCE 

The situation is more complicated when the system shown 
in Fig. I is excited by pump-and-probe pulses having parallel 
linear polarizations (XX). As we discussed in the Introduc
tion, for this polarization combination, both hh and Ih tran
sitions in each spin system are excited, and two types of 
coherences are produced. One is associated with the valence-
to-conduction inlerband density matrix elements, and the 
other is the Raman coherence associated with the 
intervalence-band mati'ix elements. Also, two types of cou
plings are produced. The first is associated with the shared 
level between the hh and Ih transitions for each spin system, 
and the second with the coupling associated with the two-
exciton correlations discussed in the previous section. 

The calculated total DS and the contributions from the 
Raman coherence, the populations, and the two-exciton cor
relations forAT polarizations are shown in Fig. 9(a), and the 
separation of the total signal into DSj and DS2 components 
is shown in Fig. 9(b). Clearly visible TI-QB's are seen in 
both DS and TGDS (sDSj), in agreement with the experi-
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FIG. 9. The same DCT calculation as in Fig. 7 except that the 
pump and probe pulses now have parallel linear polarizations, XX. 
The results are for 10 wells. 

mental data shown in Figs. 5 and 6(b) for XX polarizations. 
In contrast to the simulations shown in Fig. 7(a), DS is now 
sensitive to the Raman coherence. The two-exciton correla
tions clearly dominate the magnitude of the differential sig
nal, as they did for cocircular polarizations; however, they do 
not dominate the beats. Despite a nonzero contribution to the 
quantum beating from the two-exciton correlations, these 
simulations suggest that the beats stem from the Raman co
herence and from the population terms for our experimental 
conditions. 

Again, it is somewhat surprising that two-exciton correla
tions dominate the differential signal and therefore provide 
strong coupling between the two excitons, yet they contrib
ute very little to the quantum beats seen in DS. However, the 
reason is tlie same as for the cr* cr^ polarization configura
tion, as is illustrated in Fig. 10. Figure 10(a) breaks the Ra
man contribution to DS into its DS, and DST components; 
Figs. 10(b) and 10(c) do the same for the population and the 
two-exciton correlations, respectively. Strong quantum beats 
from the two-exciton correlations are observed in both DS| 
and DS2 in Fig. 10(c), but they arc out of phase, have a 
similar amplitude, and therefore tend to cancel. For this rea
son, the two-exciton correlations do not make a strong con
tribution to the net Tl-QB's in DS for XX polarizations for 
our pulse width, sample thickness, and detuning. By com
parison, significant quantmn beats are observed in both the 
Raman and the population DS terms. In contrast to DS, the 
DSj terms contain visible beats from all contributions (Ra
man, population, two-photon); therefore, the beats obsei'ved 
in TGDS contain contributions from both intervalence-band 
and interband coherences. 
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FIG. 10. Decomposition of (a) the Raman, (b) the population, 

and (c) the two-exciton contributions to DS/S (solid line) into their 

DS; (dashed line) and DSj (dash-dotted line) components for the 

same linear pump and probe polarizations. The solid lines in (a), 

(b), and (c) correspond to the dash-dotted, dotted, and dashed lines 

in Fig. 9(a), respectively. 

It should aow be apparent from the simulations in Figs. 
7-10 that we have arranged the combination of our sample 
thickness, pulse width, and detuning to practically eliminate 
the contributions of the two-exciton con'elations from the 
Tl-QB's in DS. We-have accomplished this by arranging for 
the beats in the DS| term and the beats in the DSj term [see 
Eq. (1)] that are associated with the uvo-exciton correlations 
and that are out of phase fay TT to approximately cancel. In 
this way, we are able to isolate the Raman and population 
quanmm beats for the XA' polarization combination. Basi
cally, the sample thickness can be used as a parameter for 
adjusting the ratio of DS, and DSj because the strength of 
DSj depends directly [through the integral shown in Eq. (1)] 
on the magnitude of the first-order field £"'(k2). This field, 
in turn, is a monotonically increasing function of the absor-
bance al. Consequently, the thicker the sample, the more 
impoitant DSj becomes. 

The analysis given above highlights just one of many 
problems related to the identification of Raman coherences 
from time-integrated differential absorption measurements. 
Even though in our example it is possible (through a specific 
choice of material and light pulse parameter values) to elimi
nate the correlation contribution from the beats in DS, the 
remaining beats are composed of Raman (intervalence-band) 
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FIG. 11. The same as Fig. 9 except for a single-well sample. 

and population (interband) contributions. Hence, the ob
served beats in DS cannot be taken as an unambiguous sig
nature of Raman beats. At the same time, our analysis offers 
a detailed understanding of the various contributions to the 
beats observed in time-integrated differential absorption 
spectroscopy as well as time-gated differential absorption 
spectroscopy. 

Specifically, the analysis shows that the two-exciton cor
relations do not enter DSj and DSi in the same way. There
fore, the Raman beats are not eliminated at the same time as 
the contributions fi-om the two-exciton correlations., The rea
son for this can be understood qualitatively by recalling that 
these two processes evolve differently in time. Specifically, 
the coupling required for the Raman coherence is associated 
with a common static level, which is always present. Conse
quently, the Raman coherence exhibits a prompt decay. By 
comparison, many-body effects, such as the two-exciton cor
relations, are cumulative: they grow for some period before 
decaying. Since DS, basically integrates the third-order 
emission over the width of the probe pulse, while DS2 inte
grates the same einission over the dephasing time (i.e., the 
duration of the first-order emission), one would not cxpect 
DS| =087 for each of the two processes for a given sample 
thickness. 

The importance of the sample thickness can be more 
readily appreciated if we repeat the simulations in Figs. 9 
and 10 for a thinner sample (e.g., one well) as we have done 
in Figs. 11 and 12. A number of features, which are in con
trast to our results with thicker samples, should be noticed; 
(i) The two-exciton correlations no longer dominate DS [see 
Fig. 11(a)]. Instead, the population, Raman, and two-exciton 
contributions to DS are comparable (with the population 
contribution being generally the largest contribution), (ii) 
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FIG. 12. The same as Fig. 10 except for a single-well sample. 

The beats in DSi and DSj associated with the two-exciton 
correlations [see Fig. 12(c)] no longer have comparable am
plitudes, even though these beats are still exactly out of 
phase. The result is stronger beats in DS from the two-
exciton coneiations. (iii) The beats from the Raman and 
population contributions in DS are approximately out of 
phase (whereas, they were roughly in phase in the case of 10 
wells). This shift in the relative phase of the Raman and 
population terms is caused by the reduced importance of DS2 
(compared to DS,) for the single well (compared to the 10 
wells), (iv) The beats in the total DS are not dominated by 
any single contribution to the third-order response. Conse
quently, we cannot unambiguously isolate the Raman coher
ence under these conditions. 

VI. SU.MMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

We have contrasted and used two different teclmiques for 
measuring the differential signal in the probe direction. 
These two techniques are complementary in the sense that 
the ungated DS can be represented as the .sum of two terms: 
DS] and DS2. DSi tends to integrate the third-order polar
ization 7^(3) over the probe pulse width, while DSj integrates 

over the coherent emission time (i.e., the dephasing 
time). In our experiments, the pulse width (—150 fs) and the 
dephasing time (—600 fs) are significantly different. There
fore, the two techniques provide very different information 
about the third-order emission. Here we have used conven
tional differential techniques to measure DS and a temporally 
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gated version of these techniques (based on spectral interfer-
ometry) to approximately measure DSi (TGDSsDSi). 

We have used these two techniques to study quantum 
beating in the probe signal. As we have discussed, quanmm 
beats in the probe signal can arise from the Raman coherence 
between Ih and hh valence states produced by the coupling 
associated with a shared level between the Ih and hh exci-
tons, but quantum beats can also be produced by exciton-
exeiton Coulomb interactions (i.e., two-exciton correlations). 
When the pump and probe pulses have the same circular 
polarizations, the polarization selection lules preclude any 
shared level between the hh and Ih sxcitons (thus turning off 
the Raman coherence). In this case, any observed quantum 
beats in either DS or DS2 must arise from the two-exciton 
correlations. We observe strong beats in DS2, but much 
weaker beats in DS. The observation of strong beats in DS2 
provides direct evidence of TI-QB's produced by exciton-
exciton correlations. The latter conclusion is independent of 
the theoretical model chosen to analyze the data. Further
more, the observation of strong beats in DS, but beats that 
are barely visible in DS implies that DSi (which is not di
rectly measured) contains beats of equal amplimde, but op
posite phase, which approximately cancel those in DS2 
(since DSsDSi + DSj). This interpretation is supported by 
comparison of the experimental results to numerical simula
tions based on the DOT formalism. 

We note that this cancellation of beats in DS (by produc
ing equal and opposite beats in DSj and DS2) can only be 
achieved by the proper choice of pulse width, detuning, and 
sample thickness, since the relative strength of DS, and DS2 
depends upon each of these parameters. In our case, this 
dictated the use of an optically thick sample (140 nm of 
GaAs quantum wells with a peak al~ 1.2), for the range of 
pulse widths available to us and for reasonable detunings.. 
DOT simulations show, for example, that this cancellation 
could not have been achieved with a single 14-nm-thick 

quantum well (a/—0.12). 
By comparison, when the pump and probe pulses have the 

same linear polarizations, the differential signals are compli
cated by the presence of a shared level, in addition to the 
coupling from the two-exciton Coulomb correlations. This 
shared level allows for the possibility of TI-QB's from both 
the intervalence-band coherence (i.e., Raman terms) and the 
interband coherence (i.e., population terms). For this polar
ization configuration, clearly resolved beats are observed in 
both DS and DS2. Carefiil comparisons with DCT simula
tions suggest that the beats in DS 1 and DS2 that are associ
ated with two-exciton coirelations again approximately can
cel, Consequently, we conclude that two-exciton correlations 
contribute to the beats observed in DS2, but not to the beats 
in DS. The beats in DS are therefore attributed to Raman 
coherence and population terms. The latter conclusion is 
based on comparison with theory; however, while the exact 
magnitudes and temporal shapes for DS| and DSj depend 
sensirively upon detuning and pulse width, the qualitative 
features on which this conclusion is based are surprisingly 
robust—both theoretically and experimentally. 

We emphasize that we have made our measurements in 
the k, direction rather than the more conventional 2k2 — k| 

XX 

Ramaa 
DS/S 

DS,/S 

Population 
DS/S 

•DS/S -~. 

Two-exciton' 

DS/S 

. 
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direction. Monitoring the signal in the kj direction is dra
matically different from monitoring the four wave mixing 
signal in the 2k2~'<| direction. One obvious difference is 
that the transmitted probe £2 'he first-order emission 

from 'P'"(k2) travel in the k2 direction, but not in the 2k2 
- k| direction. Consequently, there will be no detection 
terms corresponding to DS| or DS2 in the 2k2 —kj direction. 
In fact, the time-integrated signal in the 2k2-k| direction 
will simply be proportional to the integral of |7^^'(2k-, 

The third-order polarization emitted in the kj direction, 
T'*^'(k2), is also fundamentally different from the polariza
tion propagating in the 2k2 —k, direction, 7^'^(2k2-ki), 
For exainple, it has been shown^ that the Tl-QB's in the 
2 k2 - k| direction decay vi-ith a rate determined by the radia
tive dipole dephasing rates and yc-hh and that the time 
ordering of the fields is such that these beats are inherently 
insensitive to the decay of the nonradiative Raman coher
ence, Therefore, the 2k2- kj direction provides no access to 
the decay of the Raman coherence. By comparison, in the k2 
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direction, a common level shared between the hh and Ih ex-
citons can be shown to produce TI-QB's that decay with the 
Raman dephasing rate yi,h-ih • However, we have shown that 
an unambiguous identification of Raman coherence is com
plicated due to the effects of beats from population (inter-
band) contributions to the time-integrated differential signal, 
even under conditions where the two-exciton correlations do 
not yield any beats to that signal. 

Finally, we note that all of the simulations presented in 
Figs. 7-12 use the DCT fomnalism; however, we have also 
performed simulations using a discrete level model in which 
the exciton-exciton interactions are included phenomenologi-
cally in the form of a density-dependent dephasing (so-called 
excitation-induced dephasing"'''"'). Those simulations also 
reproduce the essential qualitative features discussed here. 
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A theoretical study of the coherently coupled heavy-hoie-light-hole optical Stark effect in seniiconduclor 

quantum wells is presented. Based on a detailed investigation of the various many-body contributions to the 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The optical Stark shift in semiconductors has been inves

tigated mimerous times since its first observations in the late 

1980's.'~' Apart from its importance related to the identifi

cation of basic analogies of nonlinear optical effects in semi

conductors and atomic systems, this important nonlinearity 

helped to understand fundamental properties of ultrafast pro

cesses specific to semiconductors, e.g., those related to 
biexcitons"'' and Coulomb memory effects.'' Most investiga
tions in that categoiy focus on the optical Stark shift of one 

kind of exciton, e.g., heavy-hole (HH) excitons in semicon
ductor quantum wells, while some papers have dealt with 
more complex sittiations in which, for example, heavy-hole 
and light-hole (LH) transitions were involved in the Stark 
efTect.'"'" In particular, the identifcation of many-particle 
cotTelation effects entering this configuation have been given 
in Refs. 8-10 (see also the recent review 11. and references 

therein). Whereas pure HH Stark shifts can be regarded as 

semiconductor analogs to Stark shifts in atomic two-level 

systems, the combination ofHH and LH Stark shifts are, in a 

certain way, analogs to Stark shifts in atomic three-level 

systems. 

Three-level systems have been exploited in atomic and 
molecular optics over many years. They give rise to many 
important nonlinear effects. Many of them (e.g., lasing with
out inversion and electromagnetically induced trans
parency'^''^) have already been discussed in the text books, 
see, e.g., Ref. 14. Others, such as ulti'aslow light propaga
tion,'^ signify the importance of atomic nonlinear optical ef
fect cun-ently under investigation on possible technological 
break-throughs.'®" The atomic three-level effects mentioned 
above are based on combinations of radiative and nonradia
tive (or Raman) quanmra interferences. 

Semiconductors can be viewed as generalizations of 
atomic three-level systems in a number of different ways. 
For example, the lowest conduction subband and the HH and 
LH band in a semiconductor quantum well is such a three-
band system. Alternatively, one can use the HH band and the 

two lowest conduction subbands as the basis for a three-band 
system. Although the lifetime of corresponding Raman co
herences in semiconductors is probably shorter than that of 
atomic nonradiative coherences, it may be expected that 
three-band semiconductor systems could still exhibit many 
of those important nonlinear effects observed in atomic and 
molecular optics (see, for example, Refs. 18-25 for discus
sions of dark states, adiabatic population transfer, and gain 
without inversion in semicotiductors). 

While the existence of appropriately defined nonradiative 
coherences in semiconductors do not guarantee the existence 
of all possible semiconductor analogs with coherent three-
level effects, it is certainly a necessary condition for the ex
istence of at least some nontrivial coherent three-band effects 
in semiconductors. Experimental observations of interval
ence band coherences in bulk semiconductors have already 
been reported in Refs. 26,27. 

A problem regarding tire identification of an intervalence 
band coherence in semiconductors is its exact definition. The 
definition is in general not unique because of complex many-
body effects which have no analogies with Raman coher
ences in atomic systems. For any definition to be well de
fined, one has to use a full many-body theory in the 
description of the coupled semiconductor-light system, as 
was done, for example, in Ref. 27. Fuithermore, if one has a 
specific experimental configuration in mind, one has to jus
tify the validity of the relevant approximations which are 
necessary in any many-body approach. Finally, one has to 
show that those many-body effects which are not included in 
the definition of the intervalence band coherence are small 
enough so that an experimental observation of intervalence 
band coherences is possible in spite of the existence of those 
effects. In other words, if the many-body effects that have no 
analogies in atomic systems would dominate the experimen
tal observations, one could not possibly identify nonradiative 
coherences in three-band systems. 

One configuration in which the necessaiy approximations 
of the many-body theory are well justified is the so-called 

regime, which can be theoretically analyzed with the 
dynamics-controlled truncation (DCT) formalism developed 
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in Ref. 28 (see also Refs. 29,30). The regime seems to 
be best suited for the identification of intervalence band co
herences because it contains only a limited number of expec
tation values and con-elation ftmctions. Specifically, it con
tains only two-operator expectation values which have 
analogs in one-electron systems, and four-operator expecta
tion values which do not. The latter describe two-exciton 
conelations such as biexcitonic effects and two-exciton con
tinuum scattering. 

We have shown previously that, in order to identify inter
valence band coherence, one could try to eliminate all many-
body correlations fi'om the measured signals by choosing a 
pump-probe configuration with extremely short pump 
pulses." However, an easier access to intervalence band co
herences is the coherently coupled heavy-hole-light-hole op
tical Stark effect. In a recent combined theory-experiment 
investigation of the coherently coupled HH-LH optical Stark 
effect in InGaAs quantum wells, we found that the large-
deaming limit offers a good opportunity to identify interva
lence band coherence. The main theoretical and experimental 
results are summarized in Ref. 32. It is the main objective of 
this paper to present a comprehensive and detailed theoreti
cal analysis of the coherently coupled HH-LH optical Stark 
effect and to show how it allows to identify intervalence 
band coherences. 

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section 
(Sec. 11) we will outline the general theoretical approach and 
present the basic equations of motion. In Sec. Ill A we 
present numerical solutions for the optical Stark shift and 
related quantities, such as the differential absorption. In Sec. 
Ill B we discuss an analytical model, which helps to under
stand the physics underlying the Stark-shift-based identifica
tion of intervalence band coherence. A summary of our re
sults is then given in Sec. IV, 

II. GENERAL THEORY 

In this section we review the general theory underlying 
our Stark shift calculations. The theory is based on the DCT 
formalism"'' and evaluated up to third order in the external 
light field amplitude regime). We will mainly follow 
the approach of Refs. 33-37, expanding two and four-
operator correlation functions in excitonic wave functions. 
Similar to our recent theoretical studies of four-wave mixing 
in semiconductor microcavities,^^"'"' we keep only 1 s func
tions in the expansion, since the U'-HH exciton and lj.--LH 
exciton have stronger oscillator strengths then higher exciton 
states or exciton-continuum states. This assumption is best 
justified in cases where the optical pumping is restricted to 
the HH exciton. In this paper, we restrict ourselves to this 
pumping condition (i.e., HH-exciton pumping), while the 
weak probe pulse can be spectrally centered either at the HH 
exciton or, in the case of the coherently coupled HH-LH 
optical Stark effect, at the LH exciton. 

The equation for the third-order interband polarizadon 
written in terms of exciton wave functions indexed by the 
quantum number n, conduction band spin index ,f=±l/2, 
and valence band index 7 = 3 3/2,± 1/2 has the following 
form: 
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=[ <{ 0) -' rzM-' - (0) 

s ' j ' /nm'  

+ E [T/ •-  nmn m m •> n  m 
a ' j '  mn'  m '  

s ' j '  mn'm'Xq 

(2.1) 

Here, e'„(q — Q) is the exciton energy of excitons with zero 

center-of-mass momentum, 4''„W denotes the exciton wave 

function having zero center-of-inass momentum (k being the 
momentum of relative motion of the exciton constituents), 

is the inverse dephasing time of the radiative transition, 
fljj is the Rabi frequency associated with bands i and 7, 

Appendix A) denotes the exciton wave function 

integral corresponding to phase space filling (PSF), 

(see Appendix A) are the Hartree-Fock (HF) matrix ele

ments, (see Appendix A) is the matrix ele

ment involving direct and exchange interaction for the total 
electron spin triplet (X=-t-) and singlet {\ = -) channel, and 

'' ''(9) 'he coherent biexcitonic correlation fiinction 

a s soc i a t ed  w i th  two  exc i tons  wi th  cen te r -o f -mass  momen ta  q 
and  -  q, r e spec t ive ly ,  i n t e rna l  quanmrn  number s  n and  m, 
and band indices s,j and s' J' respectively. 

In Eq. (2.1) we have used the following definitions for the 
third-order contributions to the coherent occupation-function 
contributions in the PSF and HF terms: 

=py'p"'-'/* (2,2) 
mm '  in r  in '  '  ^ '  

^ * • (2.3) • 'mm -TOT -rm ^ ^  

The coherent two-exciton correlarion fiinction obeys the 
inhomogeneous four particle Schrodinger equation 

•' ' '{q)=(si{q) + s i iq)- •' ''{q) 

n'm'  q 

+ +^p]JPZ'^-

(2.4) 
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-5 0 5 10 18 20 

FIG. I. Linear absoiption spectrum (HH and LH exciton reso

nances) used in the calculation of the shift. The HH-LH splitting is 

taken to be 17 meV. The inset shows a schematic of the selection 

rules used in the calculations. The light is assumed to be polarized 

in the plane of the quantum well, and cr+ (a-.) denotes right (left) 

handed circular polarization. 

Here, is the matrix element for the triplet \ 

= -1- and singlet channel, and is the 

effective two-exciton interaction Hamiltonian (see Appendix 
A). 

In the following we will take into account only Is exci-
tons. Integrating formally the biexciton equation and using 
the result in the polarization equation one obtains 

i'V 

v 

+ E f' 
-I-" 

(2.5) 

where &•' ^{t) is the two-exciton correlation kernel (see Ap
pendix A). 

Here, we have suppressed ail exciton indices n,m. as 
they are chosen throughout to be l.s. It is implied that Eq. 
(2.5) contains only first-order polarizations. 

We evaluate the theory for the system with one two-fold 
degenerate f-fH exciton and one twofold degenerate LH ex
citon, with selection rules shown in the inset of Fig. 1. In this 
case the indices {s,y} = {i; j,± |} correspond to the HH ex-
citons, and {s,j} = {± + j} to the LH excitons. 

The terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (2.5) containing 

f ̂ ' (with /^/') con'espond to the intervalence band co
herence function. This coherence function represents a direct 
generalization of a nonradiative coherence in atomic sys
tems. In the following analysis we will show that it is pos

sible to distinguish the role played by the intervalence band 
coherence if one compares the (two-band) HH exciton Stark-
shift with the coherently coupled HH-LH Stark shift. 

111. STARK SHIFT EVALUATION 

A. Numerical results 

In this section we use Eq. (2.5) to calculate differential 
absorption spectra and corresponding Stark shifts of the HH 
and LH excitons using cocircular and countercircular polar
ization of the pump and probe pulses. The choice of param
eters chosen for the calculation was guided by the experi
mental situation reported in Ref. 32. The semiconductor 
sample used in that experiment contained ten 8 nm 
lno.o4GaQ 9(jAs quantum weils. The measured HH-LH split
ting was 17 meV. 

The transient absorption change was measured at both the 
HH and LH exciton resonances after selective excitation by a 
narrow-band circularly polarized pump pulse at various de-
tunings below the HH transition. With this choice of excita
tion conditions and a large HH-LH splitting it is possible to 
realize a situation in which effectively only the hh exciton is 
excited by the pump, in contrast to earlier experiments,' 
where a small HH-LH splitting results in pumping of both 
HH and LH excitons. 

In our calculations we use a Gaussian pump pulse of 1.6 
ps flill width at half maximum of the intensity and a short 
probe pulse of 25 fs. The hh and Ih dephasing constants 
72 th are taken to be the same and equal to 1 ps~', and the 
biexcitonic dephasing 1.5 ps~'. Furthemiore, we as
sume in this study the exciton Rydberg energy to be 12.9 
meV and the in-plane masses of the heavy and light holes to 
be equal. 

For clarity the theoretical results presented below were 
calculated for a single quantum well. However the results 
discussed below remain valid for the 10 quantum well 
sample used in Ref. 32. We have verified this by employing 
a transfer matrix approach to the multiple quantum well sys
tem (see Appendix B) 

The absorption spectrom ct is obtained fi'om the numeri
cally calculated Fourier transfonn of the total time-resolved 
polarization using the following equation: 

af(&j)«lm(^)Klm 
ff(a.)P(^.) 

\ E A  
(3.1) 

where P=<:S^.yi^*(0)/i,.y/)''-', being the dipole matrix el
ement between the bands i and j. The linear absolution spec
trum for our model is shown in Fig. 1. As discussed above 
(Sec. 11), it consists only of the HH and LH exciton reso
nances without higher exciton states and an exciton con
tinuum, which is sufficient for the pumping conditions under 
consideration. 

In Figs, 2(a)-2(d) we show tlie differential absorption A a 
defined as the difference between the probe absorptions with 
and without the pump pulse. The pump pulse in this case is 
tuned 3 meV below the li' HH exciton resonance. The dif
ferential absoiption for a pump pulse tuned 9 meV below the 
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FIG. 2. (a) Differential transmission spectrum calculated from 

Eqs. (2.5) and (3.1) for a pump detuning of 3 meV below the HH 

exciton resonance with cocircular polarization of the pump and 

probe pulses. The solid and dashed tines correspond to the calcula

tion including ail terms and the calculation where the correlation 

contributions are switclied off, respectively, (b) Same as (a) but the 

intervalence band coherence terms are switched off. (c) and (d) are 

the same as (a) and (b), respectively, but for countercircular pump-

probe polarization. 

HH exciton is .showti in Figs. 3(a)-3(d). The results for co-
circular pump and probe are shown in (a) and (b), and for 
countercircular configuration in (c) and (d). To investigate 
the effects of the intervalence band coherence and coiTelation 
contributions we also do the calculations sv/itching off the 
corresponding terms in Eq. (2.5). For the correlation contri
bution these are the tenns involving the correlat ion fcernei  G. 
The intervalence band coherences con'espond to the terms 

appearing due to f'^'" with j+j'• The solid and dashed lines 
in each plot correspond to the results with and without 
con-elation tenns, and in addition the intervalence band co
herences were removed for the calculation shown in (b) 
and (d). 

Before discussing the central point of this paper, namely 
the effect of intervalence band coherences, we note briefly 
that our theory gives results in agreeinent with Refs. 6,8,10. 
In agreement with those references, it can be seen from coin-
paring Figs. 2 and 3 that the effect of the correlation is much 
more pronounced for smaller detuning and especially impor-
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FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2 but the pump is detuned by 9 meV below 

the HH exciton resonance. 

tant for the LH exciton in the cocircular and the HH exciton 

in the countercircular polarizations configuration. In particu

lar, comparison of the solid and dashed curve at the HH 
exciton of Fig. 3(c) shows that switching off the correlation 

terms (biexciton and two-exciton continuum scattering) 

changes the redshift in this case to a blueshift. The blueshift 

appears mostly due to the PSF and HF contributions in a 
coupled shift of the HH when the LH is excited with the far 

detuned pump. We would like to emphasize that it is the 
intervalence band coherence which gives the most important 
contribution to the blueshift response. This may be shown by 
comparing the solid or the dashed lines of Fig. 3(c) with 
those of Fig. 3(d): when the intervalence band coherence is 
switched off, the overall redshift increases and the blueshift 
(without correlations) almost disappears. These effects, how
ever, are not essential for this paper 

Figures 2  and 3 allow us to study the effect of the inter
valence band coherence, which is the main focus of this pa
per The effect is strongest m the case of the LH exciton and 
countercircular polarization of the two pulses. This is seen 
from a comparison of (e) and (d) of either Fig. 2 or Fig, 3; 
the effect it is least visible (or invisible) in the HH response 
for cocircular ptimp and probe as can be seen from (a) and 
(b) (i.e., the intervalence band coherence plays no role here). 
In the following Stark shift analysis, we will concentrate on 
these two cases (LH exciton with countercircular polanza-
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e. •'•0-

< 0.5-
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3 4 5 6 7 8 8  1 0  1 1  

FIG, 4. (a) Stark shifts obtained using Eqs. (2.5) and (3.2) for 

the HH (LH) exciton for cocircular (countercircular) pump-probe 

polarization plotted as a solid (dashed) line. The dotted curve is the 

same as the dashed one, but without the contribution of the inter

valence band coherences. The squares, circles, and triangles corre

spond to the cases of solid, dashed, and dotted lines with the cor

relation contributions switched off. (b) The ratio between the HH-

and LH-exciton shifts (solid curve), i.e., the ratio of the solid and 

dashed curves of (a); for the dashed line the intervalence band co

herence is switched off [i.e., the ratio of the solid and dotted curves 

of (a)]. Squares (circles) correspond to the solid (dashed) line but 

without correlation contributions, 

tion and HH exciton with cocircular polarization) in order to 
identify intervalence band coherences. 

Using the frequency integrals for the full absorption spec
tra we calculate the actual shift AE' of the exciton involving 
the hole j via the first moment of the corresponding .spectrum 
a/CO): 

d(i}<i)aj{(o) 
= ~ s-'- (3-2) 

da>aj(co) 

Since in the numerical evaluation the frequency integrals are 
restricted to a finite numerical fi-equeney domain, one has to 
make sure that this interval is large enough in order for the 
numerically evaluated shift to be independent of its actual 
size. The shift results are shown as a function of the pump 
detuning in Fig. 4(a). As expected, the L.H-exciton shift is 
strongly reduced when there is no intervalence band coher
ence (compare dashed and dotted lines), and the HH exciton 
shift does not depend on the intervalence band coherence 
contriburion. Consequently the ratio of the HH and LH ex
citon shifts plotted in Fig. 4(b) changes from an almost con
stant value of about 2 for the calculation with the coherence 
contribution (solid line) to the values around 5 on the plotted 
frequency range for the case when the coherence is artifi
cially excluded (dashed line). This drastic change of the ratio 
due to the intervalence band coherence gives a clear evi
dence of its iinpoitance. For different heavy and light holes 
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masses, there would be a deviation of the ratio from the 
value of 2 (as is given in the atomic case) because of the 
dependence of the PSF and HF terms on the band indices. 

It seems to be surprising, however, that the two-exciton 
correlations play almost no role in both the shifts and the 
ratios (note that the results without correlations given by the 
solid squares, circles, and triangles basically coincide with 
the corresponding curves that include coirelations) of both 
the HH and LH excitons with and without intervalence band 
coherences. This does not seem to be expected If one looks at 
the differential absorption curves, especially at smaller de-
tunings where correlations seem to decrease the blueshifts 
[see Figs. 2(a), 2(c)]. To get a deeper insight into this prob
lem as well as some other peculiarities of the coherently 
coupled Stark shift described above, we derive aiid investi
gate analytical expressions for the nonlinear susceptibilities 
in the following section. 

B. Analytical results 

To obtain an approximate analytical expression for the 
nonlinear excitonic susceptibilities (see also Ref 10) we 
change the first order p's on the right-hand side of Eq. (2,5) 
in the probe direction by the total p's (sum of the first and 
third order polarizations). We then assume continuous wave 
(CW) pump and probe fields with frequencies ai^ and ui,, 
respectively, and obtain the following expression for the sus
ceptibility in the frequency region around the HH exciton for 
cocircularly polarized beams 

)  -  2 ^  3 „ ( j 2  

(3.3) 

Here, Lj(a))= ,(0)/(A&)-e^-l-iyi) and 

- + 21X3,o( oip) p[ + 2 "•(«)]} 

(3.4) 

is the term responsible for the Stark shift and distortion of 
the Lorentzian line shape. The HF matrix element is given 

here by (T*-"'-' '. The frequency argu
ment in the correlation terms G is the sum of the probe and 

pump frequencies ui — 01^ + lo,. The coixelation terms give 
rise to a non-Lorentzian line shape, as will be shown below. 

A similar expression can be obtained for the LH-exciton 
susceptibility for countercircularly polarized beams: 

y  - 1 / 7 ,  -  n l ' 2 - t / 2 /  \  
& T- i Ji  — S '  {ojf 

(3.5) 

with 
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FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 4, but the sifts are calculated from the 

analytical model, Eqs. (3.3), (3.5), and (3.2). 

+ G''"''/---(w)]. (3.6) 

Intervalence band coherences do not enter the HH equa
tion [Eq. (3.3)], and in the LH equation it is responsible for 
the PSF term ^ of the HF 
term \Ly2{<^p)\'• Thus, without the intervalence 
band coherence contribution, Eq. (3.6) reads 

S*'"' "~{ca, ^lOp) = |i3/2(t"p)fl 10,3/2!" 

X 2 (<;;)] 

+ |/. |;2( |;2j/2p[G ' { ( ! ) }  

+ G-"--1/2"'-(W)]. (3.7) 

The susceptibilities obtained this way do not strictiy cor
respond to the limit, but for the sufficiently small inten
sities of the pumping field they give the same results as the 
numerical approach of Eq. (2.5). To demonstrate this we 
again calculate the HH and LH excitonic shifts and shift 
ratios similar to those in Fig. 4. Since the S, given in Eqs. 
(3.4), (3.6), and (3.7), depends on the probe frequency, one 
needs to evaluate the frequency integrals Eq. (3.2) to obtain 
the shift. The results are shown in Fig, 5; they are almost 
identical to those in Fig. 4. We conclude that the analytical 
model is a good approximation to the fiill numerical calcu
lation. 

In order to further investigate the effects of the correla
tion, we plot the full absorption of the HH exciton as ob
tained from Eq. (3.3). The spectra shown in Fig. 6 coire-
spond to the calculation for the following three cases: with 
correlations, without coiTelations, and without imaginai^ 

- 2 - 1 0 1 2 3 4  
(meVl 

FIG. 6. Absorption spectrum of the HH exciton obtained from 

Eq. (3.3). The solid, dashed, and dotted curves correspond to the 

calculation with correlation contributions, without correlation con

tributions, and without imaginary part of the correlation terms, re

spectively. Arrows for the curves of corresponding line styles show 

the corresponding calculated exciton positions, calculated from Eq. 

(3.2). 

part of the correlations. The results shown are for the pump 
tuned 3 meV below the HH exciton resonance. The corre
sponding excitonic shift values [calculated according to Eq. 
(3.2)] are shown in the plot as arrows. The line styles of the 
arrows are according to the absorption spectra (i.e., the ar
rows and the corresponding absorption spectra have the same 
line styles). Although the solid line (with correlation) and the 
dashed line (without correlation) look rather different, they 
have the same "center of mass" (which for the purely 
Lorentzian dashed line is at the position of its maximum); 
thus producing the same shifts. However, if we keep only the 
real part of the correlation (dotted line), the shift decreases 
and almost coincides with the position of the maximum of 
the absorption spectruin. As follows from these consider
ations, the frequency dependence of the imaginary part of the 
correlation compensates the shifts produced by the real part 
so that, when Eq. (3.2) is used to obtain the shift, the overall 
coiTelation gives no contribution. This appears to be the case 
regardless of whether the intervalence band coherence is 
taken into account or not. We want to emphasize that the fact 
that the shift, defined by the first moment of the absorption, 
is insensitive to the coiTelation effects, is fundamentally re
lated to the temporal structure of the third-order polarization 
equation, and can be traced back to basic causality 
arguments.'" It is in particular independent on our asumption 
of a Lorentzian line shape of the linear spectrum, in other 
words, it would also hold if we had chosen a non-Lorentzian 
linear exciton line shape. Furthermore, the fact that correla
tions do not influence the shifts makes the shifts independent 
of the specific value of the two-exciton dephasing rate y/,. 
We also note that our proof of the independence of the shift 
on the correlation contributions, which will be given in Ref. 
41, applies strictly only to continous-wave (cw) pump light 
fields. However, our numerical data show clearly that even 
for our picosecond pump pulses this independence is still 
well preseiTed. 

One may note at this point that the definition of the 
shifted center of the line as first moment of the spectrum 
integrated over an almost infinite frequency interval is hardly 
applicable for the evaluation of experimental data. First of 
all, there are always nearby resonances and/or continuum 
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FIG. 7. (a) Stark shifts calculated with Eqs. (3.3), (3.5), and 

(3.2). The three hatched areas correspond to the HH (uppermost 

area with sparse filling), LH (middle area with medium filling), and 

LH exciton without intervalence band coherence (lowest area with 

dense filling). The upper bo.undaries in each of the areas are the 

same as the shifts in Fig. 5 (a), and the lower boundaries represent 

the corresponding calculations where the imaginary part of the cor

relation terms has been switched off. (b) Ratio of the HH shift to 

LH shift calculated with Eqs. (3.3), (3.5), and (3.2), where only real 

part of the correlation has been taken into account (solid line). For 

the dashed line, also the intervalence band coherences are absent. 

The squares and circles represent the corresponding ratios obtained 

from the shifts given by Eqs. (3.8) evaluated at constant probe 

frequency. 

states, secondly the experimental line shape is not usually 
Lorentztan, thirdly, the absorption in the wings of the spec-
tiTim may not be resolved because of a too small signal-to-
noise ratio. Arguing in this way, one may say that the peak of 
the line should rather be regarded as the position of the 
shifted resonance. We show next that both methods of the 
shift evaluation are equally suitable for the identification of 
the intervalence band coherence. 

In Fig. 7 (a) the upper and lower boundaries of the three 
hatched areas (for the HH, LH, and LH without intervalence 
band coherences) correspond to the calculation of the shifts 
by means of Eqs. (3.2), (3.3), (3.5) with the full correlations 
(upper boundaries) and without imaginaiy parts of them 
(lower boundaries). In the fonner case the analysis corre
sponds to the first-moment-type evaluation of the shift posi
tion, and in the latter the shift would be defined at the posi
tion of the maximum of the spectrum. As one can see, the 
hatched area (i.e., the area measuring the definition-related 
uncertainty of the shift) decreases with increasing pump de
tuning, which means that both approaches produce similar 
results. In die plot for corresponding ratios of the shifts 
shown in Fig. 7 (b), the solid line, where the imaginary part 
of the correlation is switched off (i.e., the shift is given by 
the peak position), has basically the same values as in the 
cases with or without correlations [compare with Figs. 4 (b) 
or 5(b)]. The dashed line (where the intervalence band co
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herence was also switched off) though, has a slightly differ
ent detuning dependence compared to the cases of first-
moment-type evaluation. But in any case, switching off the 
intervalence band coherences changes the ratio from ap
proximately 2 to a much higher value. 

From the analysis above follows that one can actually use 
the simplified analytical formulas for the shifts given by the 
real parts of the 5' terms in Eqs. (3.3) and (3.5) 

(3.8) 

Ae~"-'^Re[5"^'~ ;Wp)]. 

In this case, if one removes the coiTelations, S becomes in
dependent of the probe frequency w, and one arrives at the 
same re.sults as if one used an averaging procedure with Eq. 
(3.2) (with or without correlations). If one keeps the correla
tion terras and fixes the frequency of the probe at the corre
sponding resonance, then the results of the evaluation of the 
shifts at the peak value of the spectrum are recovered. For 
the check on the latter case we plot the corresponding results 
in Fig. 7(b). 

The analysis is particularly simple when we neglect the 
correlation terms all together, the ratio is then simply given 
by 

Ae- ' 

(3.9) 

When the intervalence band coherence is removed it mms to 

AT^ IfiiK-uiX) • 
(3,10) 

When the HH and LH masses are equal, the coefficients A 
and K"'' are the same in the numerator and denominator of 
Eq. (3.9), giving thus the above mentioned value of 2 for the 
ratio. Removal of the intervalence band coherence leaves 
only part of the HF term in the denominator, changing the 
ratio as shown in Figs. 4(b) and 5(b). One may note that for 
an atomic three-level system this change would be infinite, 
since there is no HF many-body contribution in that case. 

IV. SUMMARY 

We have presented a theoretical study of the coupled 
HH-LFI Stark effect. The dependence of different many-body 
contributions on the pump pulse dettming from the HH ex
citon was investigated by means of a numerical and a semi-
analytical treatment within a microscopic theory. The 
main goal was to theoretically identify and to sUidy a param
eter regime in which an approximate analogy between appro
priately defined intervalence band coherences and nonradia-
tive coherences in atomic three-level systems exists. Even 
though there cannot be an exact analogy because of many-
particle effects in the semiconductor, an appropriate defini
tion has been found to be possible in the case where Haitree-
Fock contributions dominate over two-exciton correlation 
effects as far as the Stark shift is concerned. 
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In particular, we have simulated the situation in which a 
narrow band circularly polarized pump pulse is effectively 
coupled only to the HH exeiton (due to detuning below the 
HH exeiton and a large HH-LH splitting) and in which a 
copolarized (eounterpolarized) test pulse probes the HH 
(LH) exeiton (all the excited excitons in this case belong to 
the same three-band subsystem). 

Using Lorentzian line shapes for the linear response, we 
found that two-exciton correlations contribution cause defor
mations of the absorption lines so that the spectral position 
of the maximum of the line does not coincide with the first 
moment of the distribution. Therefore, we considered two 
possible definitions of the shifted exeiton resonance: (i) the 
resonance center is assumed to be given by the first moment 
of the spectmm and (ii) maximum of the spectRim is re
garded as the center of the line. We found that regardless of 
the definition, the PSF and HF tenns dominate in the HH and 
LH-excitonic shifts over two-exciton correlations, especially 
at larger pump detunings. Furthennore, the intervalence band 
coherences were found to give the dominant contribution in 
the LH shift, whereas it did not affect the HH shift. We used 
the ratio of the HH to the LH shifts to study quantitatively 
the effect of the intervalence-band coherences. Switching off 
the intervalence band coherences in the calculation caused 
the ratio to change from about two to about five. 

We believe that further studies of analogies between co
herent nonlinear optical processes in atomic three-level sys
tems and semiconductor HH/LH excitonic systems will be 
needed in order to fi-iUy understand the role of many-particle 
effects, especially in the limit of small detunings and on-
resonance excitation. Those studies will likely need to ad
dress the role of nonlinear processes beyond the regime, 
such as scattering and relaxation processes of excitons and/or 
free charge carriers. 
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APPENDI.X A: DEFINITIONS OF MATRIX ELEMENTS 

Here we write down the definitions of various matrix el
ements entering Eqs. (2.1), (2.4), (2.5). The PSF coefficient 

by 

= S (Al) 
ii  

The two matrix elements entering the HF contribution are 

K(i--/?)^;;(i)[^„'*(/c)fAU^")'?!'™.(^') 
kk' 

- (A2) 
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= E v[k-k')«i;,*(i)[^„,(/?)^,;,(« 
kk' 

~4^^,''(k')cl/jk)(l,il,ik')]. (A3) 

The matrix element responsible for the direct and ex

change four-particle interaction can be writ

ten as 

=  - q )  

-)-\2 V{k—k')<l)'^\_k+a(q-q')'\ 
kk' 

4>'m*{k'+ ji'q + ̂ q')[4i'„Ak)-- (!)'„,(k')] 

'X{<t'',„ik+ aiq -  q') + I3q + (i'q'] 

-4i'^^,[k' + a[q-q') + pq + l3'q']], 
(A4) 

where a = mjlMj and are the ratios of the hole 
{ n i j )  and electron ( m ^ )  mass to the total mass M j  =  m , .  

+ mj and a' and f}' similarly related to . The so-called 
excitonic transition matrix elements is defined by 

= ̂  (f>'*ik)[(i>'^,{k+ )3q)- aq)]. 
k 

(AS) 

In the above definitions, V { q )  is the two-dimensional Cou

lomb potential V{q) = 2'rre^/{€j,q), where e/, is the back
ground dielectric constant of the material. 

The two-exciton interaction Hamiltonian is defined as 

rst 

(A6) 

this definition contains the excitonic overlap matrix 

= 2 (l''*(k+otq)4>'„*{k+q'+ f}'q) 
i  

X (li'^,{k + aq')<l>'^,{k + q + /3'q'). 
(A7) 

The two-exciton correlation kernel is given by 

G'j'Ht~t')=:^e(t-t')X ''-'*( 9,0) 

ii'i" 

X [ / - \ S J J ' ] ~ \ ^ ' , Q ' ) X  

(AS) 
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where s'"'-"'(y,g') = [E'(g) + s''. And finally, 

defined by 

= jKHn'l'Cqfi). (A9) 

APPENDIX B; MULTIPLE QUANTUM WELL 
CALCULATION 

In this appendix we give the basic formulas of a transfer 
matrix formalism accounting for effects of the propagation 
through N quantum wells. For simplicity, we neglect the 
propagation in the barriers. Let x be the susceptibility of one 
qiianttim welt with respect to the probe field. Then the trans-
mittance (ratio of the transmitted probe pulse intensity to the 
incident intensity) for one quantum well was given by Eq. 
(32) of Ref 42, and for N quantum wells it can be written in 
the fomi 

PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 245325 

NIttci} 

where M is the probe frequency, n is the refractive index, and 
c is the liglit velocity. In Ref 32 the absolution coefficient 
was defined in terms of the measured transmission via 

a«-ln(r). (B2) 

We have compared our excitonic shift evaluation that is 
based on the spectrurn given by Eq. (3.1) with the one where 
the spectrum was obtained with Eqs. (Bl), (B2), For the 
number of quantum wells used in Ref. 32 the shifts and 
corresponding ratios were found to be essentially the same 
regardless of whether the absorption coefficient was defined 
by Eq. (3.1) or (B2). 
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We report the experimental observation of coherendy coupled heavy-hole-light-hole Stark shifts, i.e., 

light-hole exciton shifts under heavy-hole exciton pumping conditions, in InOaAs quantutn wells. The 

theoreucal analysis of the data is based on a full tnany-body approach (dynamics-controlled truncation 

formaUsm) in the third-order nonlinear optical regime. It is shown that the Stark shift data can be 

interpreted as strong evidence of suitably defined nonradiative intervaience band coherences in a semi

conductor quantum well. Hence, the observations establish a semiconductor analog of Raman coherences 

in three-level atoms. 

DOI: iO.U03/PhysRevLett.87.237402 PACS numbers: 78.47.+p, 42.50.Md, 73,21.Fg, 7S.67.De 

The optical Stark shift in semiconductors [1-3] is an 
important transient nonlinearity which helps to understand 
fundamental ultrafast microscopic processes. Studies of 

similarities and differences between optical Stark shifts in 
atomic two-level systems and those observed in semicon

ductors led to the understanding of semiconductor-specific 
many-body effects such as biexcitons [4] and Coulomb 
memory effects [5]. 

While the two-level analogies of Stark shifts in semi
conductors have been successfully exploited, the question 

of what one can learn from a comparison of coherent 
atomic three-level effects with optical Stark shifts in semi
conductors using the coherent coupling between heavy-

hole (hh) and light-hole (Ih) excitons has not been widely 

addressed so far. In atomic three-level systems, nonra

diative or Raman coherences [indicated schematically as 
dotted arrow in Fig. 1(a)] are the foundation of impor
tant nonlinear optical effects such as electromagnetically 

induced transparency and lasing without inversion (see, 
e.g., [6,7]). Clearly, it is desirable and of general im

portance to establish analogies between those important 

atomic three-level effects and their semiconductor coun
terparts (e.g., [8] and references therein). In bulk semicon
ductors, observations of Raman quantum beats have been 

reported [9], but an unambiguous experimental proof of 
nonradiative intervaience band coherences in semiconduc
tor quantum wells has, to our knowledge, not been given 
so far. 

In this paper, we present our experimental observations 

of the coherently coupled optical Stai'k effect [which is 

schematically shown in Figs. 1(a)-1(c)] on hh and Ih exci

ton resonances and show that these data provide direct evi

dence for the existence of an appropriately defined hh-lh 

Raman coherence in semiconductor quantum wells. Our 
theoretical analysis is based on a full many-body theory 

within the third-order nonlinear oprical regime. 

We first discuss the situation under consideration in the 
language of a three-level system. We consider only the 

case in which the pump light [thick arrow in Fig. 1(a)] cou

ples levels ll) and |2). The con-esponding dressed states 
are schematically shown in Fig. 1(b) (for simplicity, the 

sketch shows the case of zero detuning). Level |3) does 

not exhibit dressed state splitting since the pump light does 
not affect it. Probing the 1-2 transition, one sees the ordi

nary two-level Stark shift [short thin arrow in Fig. 1(b)], 

whereas probing the 1 -3 transition corresponds to what we 
call the coherently coupled Stark shift. 

An observation of the coherently coupled Stark shift 
provides direct evidence for the existence of the Raman 

coherence involving levels \2) and |3). This can easily be 

seen in a theory for the density matrix p,j where the Ra

man coherence is p32. The equation governing the 1-3 

transition is = (53 — £i)p3i - //3i(p33 - pii) 
PiiHix, where the level energies e, correspond to the 

(b) 

FIG. 1. (a) Energy levels of a three-level V system. The optical 
pump (probe) transition is indicated as thick (dashed) arrow, 

the nonradiative transidon as dotted arrow, (b) Corresponding 
dressed states diagram (simplified). The Stark-shifted transitions 
are indicated as thin arrows, (c) Analogous semiconductor band 
structure with conducdon band (e), heavy-hole (hh), and light-
hole (Ih) bands. 
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diagonal matrix elements of the Hamiltonian, //„. The 
dipole coupling gives rise to the two off-diagonal matrix 
elements Wji and while = 0. Within first order 

of the light-coLipUng H31, the inversion P33 — pn re
mains — 1, and the 1-3 energy shift due to the strong light-

coupling H2\ follows from the term involving the Raman 
coherence, pyiHni. Without Raman coherence no coupled 
Stark shift can be observed while with Raman coherence 
the 1-3 transition energy shift turns out to be half the or

dinary 1-2 Stark shift as indicated in Fig. 1(b). 
As already mentioned, the semiconductor quantum well 

analog to the three-level system is the (twofold degenerate) 
three-band system consisting of a conduction band, and hh 
and Ih valence bands [see Fig. 1 (c)]. While in the band pic

ture the analogy holds for each in-plane momentum state k, 
the Coulomb interaction prevents the analogy from being 

completely accurate. In this paper, we assume the linear 

optical response as well as the Stark shift to be dominated 

by U-hh and li-lh excitons. But even within this simpli
fied picture, the three-level vs semiconductor analogy is 

not strict. Exciton-scattering and biexcitonic contributions 

to the Staik shift have no counterparts in three-level sys
tems, but as long as those processes do not dominate the 

Stark shift, an approximate analogy is possible and defin
ing an excitonic Raman coherence (excitonic intervaience 
band coherence) is appropriate. 

Our experimental sample contains ten Ino.o4Gao96As 
quantum wells of 8 nm thickness. Its absorption spec

trum, Fig. 2(a), is dominated by sharp hh and Ih exci
ton resonances that are well separated. We measure the 

transient absorption changes at both resonances after ex

citation below the hh exciton transition. Since the split
ting between hh and Ih resonances is even larger than the 
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F5G. 2. (a) Absorption spectrum of the InGaAs QW at T — 
4 K (solid line) and the pump pulse spectrum (dot
ted line). (b) Differential absorption spectra {-l\ad — 

+ ''wiitooipumpt') measured at maximum temporal 
pump-probe overlap with co- and countercircularly polarized 
pump (intensity = 21 MW/cm') and probe pulses, respectively. 

pump-to-hh-exciton detuning, the pump light exclusively 
couples to the hh exciton transition. This possibility distin
guishes our experiment from earlier Stark effect measure
ments where a small hh-lh splitting leads to direct pumping 
of hh and Ih excitons as well as coupling to all six bands 
in the two twofold degenerate three-band systems [10]. In 
our configuration, we effectively reduce the two degener
ate three-band systems to a single three-band system by 
driving a single hh transition with a circularly polarized 
pump pulse and probing the coherently coupled Ih transi

tion with the opposite circular polarization. 
The weak, broadband probe pulses are generated by 

focusing amplified Ti:sapphire laser pulses of about 
100 fs duration on a sapphire crystal. Using the same 
amplified pulses and an optical parametric amplifier we 

generate tunable pump pulses and pass them through a 

pulse shaper. This spectrally nan'ows them to a 2.2 meV 

bandwidth [see Fig. 2(a)] and stretches them to 1.2 ps 
duration. The spectral pump pulse maximum is varied 
between 3.5 and 10.6 meV below the hh exciton absorp

tion maximum. For most measurements, we apply 2.4 nJ 
pump pulses focused to a 240 fim diameter spot at the 
sample for a peak intensity of 3.7 MW/cm", while for 
larger pump-to-hh-exciton detunings we also performed 

measurements at 21 MW/cm^. 
Figure 2(b) shows two differential absorption spec

tra. The pump pulse in this case has an intensity of 

21 MW/cm^ and is detuned 8.8 meV below the linear hh 

exciton resonance, but the general features observed here 
are common to all of our measurements. For cocircularly 
polarized pulses, and in agreement with earlier Stark 

effect experiments [1-3], we find a pronounced decrease 

in absorption below and at the original (undressed) hh 

exciton resonance and an increase in absorption at the 
high-energy side. This corresponds to a blueshift of the 
hh exciton resonance that is accompanied by exciton 

bleaching. Within our accuracy we do not observe any 

nonlinear response at the Ih exciton resonance indicating 
negligible direct coupling between the pump field and the 

Ih exciton. For the same pumping conditions but with 
an oppositely circularly polarized probe pulse, a definite 

blueshift appears at the Ih exciton resonance [11]. 

The transient character of the nonlinear response is re
vealed by observing the differential absorption as a func
tion of temporal pump-probe delay. Figure 3(a) shows the 

delay dependence of the hh exciton shift for cocircular 
polarization, while Fig. 3(b) shows that of the Ih exciton 

shift for countercircular polarization. The pumping con

ditions are the same as in Fig. 2(b). The shifted exciton 

energies are obtained by calculating the first-moment ex
pectation values (= frequency integral of absorption times 
frequency) of the measured nonlinear hh and Ih exciton 

absorption lines (linear absorption + absorption change) 

within 7 meV windows around the respective absoiption 

peaks. Both hh and Ih exciton shifts closely follow the 

driving pump field indicating the absence of incoherent 
nonlinear effects. 

237402-2 237402-2 
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co-circuiar 
hh Exciton 

counter-circular (b) 

Ih Exciton 

W 0.0 

-2 0 2 -4 -2 0 2 

Ptanp-Probe Delay (ps) 

FIG. 3. Dynamics of the shift of the hh (a) and Ih (b) exciton 
resonance for the conditions of Fig. 2(b). 

Figure 4{a) shows the shifts of the central energies of 
the coherently coupled hh and Ih exciton resonances at 

zero time delay for various pump-to-hh-exciton detunings. 

Within the range of our data, the coupled dynamic Stark 
shifts ai'e always blueshifts with the Ih exciton shift be
ing similar but always smaller than the hh exciton shift. 
Since the Stark shifts decrease with increasing detuning 

[2], we also show data for higher pump intensity at larger 
detunings (open symbols) utilizing the approximately lin

ear increase of the shifts with pump intensity [2] to obtain 
a better signal to noise ratio. 

Our theoretical analysis of the nonlinear response 

is based on a third-order expansion of the dynamics-

controlled truncation formalism [12]. Within that theory, 

the third-order optical polarization induced by the pump 

« 0.8 

P 0.4 

• ̂ 

and/or probe light is determined by phase-space filling 
(PSF), Hartree-Fock (HF), and two-exciton-conelation 
(including biexciton) contributions. The momentum-
dependent interband polarization coupling the conduc
tion band s (where s = ±1/2 denotes the spin) with 

valence band j (where j — ±3/2 in the case of hh's and 
j = ±1/2 for Ih's) is given, in terms of electron (a) and 

hole {b) annihilation operators, by Psj{k) — (bj 

The nonlinear contributions determining Psj(k) contain 

electron (hole) distribution functions f^sik) = 
- »  X  s.k. • 

ifjjW~(b.^bji^)), intervalence band coherence 

functions fj^j:(k) — j^b^ j.) (with j j'), and 

two-exciton correlation functions Bsjs'j'{k],k2,k3,k4,) = 

{ b y m e n t i o n e d  a b o v e ,  t h e  
appearance of Bsjs'y makes it impossible to formulate 
a strict analogy between atomic three-level systems and 
semiconductor quantum wells, even if one restricts oneself 
to the lowest-order nonlinear optical regime. However, 

represents a direct generalization of the atomic 

Raman coherence P32. If, therefore, the contribution of 
Bsjs'j' to the optical Stark shift is negligible with respect 

to that of the distribution and Raman coherence functions 

/, the analogy is well defined, and it is meaningful to 
study the role of //#,' on the measured Stark shift. 

Within the third-order regime, the /'s factorize, 

fjr(k) ='I.sPl]\k)Psj''W (for all jj') where the 

P'"'s are first-order polarizations [a similar relation 

holds for fss'Ck)]. Assuming that the polai'ization is 

dominated by excitons, the k dependence is given by 

- ,(!)» 

Psjik) = Psj(j>\i\k)v/hsK, for; = ±3/2(±l/2), 4>Y/ is 
the hh (Ih) exciton wave function. The resulting equation 
of motion for the total polarization P has the following 

general structure {h — 1): 

iPsj = (sj - i7)Psi + £i(npWpW*) 

+ £,(p(i)p(t)p(i)*) ^ «,,^6/,(0), (1) 

where Sj is the energy of the 1j exciton involving band j, 

y is the dephasing rate, O is the Rabi frequency, <^i'j{0) is 

the exciton wave function in configuration space taken at 

the origin, and the L's are linear operators that contain all 

of the above-listed nonlinear effects. To obtain the Stark 

shift, we solve the time-dependent equations for 
and P(t) and numerically Fourier ti'ansform the resulting 

total polarization to obtain the frequency-resolved nonlin

ear susceptibility and nonlinear absorption spectrum. We 

then proceed exactly as in the case of the experimental defi

nition of the shift discussed above. 
In addition to the numerical results, which will be dis

cussed below, it is instructive to look at the following ana
lytical calculation of the shift Aey. This method is not 

a strict third-order analysis, but yields results that are in 
good quantitative agreement with our purely numerical 

third-order result if all contributions are taken into account. 
For the case without intervalence band coherence it agrees 
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FIG. 4. (a) Measured Stark shifts of the hh (dots) and Ih 
(squares) exciton for co- and countercircular pump-probe po
larization, respectively, at zero pump-probe delay as a func

tion of detuning between pump pulse and hh exciton energy, 
(b) Ratio between the Stai'k shift of the hh exciton and the co

herently coupled Ih exciton Stark shift. Solid and dotted lines 
show [he theoretical results with and without intervalence band 
coherences, respectively. In (a) and (b), solid (open) symbols 
correspond to 3.7 (21) MW/cn:i- pump pulses. 
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only qualitatively with the numerical results, mainly be
cause of correlation-induced line asymmetries, which are 
not accounted for in AE;. TO obtain l\sj, we replace 
the first-order P's by total P's m Eq. (1), assume time-
independent light fields with frequencies ojp and co, for 

Here Lj = (?i|j(0)/(&;p sj H- iy), xj = I + Ss/aj, 
and & = lOp + 01,. A" is the exciton wave function 
integral associated with excitonic PSF, is the HP 
matrix element, and G'' •'* is the two-exciton coiTelation 
function in the singlet (A = -) and triplet (A = 4-) 
channels [13,14], The PSF and part of the HF term result 
from the intervalence band coherence. If the hh and Ih 
masses were equal, the matrix elements A and would 
be the same for j = -1/2 and 3/2, which yields the 
previously mentioned factor of 2 between the hh and Ih 
Stark shifts as far as only PSF and HF contributions are 
concerned. The same is true for the first correlation term, 
whereas the second and third correlation terms alone 
would yield equal shifts (i.e., no factor of 2). Concerning 
the relative importance of PSF and HF, at large detunings 
{Wp - E3/2) the PSF term dominates the shift. For the 
parameter regime relevant in our study, we find that, as 
long as the intervalence band coherences are not removed, 
the PSF and HF terms are generally larger than the 
correlation terms, and that, regardless of the presence of 
the intervalence band coherences, the calculated shifts are 
essentially the same with and without correlation terms. 

In Fig, 4(b) we show theoretical results obtained from 
numerical solutions of the equations [according to 
[13], i,e., not from Eq. (2)] with and without intervalence 
band coherences for the polarization conditions of the ex
periment, When the intervalence band coherences are in
cluded (solid line), the hh-lh shift ratio is, as expected, 
roughly 2, because the Ih shift is much lai'ger when the 
coherences are included. Deviations from an exact factor 
of 2 come from the hh and Ih mass differences and, es
pecially at small detunings, from (still small) correlation 
contributions. In the large detuning limit the ratio behaves 
essentially lilce a three-level system, i.e., it is two (infinity) 
for the case with (without) Raman coherences. Therefore, 
the lai-ge detuning limit is the proper place to look for the 
Raman coherence [15], Clearly, the experimental obser
vations (diamonds) can be understood only if the Raman 
coherence is present, because the observed hh-lh shift ratio 
is close to the ideal value of 2 at large detunings. 

In summary, a full many-body analysis of Ih exciton 
Stark shifts with hh exciton pumping, especially for large 
pump detuning, can be understood only if nonradiative 

the pump and probe field, respectively, and linearize 
E q .  ( 1 )  w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  t h e  p r o b e  f i e l d .  T h i s  w a y ,  A E ,  
corresponds to the terms multiplying the probe polariza

tion pl'j. With hh pumping we obtain the Ih exciton shift 
A£_i/2 and hh exciton shift Aej/j, 

(2) 

intervalence band coherences are present and important. 
These Ih-hh coherences are semiconductor analogs of Ra
man coherences in three-level atoms, currently of consid
erable interest. 
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of Materials Research and EPDT), JSOP, COEDIP (Uni
versity of Arizona), We thank M. Lindberg for stimulating 
discussions and W. Schafer for sending us part of his book 
(Ref. [16]) prior to publication. 
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COHERENTLY COUPLED OPTICAL STARK SHIFTS 
PROVIDE EVIDENCE FOR INTERVALENCE BAND 

COHERENCES IN SEMICONDUCTOR QUANTUM WELLS 

M. E. Donovan, A. Schiilzgen, J. Lee, P.-A. Blanche, N. Peyghambarian, G. Khitrova, 

H. M. Gibbs, I. Rumyantsev, N. H, Kwong, R. Takayarna, Z. S. Yang, and R. Binder, 

Coherently coupled optical Stark shifts provide evidence for intervalence band coher

ences in semiconductor quantum wells, Opt. and Photonics News 12 (2001), 43. 
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Coherently Coupled Optical 
Stark Shifts Provide Evidence 
For Intervalence Band 
Coherences in Semiconductor 
Quantum Wells 
M. E. Donovan, A. Schiilzgen.J. Lee, P.-A. Blanche, 

N. Peyghambarian. G. fChiwova. H. M. Gibbs, 

1. Rumyantsev, N. H. Kwong, R.Takayama, 

Z. S.Yang, and K. Binder 

The optical Stark shift in semiconduc

tors is an important transient nonlin-

earity that helps researchers to understand 

fundamental ultrafast microscopic 

processes. Studies of similarities and dif

ferences between optical Stark shifts in 

atomic two-level systems and those ob

served in semiconductors led to the un

derstanding of semiconductor-specific 

many-body effects. We recently investigat

ed the semiconductor counterparts of co

herent atomic three-level effects utilizing 

the coherent coupling between heavy-hole 

(hh) and light-hole (Ih) excitons. By ana

lyzing the coherently coupled optical Stark 

effect on hh and ih exciton resonances we 

showed^ that our data provide evidence 

for the existence of hh-lh Raman coher

ences in semiconductor quantum wells. In 

atomic tliree-level systems, Raman coher

ences are the foundation of important 

nonhnear optical effects such as electro-

magnetically induced transparency and 

lasing without inversion. 

Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show the tran

sient absorption changes measured at 

both hh and Ih exciton resonances in an 

InGaAs quantum-well structure. The two 

degenerate three-band systems are effec

tively reduced to a single three-band sys

tem by driving a single hh transition with 

a circularly polarized pump and probing 

with either co- or counter-circular polar

ization. For co-circular polarization we 

observed the well-known transient 

blueshift of the hh exciton resonance. We 

did not observe any nonlinear response at 

the Ih exciton resonance indicating negli

gible direct coupling between the pump 

field and the Ih exciton. With a counter-

circularly polarized probe pulse a definite 

blueshift appears at the coherently cou

pled Ih exciton resonance. 

Our theoretical analysis is based on a 

full many-body approach within the 

third-order nonlinear optical regime.- We 

considered a semiconductor quantum-

well analog for the atomic three-level sys

tem, that is, the three-band system that 

consists of a conduction band as 

well as hh and Ih valence bands. 

While in the band picture the anal

ogy holds for each in-plane mo

mentum state, the Coulomb inter

action prevents the analogy from 

being completely accurate. Exciton 

scattering and biexcitonic effects 

have no counterparts in three-level 

systems. Nevertheless, as long as 

those processes do not dominate the 

Stark shift, an approximate three-

level versus semiconductor Stark 

shift analogy is possible, and the def

inition of an excitonic Raman co

herence (excitonic intervalence 

band coherence) is appropriate. 

Figure 1(c) shows theoretical re

sults for the ratio of hh-lh Stark 

shifts with and without intervalence 

band coherences. When these co

herences are included, the Ih shift is 

much larger than without coher

ences and the hh-lh shift ratio is ap

proximately two. Deviations by a 

factor of 2 come from the hh and Ih 

mass differences, especially at small 

detunings, from correlation contri

butions. At large detunings the ratio be

haves essentially like a three-level system: 

it is two (infinity) for the case with (with

out) Raman coherences. Clearly, the ex

perimental observations (squares) provide 

direct evidence for the presence of an in

tervalence band Raman coherence, be

cause the observed hh-lh shift ratio is close 

to the ideal value of two at large detunings. 
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Figure 1. (a) Differencial absorption spectrum of 

InGaAs quantum weiis (7 = 4 K) measured at max

imum temporal pump-probe overlap with co-cir-

cularly polarized pump and probe puises.The 1.2-

ps pump puise had an intensity of 21 MW/cm^ and 

was detuned at 8.8 meV below the linear hh exci

ton resonance.The weak, broadband probe pulses 

were approximately 100 fs long, (b) Same as (a) 

counter-circular polarization of pump and probe 

pulse, (c) Ratio of the hh exciton Stark shift over 

the coherently coupled ih exciton Stark shift ver

sus detuning between pump pulse and hh exciton 

energy. Solid and dotted lines show die theoretical 

results with and without intervalence band coher

ences, respectively.The squares correspond co the 

experimental values for 3.7-W/cm^ (solid) and 21 -

MV//cm^ (open) pump pulses. 
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On the interplay between excitonic and biexcitonic 
quantum coherences 
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Abstract: Based on a microscopic description of the third-order optical response of semi
conductor quantum wells, the biexcitonic nonlinear response (absorption and index change) is 
found to be similar to the case underlying electromagnetically-induced transparency in atomic 
three-level systems. 
©2002 Optical Society of America 
OCIS codes: 190.5970 Semiconductor nonlinear optics including MQW, 020.1670 Coherent optical effects 

Phenomena based on 3-level quantum coherences have been of considerable importance in optical atomic and 
molecular physics in recent years. Ranging from rather well investigated effects, such as electromagnetically-
induced transparency (EIT) and lasing without inversion [1, 2], to currently developing applications of 
ultraslow light [3], these phenomena depend crucially on the existence of non-radiative quantum coherences 
in multi-level (particularly 3-level) atomic systems. An essential feature common for these effects is that the 
response of the system to the probe laser field (linear susceptibility) can be modified by the pump laser field 
via an induced quantum coherence. 

Semiconductors materials can be viewed as generalization of atomic 3-level media in a number of different 
ways. For example, the lowest conduction subband and the heavy-hole (hh) and light-hole (Ih) band in a 
semiconductor quantum well is an effective 3-band system. Alternatively, one can use the hh band and the 
two lowest conduction subbands as the basis for a 3-band system. For example, EIT has been observed in an 
experiment involving intersubband transitions (4], and evidence for the intervalence band coherence between 
the hh and Ih excitons has been produced via the coherently-coupled optical Stark effect [5], 

While the conceptual realization of "3-level effects" in semiconductors is usually based on one-particle states 
given by the bandstructure of the system, we propose in the following the realization of "3-level effects" 
in semiconductors based on many-particle states. Specifically, we study the quantum coherences related to 
excitons and biexcitons. 

Our analysis is based on the dynamics-controlled trunction (DCT) formalism [6] and includes quantum 
correlations and quantum coherences within the 3rd-order nonlinear optical response. Within the regime, 
only one-pair (excitonic) and two-pair (two-exciton) quantum coherences occur. We restrict the analyis to Is-
hh and Is-lh excitons which dominate the nonlinear response [7]. On the two-exciton level, we have the bound 
two-exciton (biexciton) and two-exciton continuum states included. In the following, we will concentrate on 
the parameter regime where the biexciton gives the dominant contribution to the 3rd-order response. In this 
case, the nonlinear response is dominated by the interplay of excitonic and biexcitonic quantum coherences. 

}Ap 

I |4, 

Fig. 1. Schematic of the 3-level system including definitions for pump (probe) detuning Ap (Af.). The thick 

(thin) arrows indicate the pump (probe) coupling. In the semiconductor case the three levels may be thoughl 
of as the ground state, Ih-exciton, and hh-lh biexciton, respectively, even though we treat the semiconductor 

with a microscopic theory. 
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Fig. 2. Calculated real and imaginaiy parts of the thkd order susceptibility for ZnSe semiconductor quantum 
wells (upper two rows) and atomic system (lower two rows) as a function of probe detuning At. As indicated, 
the three columns correspond to different detunings of the pump pulse. The pump detuning is schematically 
shown in Fig. 1. In the semiconductor case it is coimted from the hh-exciton resonance reduced by the 
biexciton binding energy. In the two upper rows, the solid line (dashed line) shows the full theory (biexciton 
contribution only). For Ap = 0, the dashed and solid lines are indistinguishable. 

To be specific, we choose the mixed hh-lh biexciton [8]. 

We study the frequency-dependent probe absorption in the presence of a pump-pulse for three values of the 
pump detuning (Fig. 1). The characteristic behavior of the 3~level atom in the regime, which is the basis 
for EIT in the highly nonlinear regime, is summarized in the lower two rows of Fig. 2. The on-resonance case, 
Ap == 0, exhibits the well-kown reduction of absorption and zero-crossing of the index change which are the 
basis for EIT. The semiconductor response (upper two rows) shows essentially the same behavior. Here, the 
exciton dephasing time is chosen to be 1 ps, the biexciton dephasing time 2 ps, and we have chosen material 
parameters corresponding to ZnSe in order to have the biexciton contribution dominate the response. 

In summary, we show theoretically that nonlinear effects similar to those underlying EIT in 3-level atoms can 
be realized in the 3rd-order nonlinear regime with excitonic and biexcitonic coherences in semiconductors. 

This work is supported by NSF (DMR). 
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Electromagnetically-lnduced Transparency at the Exciton Resonance 
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Abstract: We report the experimental demonstration of electroraagnetically-induced transparency 
(EIT) in a GaAs quantum well, in which the absorption of an exciton resonance is reduced by 
more than twenty-fold. The destaictive quantum interference for EIT is set up by a biexciton 
coherence. 
©2000 Optical Society of America 
OCIS codes: (190.5970) Semiconductor nonlinear optics including MQW; (300.6470) Spectroscopy, semiconductors 

Electromagnetioally induced transparency (EIT) is a technique that uses destructive quantum interference to make 
an otherwise opaque medium transparent. Coherent manipulation of quantum coherence and interference in the 
form of EIT in atomic systems has led to a variety of remarkable phenomena including lasing without inversion, 
stimulated Raman adiabatic passage, and slow and stopped light, and has stimulated considerable interest in the use 
of EIT in applications such as high speed optical switching, controlled generation of single photons, and quantum 
information processing [1-3]. Experimental realization of EIT in semiconductors, which is highly desirable for these 
applications, however, has reinained a challenging problem. While numerous approaches have been proposed, only 
few observations of weak signatures of EIT have been reported so far. In this paper, we report an experimental 
demonstration of EIT in a GaAs quantum well (QW), in which the absorption of an exciton resonance is reduced by 
more than twenty-fold. The strong EIT process, which is physically different from its atomic counterpart, can be 
qualitatively described by a microscopic many-particle theory. 

The EIT experiments were performed at 10 K. on the heavy hole (hh) transition in a GaAs QW with 15 
periods of 17.5 nm GaAs wells. The destructive quantum interference leading to EIT was set up by a control pulse 
that couples to the transition between the one-exciton and bound two-exciton states, as shown schematically in Fig. 
1. This is analogous but by no means equivalent to EIT in a cascaded 3-level atomic system, as we discuss later. 

Figures la and lb show the absorption spectra measured by a weak probe pulse (150 fs in duration), for two 
different spectral positions of the control pulse (6 ps in duration and with an energy flux of 2 |j.J/cm'). The largest 
reduction in the exciton absorption was obtained when the control pulse was between the exciton and biexciton 
resonances. In this case, the EIT dip occurred at the energy of the hh exciton resonance and the absorption at the 
EIT dip was reduced by more than 20-fold [the reduction in at is 3.1, corresponding to a decrease in absorption of 
exp(3.1) = 22]. In comparison, when the control pulse was at the biexciton resonance, only a modest reduction in 
the absorption of the exciton resonance was observed and the EIT dip occurred at an energy slightly higher than the 
hh exciton resonance. 

Figure Ic also shows the absorption spectrum obtained with the probe arriving 10 ps after the control. The 
spectrum is nearly identical to the linear absorption spectnim obtained in the absence of the control pulse, indicating 
minimal real absorption of the control pulse. This nearly complete recovery of the absorption spectrum confirms 
that the reduction in the absorption of the exciton resonance is EIT in origin, with minimal contributions from 
incoherent bleaching. 

For the above experiments, the BIT dip shifted to lower energy when the control pulse was tuned to higher 
energy, consistent with the two-photon resonance condition expected for the EIT process. The spectral positions of 
the EIT dips, however, deviate from those expected for an atomic-like system. Examining the dependence of the 
spectral position of the EIT dip on the intensity of the control pulse further reveals a unusual behavior. As shown in 
Fig. 2, the EIT dip shifted significantly to higher energy as the intensity of the control pulse increased, a result 
unexpected for an atomic-like system. This unusual behavior arises from a shift in the spectral position of the 
biexciton resonance due to interactions between excitons and biexcitons. The effects of etciton-biexciton 
interactions, however, can be pre-compensated by adjusting the spectral position of the control pulse, leading to the 
strong EIT process shown in Fig. la. The overall experimental results can be described qualitatively by a 
microscopic theory based on the dynamics controlled truncation formalism (extended beyond the limit), as 
shown by dashes lines in Fig. 2. 

This work is supported in part by ARO and by NSF-DMR. 
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Fig. 1 Absorption spectra measured by a weak probe pulse in the absence (dotted lines) and presence (solid 

lines) of the control pulse at 10 K. Shaded areas show spectra of the control pulse. The arrow indicates the 

position of the biexciton resonance. The probe pulse arrives 1 ps before the peak of the control pulse for 

(a) and (b) and 10 ps after the peak of the control pulse for (c). The inset shows schematic of energy 

eigenstates for the ground ( jO>), one-exciton (spin-up |+> and spin-down |->), and biexciton states (|+->h)-

Fig. 2 Absorption spectra measured by a weak probe pulse in the absence (dotted lines) and presence (solid 

lines) of the control pulse. The shaded area shows spectra of the control pulse. The energy flux of the 

control pulse is indicated in the figure, with lo = 400 nJ/cm^. Other experimental conditions are the same as 

in Fig. la. Theoretical results are shown as dashed lines. 
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Appendix I 

ELECTROMAGNETICALLY INDUCED TRANSPARENCY VIA 
BIEXCITON COHERENCE 

M. Phillips, H. Wang, I. Runiyantsev, N. H. Kwong, R. Takayarna, R. Binder, 

Electromagnetically-induced transparency via biexciton coherence, unpublished 
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Electromagnetically-Iiiduced Transparency in Semiconductors via Biexciton 

Coherence 

Mark C. Phillips' and Hailin Wang 

Department of Physics, University of Oregon, Eugene, OR 97403 

I. Rumyantsev, N.H, Kwong, R. Takayama, and R. Binder 

Optical Sciences Center, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721 

Abstract 

We report an experimental demonstration and theoretical analysis of 

electromagnetically-induced transparency (EIT) in a GaAs quantum well, in which 

the absolution of an exciton resonance is reduced by more than twenty-fold. The 

destructive quantum interference in this EIT scheme is set up by a control pulse that 

couples to a resonance of biexcitons. These studies illustrate that many-particle 

interactions, which are inherent in semiconductors and are often detrimental to 

quantum coherences, can also be harnessed to manipulate these coherences. 

PACS numbers; 42.50.Gy, 78,47.+p, 78.67.De 

Electromagnetically-induced transparency (EIT) exploits destructive quantum 

interference to make an otherwise opaque medium almost transparent [1]. Coherent 

' Present address: Dept. 1118, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185-1423 
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manipulation of quantum coherence and interference in the form of EIT in atomic 

systems has led to a variety of remarkable phenomena including lasing without 

population inversion [1], slow and stopped light [2, 3], and stimulated Raman 

adiabatic passage [4], Applications of EIT in diverse areas, such as all-optical 

switching and all-optical buffers [5], controlled generation of single photons [6], and 

quantum information processing [7], have also been actively pursued. The 

tremendous success of atomic HIT studies has stimulated considerable experimental 

and theoretical efforts in extending these studies to semiconductors. While numerous 

approaches for realizing EIT in semiconductors have been proposed and pursued, only 

a few observations of weak EIT signatures have been reported [8-10]. 

One difficulty in coherently manipulating optical excitations in semiconductors 

is the inherent and complex many-particle interactions between these excitations. It is 

now well established that Coulomb interactions between excitons can profoundly 

modify coherent excitonic nonlinear optical responses [11], Earlier experimental 

demonstrations of EIT in interband optical transitions in semiconductors have 

required strong resonant optical excitations [10], leading to rapid decay of the 

underlying quantum coherences. The degree of quantum interference that can be 

achieved in these experiments is therefore severely limited. 

In this paper we report an experimental demonstration and theoretical analysis 

of a new EIT scheme, in which the absorption of an exciton resonance in a GaAs 

quantum well (QW) is reduced by more than twenty-fold. The destructive quanUim 

interference in this EIT scheme is set up by a control pulse that couples to a resonance 

of the exciton molecule (biexciton). The new EIT scheme avoids the excessive 

dephasing induced by strong resonant excitonic excitations that have hindered earlier 

EIT studies in semiconductors. The resulting EIT process, which resembles but 

differs from that in a cascaded 3-level atomic system, can be qualitatively described 

by a microscopic many-particle theory. These studies also underscore that in order to 



induce strong EIT, it is essential to compensate for effects of many-particle Coulomb 

interactions such as biexciton energy renormalization. 

EIT can be realized in a 3-level system (see Fig. la) where a control beam 

drives the |2>- |3> transition and sets up a destructive interference for a weak probe 

beam coupling to the |1>-|2> transition. For our effective 3-level scheme, we focus 

on intcrband optical transitions in a GaAs QW between the doubly degenerate 

conduction bands with spin ^=±1/2 and the doubly degenerate heavy-hole (hh) 

valencc bands with angular momentum components raj=±3/2 (Fig. lb). Using 

circularly polarized light, we can excite a+ and cr- excitons via cr+ and <7- transitions, 

respectively. While these two transitions share no common state, correlations (caused 

by the Coulomb interaction) between excitons with opposite spins can lead to the 

formation of bound two-exciton (biexciton) states as well as unbound two-cxciton 

continuum states (Fig. Ic). EIT of the exciton resonance can in principle arise from 

desti'uctive interference induced by a biexcitonic coherence, i.e. coherent 

superposition between the ground and the biexciton states [12, 13]. This is analogous 

but by no means equivalent to EIT in a cascaded 3-level atomic system, since in our 

case the nonradiative coherence is induced via interactions between excitons. Recent 

observations of biexcitonic coherence in quantum dots also indicate the possibility of 

extending this approach to a quantum dot system [14). For the experimental 

realization, we used a circularly-polarized control pulse to couple the transition 

between the exciton and biexciton states and a probe pulse with opposite circular 

polarization to measure exciton absorption, as indicated schematically in Fig. Ic. 

The EIT experiments were performed at 10 K in a GaAs QW with 15 periods of 

17.5 nni GaAs wells and 15 nm Alo.3Gao.7As barriers, grown by molecular beam 

epitaxy. The control and probe pulses were derived from a mode-locked Ti:Sapphire 

laser with 82 MHz repetition rate and an external pulse shaper was also used to reduce 

the spectral width of the control pulse. The resulting nearly transfonn-limited control 



pulse had a duration of 6 ps and was focused to a 3x10'^ cm^ spot size on the sample. 

The probe pulse had a duration of 150 fs and was focused to a smaller spot size of 

4x 10'" cm^ to probe a region of uniform excitation by the control pulse. The energy 

flux of the probe pulse was less than 1% of the control. Absorption spectra were 

obtained by spectrally resolving the probe pulse transmitted through the sample. The 

linear absorption spectrum in Fig. Id shows the hh and light-hole (Ih) exciton 

resonances. To determine the spectral position of the biexciton, we excited the 

sample with a pump pulse that was resonant with the hh exciton and had a circular 

polarization opposite of the probe. The dashed line in Fig. Id shows the induced 

biexciton resonance with a binding energy of 1.6 meV. 

To demonstrate EI f of the exciton resonance, we applied a control pulse tuned 

to the vicinity of the exciton to biexciton transition. Figure 2a shows the absorption 

spectra measured by the probe with the control pulse at two difierent spectral 

positions. When the control pulse was at the biexciton resonance, a modest reduction 

in the absorption of the exciton resonance was observed and an absorption dip 

occurred at a frequency slightly higher than the hh exciton resonance. A much greater 

reduction in the exciton absoiption, however, was obtained when the control pulse 

was between the exciton and biexciton resonances. In this case, the absorption dip 

occurred at the frequency of the hh exciton resonance and the absorption at the dip 

was reduced by more than twenty fold [the reduction in oL is 3.1, the actual measured 

transmittance increases by a factor of exp(3.1) = 22]. 

For the above experiments, the absorption dip shifted to lower frequency when 

the control pulse was tuned to higher frequency, consistent with the two-photon 

resonance condition expected for the EIT process. The spectral positions of the dips, 

however, do not exactly correspond to EIT dips expected for an atomic-like system. 

Examining the dependence of the spectral position of the absorption dip on the 

intensity of the control pulse further reveals an unusual behaviour. As shown in Fig. 



2b, the absoiption dip shifts to higher frequency as the intensity of the control pulse 

increases, a result unexpected for an atomic-like system. 

Figure 2c shows the absorption spectrum obtained with the probe pulse arriving 

10 ps after the control pulse. The spectrum is nearly identical to the linear absorption 

spectrum obtained in the absence of the control pulse, indicating minimal real 

absorption of the control pulse. This nearly complete recovery of the absorption 

spectrum shows that the reduction in the absorption of the exciton resonance in the 

above experiments is primarily a coherent process with only minimal contributions 

from incoherent bleaching. This also rules out contributions from incoherent two-

photon absorption processes that can induce biexcitonic absorption resonance in probe 

absorption spectra. 

We have applied a microscopic many-particle theory to understand the physical 

processes underlying the above EIT experiment. Since that analysis is rather involved, 

we will only briefly summarize the theory and present the numerical results at the end 

of this paper. A comprehensive account of the theory will be published elsewhere. To 

make direct connections with the well-known concepts from atomic physics, here we 

will also discuss a phenomenological model that illustrates the essential physical 

mechanism of the observed EIT process. 

The pair of optical transitions indicated in Fig. Ic, in which the control couples 

to the exciton-to-biexciton transition and the probe couples to the exciton transition, 

resemble the well-established cascaded 3-level EIT system. These transitions feature 

simultaneous one- and two-photon resonances and thus dominate the nonlinearity in 

the vicinity of the exciton. In comparison, the pair of transitions not shown in Fig, Ic, 

in which the control couples to the exciton transition and the probe couples to the 

exciton-to-biexciton transition, are not doubly resonant and therefore are not expected 

to have a large contribution to the observed nonlinearity. Consequently, our 

phenomenological model is based on the cascaded 3-level system. To first order in the 
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probe field and all orders of the control field, and within the rotating wave 

approximation, the density matrix equations in a rotating frame for the 3-level system 

are given by [1] 

where is the exciton coherence, is the biexciton coherence i.e., the coherence 

between the ground and the biexciton states, co^ (co^) and y are the resonance 

frequency and decay rate for the exciton (biexciton) coherence, and (®p) and Q, 

() are the optical frequency and Rabi frequency for the control (probe). We take 

the biexciton binding energy fi{2o)^ -<^b) be Shy. Figure 3 shows the calculated 

probe absorption spectra. As shown in Fig. 3a, a pronounced absorption dip occurs 

for small y^ but vanishes for large , verifying that the EIT dip results from 

destructive interference induced by the biexciton coherence. The degree of the 

induced transparency is determined by both yj^ and Q.. Note that although the EIT 

process discussed here resembles that of an atomic system, the biexciton coherence 

itself is a direct result of many-particle Coulomb correlations and can thus lead to 

behaviors qualitatively different from those of an atomic system. 

The dependence of the spectral position of the EIT dip on the intensity of the 

control shown in Fig. 2b highlights an important difference between KIT induced by 

the biexciton coherence and EIT in an atomic system. For a fixed co^, the spectral 

position of the EIT dip is set by the resonance frequency of the biexciton coherence. 

Since a biexciton is a bound state of two excitons, the biexciton energy is determined 

by the sum of the cH- and a- exciton energies minus the biexciton binding energy, all 

of which are affected by exciton-exciton interactions, leading to renormalization in 

both exciton and biexciton energies. At relatively low intensity for the a+ polarized 

control, we simulate effects of the biexciton energy renormalization by replacing 

(1) 
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with CO,, + in Eq. 1, where ^ is a phenomenological constant, and ignore energy 

renormalization for the a- exciton. 

Figure 3b illustrates that renormalization in the bicxciton energy leads to a 

conesponding shift in the spectral position of the EIT dip. and qualitatively accounts 

for the experimental results shown in Fig. 2a. Figure 3c shows the calculated probe 

absorption spectra at various Q. with other parameters including a>^ fixed. With 

increasing control intensity, the EIT dip shifts gradually to higher energy due to the 

increasing blue shift of the biexciton energy, as found experimentally in Fig. 2b. 

The exciton-biexciton system has been investigated extensively for optical Stark 

effects. Reports of exciton red shifts and Coulomb memory effects due to 

biexcitons in CuCl and in InGaAs QWs, which 

can be viewed as a precursor for the EIT discussed here, 

can be found in [15]. Autler-Townes splitting of biexcitons has also been observed in 

two-photon absorption spectra of biexcitons [16]. In spite of these extensive efforts, 

EIT occurring at the exciton resonance via biexciton coherence has not been reported 

previously. As we have discussed above, to observe the strong EIT process at the 

exciton resonance, it is essential that the biexciton energy renomialization be properly 

compensated. In addition, it is also important that the control duration is long or at 

least comparable to the bicxciton decoherence time. This requirement, which is often 

overlooked in time domain studies, is due to the fact that a very short control pulse 

can artificially shorten the coherent interaction time. 

As noted above, we have also formulated and applied a microscopic theory that 

can provide a more detailed and satisfactory understanding of the experimental results 

and can have a predictive capability [13]. The theory is based on a picture of 

interacting excitons and on the dynamics-controlled truncation (DCT) formalism [17, 

18]. Within this formalism, a coherent biexciton correlation function plays the same 

pivotal role in EIT as that played by in the phenomenological model. The analog 

of the decay rate in the phenomenological model is the decay rate () of the 



biexciton correlation function. In comparison to the phenomenological 3-level model 

that contains only effects and excitation-pathways deemed most important to the 

observed EIT process, the DCT approach systematically treats nonlinear optical 

processes from both bound and continuum two-exciton states as well as from 

transitions that are not doubly resonant. The DCT approach has often been applied to 

calculate nonlinear responses up to third-order in the light field amplitude, e.g. [16]. 

For the present application, we have generalized the theory in Ref. [18] to include the 

effects of interactions between the coherent biexciton with other control-beam 

produced excitons, which yields the renormalization of the biexciton energy. At low 

intensities, the theory gives the biexciton energy shift proportional to the control 

intensity and approximately given as twice the average of the correlation-induced 

level shifts of the constituent exciton states (which include both optically active and 

inactive excitons, e.g. that formed by s=-l/2 and mj=+3/2 in Fig. lb). With the 

resulting equation, we have evaluated the optical response to the first order in the 

probe field but to all orders in the control field [19]. 

The absorption spectra calcuated from the microscopic many-particle theory are 

shown as dotted lines in Fig. 2. where =0.9 ps"' (twice the exciton dephasing rate) 

and the Rabi frequency corresponding to lo indicated in Fig. 2 is 0.2 ps"'. The theory 

is in very good qualitative agreement with the experiment. In particular, the nonlinear 

dependence of the overall magnitude of the absorption reduction on the control 

intensity is well described by the theory. The small difference between the theoretical 

and experimental results in Fig. 2 is likely due to inhomogeneous broadening and 

higher-order correlations and nonlinear biexciton energy shifts that have not been 

included. The microscopic theory confirms the physical mechanisms illustrated by the 

phenomenological model and establishes rigorously the link between EIT in an 

atomic system and a similar EIT-like process induced via many-particle Coulomb 

correlations in a semiconductor. 



In summary, we have demonstrated strong EIT in a GaAs QW by coupling a 

control pulse to a biexciton resonance. The EIT is induced by a biexciton coherence 

and exhibits behaviors distinctively different from those of atomic systems. The 

ability to induce strong BIT via many-particle Coulomb conelations not only opens 

the door for the exploration of EIT-related applications in semiconductors but also 

points to an effective avenue for controlling and utilizing quantum cohercnces in an 

interacting many-particle system. 

This work was supported by ARO, NSF-DMR, JSOP, COEDIP. 
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Figure captions 

FIG. 1: (a) EIT scheme in a cascaded 3-level system, (b) Band structure of a GaAs 

QW along with the optical selection rules, (c) Schematic of energy eigenstates for the 

ground, one exciton, and two-exciton states. Included are only the l.v-exciton states 

and the corresponding lowest biexciton as well as the two-exciton continuum states, 

(d) Absorption spectra of a probe in the absence (solid lines) and presence (dashed 

lines) of a pump that was resonant with the hh exciton and had an energy flux of 40 

n.I/cm*. The probe had the opposite circular polarization of the pump and was delayed 

10 ps with respcct to the pump. 

FIG. 2; Absorption spectra measured with the probe pulse in the absence (solid lines) 

and presence (dot-dashed lines) of the control pulse, with the probe and control 

having opposite circular polarization. The shaded area shows the spectrum of the 

control pulse. The arrow indicates the position of the biexciton resonance from Fig. 

Id. The energy flux of the control pulse is indicated in the figure, with IQ = 400 

nJ/cm' (corresponding to a peak intensity of order 100 kW/cm^). For (a) and (b), the 

probe pulse arrives 1 ps before the peak of the control pulse. For (c), the probe pulse 

arrives 10 ps after the peak of the control pulse. Results of the full microscopic 

many-particle theory are shown as dotted lines. 

FIG. 3; Probe absorption spectra in the absence (solid line) and presence (dashed 

line) of a control obtained from the cascaded 3-level model. The control and probe 

durations are lOy"' and O.ly"', respectively, with the probe arriving ly ' before the 

control. The peak control intensity is indicated in the figure, with fio" =2y'. The 

shaded area shows the control spectrum. The open and solid triangles mark the 

position of the un-renormalized and renormalized (at the peak of the control pulse) 

resonance frequency for the exciton-to-biexciton transition, respectively, (a) Without 

biexciton energy renormalization, for yb = O.ly (deep EIT dip) and lOy (no dip), (b) 

and (c) With biexciton energy renormalization, with yb = y and p=0.2y'', and for 

various control spectra and intensities. 
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Appendix J 

OPTICALLY INDUCED BIEXCITON ENERGY SHIFT IN 
SEMICONDUCTOR QUANTUM WELLS 

1. Rumyantsev, N. H. Kwong, R. Takayama, R. Binder, M. Phillips and H. Wang 

Optically induced biexciton energy shift in semiconductor quantum wells, QELS Post-

deadline Papers Book (Washington, D.C,), Optical Society of America, (2003). 
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Optically induced biexciton energy shift in 
semiconductor quantum wells 

I. Rumyantsev'^, N. H. Kwong^, R. Takayama^, R. Binder'-, 
M. Phillips^ and H. Wang^ 

^ Optical Sciences Center, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ85'f21, USA 
Phone (520) 621-2892 , Fax (520) 621-677S 

^ ACT'JST, Japan Science and Technology Corporation, Department of Applied 
Physics, University of Tokyo, 7-3-1 Hongo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, Japan 

^ Department of Physics, University of Oregon, Oregon, OR 9740S, USA 

Abstract: The energy level shift of a coherent biexciton (bound two-exciton state) in a semi
conductor has been observed experimentally and analyzed theoretically. The shift, which results 
from the presence of excitons, can be related to the AC Stark shifts of the underlying exciton 
states. 
© 2003 Optical Society of America 
OCIS codes; 190.5970 Semiconductor nonlinear optics including MQW, 320.7120 Ultrafast phenomena 

The AC Stark shift of excitons in semiconductors is a well-known nonlinear optical effect. It has been 
thoroughly investigated both experimentally and theoretically, and it is well known that the exciton Stark 
shift is a combination of a pure light-induced shift (similar to the AC Stark shift in atoms) and a shift 
due to many-particle interactions (see, e.g., [1, 2, 3] and references therein). While the exciton shift is well 
understood (at least in the lowest-order nonlinear regime, the so-called regime), not much is known about 
possible shifts of the biexciton resonance as a result of interactions with other coherent excitons present in 
the system. Here we present experimental evidence and theoretical analysis of such a biexciton shift. The 
experiment, a pump-probe experiment, had originally been designed to obtain a semiconductor version of 
electromagnetically-induced transparency [4]. The experiment is sensitive to the spectral position of the Is 
heavy-hole (hh) exciton and that of the biexciton formed by two Is hh excitons. A closer inspection of the 
observed induced transparency revealed the shift of the biexciton energy level with increasing pump intensity 
and initiated the study of the biexciton shift presented here. 

The biexciton under consideration is a two-electron-two-hole state created by binding two photo-generated 
excitons, one with spin up and the other with spin down, together. We consider the change in the biexciton 
energy due to its interactions with a gas of coherent spin-up excitons. In the above-mentioned pump-probe 
experiments the spin-up excitons are generated by a strong quasi-continuous-wave control beam and the 
spin-down excitons by a weak wide-spectrum probe beam. In our theory, the biexciton resonance energy is 
given by the peak position of the biexciton spectral function, Im[(up -rio-t — [ej -I- E(a;p,(.j()] — j76)~^], where 
ojp (wt) is the pump (probe) frequency, £(, is the unrenormalized biexciton energy, "ft the biexciton dephasing 
rate. The frequency-dependent energy renormalization S(ojp,u)t) embodies the effects of statistical (phase-
space filling) and dynamical correlations between the biexciton and the surrounding pump excitons. At low 
beam intensities, the leading order (in the light field amplitude) of this optically induced renormahzation is 
the fifth order. We show the calculated biexciton spectral function for a fixed pump intensity in Fig. 1. 

The theory is an extension of our previous studies [5], which were based on the dynamics-controlled trun
cation (DCT) formalism [6] in the limit. We find that, at low pump intensities, the biexciton shift is 
approximately given as twice the average of the Stark shifts of all exciton states (optically active and optically 
inactive) that form the biexciton. 

The experimental spectral signature of this biexciton shift is a corresponding shift in the resonance feature of 
the probe absorption spectrum as the pump intensity is turned up. We show a comparison of our theoretical 
and experimental results for these shifts in Fig. 2. 

In summary, spectral signatures of optically induced shifts in the biexciton resonance energy has been 
observed, which can be explained within a microscopic theory as a three-exciton (one free and two bound in 
tfie biecxiton) interaction effect. 
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Fig. 2. Calculated biexciton shift vs the control pulse flux (dashed curve) and the corresponding shifts in 
the resonant feature in the probe absorption spectrum: theory (solid curve), experiment (squares). 
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Abstract; A microscopic many-body theory, based on the dynamics-controlled truncation 
formalism, has been applied to the experimentally observed time-resolved vectorial polarization 
state of four-wave mixing signals. The analysis includes both coherent-biexciton and two-exciton 
continuum correlations. 

© 2002 Optical Society of America 
OCIS codes: 320.7130 Ultrafast processes in condensed matter, including semiconductors, 190.5970 Semicon
ductor nonlinear optics including MQW 

Four-wave mixing (FWM) has long been an efficient tool for extracting information on complex physical 
phenomena and many-body effects in semiconductor quantum wells (QW). Conventional studies of FWM 

signals are based on the time-integrated signal intensities. Such experimental observations, combined with 
fully microscopic many-body theories, have yielded much knowledge about the microscopic processes un
derlying the FWM signals. In recent years experimental techniques have been developed that allow for the 
measurement of the time-resolved full vectorial polarization state of the FWM signal (see, e.g., [1, 2, 3]). The 
corresponding experimental data are generally highly complex and can be regarded as sensitive probes of 
many-particle effects. Combined with fully microscopic many-body theories, they give unprecedented insight 
into the nature of the physical processes underlying the FWM signals. 

Here we use a microscopic theory of a coherent semiconductor response in the nonlinear regime for the 

description of the vectorial polarization state of the FWM signals. The theory is based on the Dynamics Con
trolled Truncation (DCT) formahsm [4]. Following the approach of Refs. [5, 6, 7], equations for intervalence 
band polarizations and biexciton amphtude functions are represented in the exciton basis and restricted to 
the subspace of Is heavy-hole (hh) excitons. Because of the resonant excitation conditions, the Is excitons 

can be expected to dominate the 3rd-order nonlinear response. The theory includes all Is-exciton correla
tions within the x'®' regime, such as coherent biexciton formation and two-exciton continuum correlations. 

Moreover, it contains the microscopic foundation of the vectorial nature of the FWM signal through proper 
selection rules and a microscopic description of two-exciton correlations in the (electron) spm singlet and 
triplet channels. 

In Ref. [2] we have shown experimental findings of the vectorial polarization state dynamics of the FWM 
signal (Fig. 21 of [2] ). In the following, we show data similar to those of Ref, [2], but taken at a lower fluence. 

The validity of the regime was carefully checked and the temperature was 80 K. Fig, 1 (a) shows the 
FWM signal's azimuth and elipticity angles as well as their intensities. In [2], we have analyzed the data with 
a few-level model based on phenomenological extensions of the semiconductor Bloch equations. While the 
comparison of the model results with the experimental data yielded good qualitative agreement, our fully 
microscopic analysis, presented here, is necessary for a rigorous understanding of fundamental many-body 

interactions. 

In the following, we analyze the low-fiuence data shown in Fig. 1 (a) with the microscopic theory outlined 
above. The free parameters are the exciton Rydberg energy Er, the exciton clephasing 72, and the decay 

rate of the biexciton amplitude 7t,, We show in Fig. 1 (b) our theoretical results for an optimized value of 7i,, 
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Fig. 1. -A-zimuth angle 0.<,ig, elUpticity e , and intensity I of the four-wave mixing signal as a function of 
time, (a) experimental data, (b) theoretical results with optimized biexciton dephasing 7/,. and (c) with 
7i, = 270, where 72 is the exciton dephasing rate. The inset relates the line styles to the angles between the 
linear poiariaations of the pump aod probe pulses. 

which is 74 = 72/3. In Fig. 1 (c) we show results obtained for 71, = 272, a value often believed appropriate 
for most experimental conditions. 

While unavoidable experimental fluctuations prevent us from claiming that the true value for ft, is exactly 

72/3 , we do beheve that our analysis gives strong evidence for reduced biexciton dephasing under the 
conditions of our experiment. Furthermore, we note that theoretical results without coherent-biexciton and 

two-exciton continuum correlations (not shown) do not yield good agreement. 

In summary, the microscopic many-body theory applied to the time-resolved vectorial polarization state 

of the FWM signal documents two-exciton correlations. Under our experimental conditions, the biexciton 

dephasing rate is found to be much less than twice the exciton dephasing rate. 

This work is supported by NSF (DMR). 
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In nonlinear semiconductor optics, two-particle scattering is often being modeled successfully within 

the second Born approximation (2nd BA) of the Coulomb interaction. It is shown in this paper that, at low 

energies, such a perturbative treatment of Coulomb correlations applied to exciton-exciton scattering in 

fwo-dimensional systems fails even qualitatively (unless phenomenological or self-consistent dephasing 

processes are included in the theory). We show that the failure of the 2nd BA in two dimensions can 

be inferred from a comparison of our theoretical results with reported experiments of four-wave mixing 

signals from semiconductor microcavities. 

DOT: 10.n03/PhysRevLeti.87.027402 

Linear excitonic absorption effects (see, e.g., [1]) and 
optical nonlinearities arising from exciton-exciton intei^ac-
tions in quasi-one-, two-, and three-dimensional semicon
ductors are well established (see, e.g., [2-4]). While the 
dimensionality dependence of linear excitonic effects is 
well understood (the simplest example being the increase 
of exciton binding energy with decreasing dimensional
ity), that of nonlinear excitonic effects Is in genera! not 
clearly established. In this Letter, we discuss one aspect 
of this issue which concerns exciton-exciton scattering at 
low kinetic energies. Such scattering processes are com
monly treated within the second Bom approximation (2nd 
BA), because this approximation can already account, at 
least qualitatively, for all observable signatures of exciton-
exciton scattering in nonlinear optical experiments. More
over, numerous experiment-theory comparisons (includ
ing cases itjvolving exciton-free-carrier scatterings) seem 
to validate the 2nd BA. Examples include the line shape 
of optical gain spectra in semiconductor lasers [5], photo-

luminescence from semiconductor quantum wells [6], and 
optical Stark shifts in semiconductor quantum wells [7]. 

While we do not dispute the validity of the model as
sumptions underlying those experiment-theory compari
sons, we will show in the following that the 2nd BA in 
two dimensions should be used with caution. In fact, if 
the theoretical results are not smoothened by phenomeno
logical or self-consistently calculated [6] dephasing rates, 
the 2nd BA T matrix (or scattering amplitude) govern
ing low-energy exciton-exciton scattering would diverge in 
the limit of zero exciton center-of-mass-motion energies, 
while the exact scattering amplitude is known to vanish as 
\Iln{snergy) in the same limit [8], These behaviors re
sult from the dimensionality of the system and hold for any 
generic short-ranged potential independent of strength and 
other details. In analyzing semiconductor experiments, in
cluding the ones referenced above, dephasing introduced 

PACS numbers: 78.67.De, 03.65.NI(, 71.35.Gg 

into the theory regularizes these nonanalytic behaviors, but 
their presence is still indicated by the large deviation of 
the 2nd BA T matrix from the exact one even for only 
moderately strong potentials (below, we will show this 
in more detail, cf. Fig. 2). Admittedly, since this devia
tion is quantitative instead of qualitative, its effects may 
not be ascertainable in many cases where other theoreti
cal and/or experimental uncertainties are present. The 2nd 
BA theory would then be deemed satisfactory. Given this 
situation, one might ask if this theoretical breakdown of 
the 2nd BA is relevant at all to the interpretation of nonlin
ear optics experiments on two-dimensional semiconductor 
structures. It is the purpose of this paper (i) to show that 
third-order nonlinear experiments are direct probes of the 
exciton-exciton zero-momentum Oj(f-energy-shell T matrix 
and relate this special case to the general results of two-
dimensional scattering theory, and (ii) to show that there 
indeed exist experimental data that yield signatures of the 
breakdown of the 2nd BA in two-dimensional exciton-
exciton scatterings. 

There have been other theoretical assessments of the 
limitations of the 2nd BA for carrier-carrier and cairier-
phonon scatterings in semiconductors [9-11]. In particu
lar, Ref. [11] also pointed out the relation between the 
breakdown of the 2nd BA for carrier-carrier scattering and 
the system's dimensionality. To our knowledge, these find
ings have not been corroborated by experiments. 

In principle, the 2nd BA for exciton-exciton scatter
ing fails in any measurement configuration on thin 
quantum wells. We choose here to demonstrate this fail

ure within a microscopic theory of frequency-resolved 
degenerate four-wave mixing (FWM) because, when the 
quantum well is embedded in a microcavity, the FWM 
signals are particularly sensitive to higher-order exciton 
continuum correlations. We show below that the microcav
ity FWM data reported in Ref. [12] are indeed sufficiently 
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sensitive to yield experimental indications of the failure 
of the 2nd BA in two dimensions. Although the two-
dimensional 2nd BA, in principle, also fails in other physi
cal systems, scattering experiments in two dimensions are 
generally more difficult to set up than in the exciton sys
tem in a quantum well microcavity. 

In the following, we review and discuss our theoretical 
approach to four-wave mixing in semiconductor quantum 
wells in the 3rd-order nonlinear optical regime and its 
relationship to the quantum mechanics of two-particle 
scattering. Our theoretical approach is based on the 
dynamics-controlled truncation (DCT) formalism [13] and 
includes a quantitative evaluation for optical excitation 
frequencies close to the heavy-hole exciton resonance in 
thin quantum wells. 

We start with the ;^''^'-DCT equations [13] for the inter-
band polarization and the coherent two-electron-two-hole 
(biexcitonic) correlation function (see, e.g., [14,15]). Fol
lowing Ref. [16], we expand the equations in the exciton 
eigenfunction basis, taking into account the antisymmetry 
of the biexcitonic correlation function in the two-electron 
and the two-hole coordinates, and truncate to the li sub-
space. We evaluate the theory in the cw (continuous wave) 
configuration, with spectrally degenerate pump [Epico)] 
and probe [£,(w)] light fields. In this case, the 3rd-order 
polarization can be written as 

+ X'^''{(^)Ep:^((»)E'^{o))]Ep^[oj), (1) 

where — denote the circular polarization states, and the 
3rd-order susceptibilities are given by 

[Hoj — s(0) -t- iy2Y[ihcD 

where e(g) is the energy of an exciton with center-of- j-

mass momentum q, yi is a phenomenological dephasing 
rate for the interband polarization, and C is a real, posi
tive constant. The phase-space-filling term is GPSFCH) = 

-(47r/7)[(/ifl/2) - s(6) + iyi]ao {ao is the 3D exci-
tonic Bohr radius) and and as discussed 
below, may be identified with the forward scattering am-

s(0))2 4- 7?] 

^(2u>)  +  Gpsf (2W)  
(2) 

plitudes of two excitons with zero relative momentum 
and tota l  center-of -mass  frame energy  HVl .  The {2e ,2h]  
Hamiltonian is block diagonal in the basis of total elec
tron spin [16]. Denoting the T's in the triplet (singlet) 
electron-spin channel by , we have r"*""*" = 

T+' = (7-.t.v{+) + In each (electron 

spin) channel, T''' is given by the equation 

+ i j t . )  = VV;; - + i y ,r 

where A ={ + ,—} and the two-exciton 

in the exciton momentum basis, is 

9,0 
11' 

Hamiltonian 

' ( 1  -  Ksr \ - ,wp^\  (3) 

I W 
q,k k,q' 

(4) 

y t ,  is an effective phenomenological decay rate of the 

coherent-biexciton amplitude, and is the Coulomb 
matrix element between the initial exciton state with 
relative momentum q' and the final state q. in
cludes both the direct and electron-exchange interactions, 
the latter being the dominant term at low momenta [6], S is 
a matrix of overlap integrals between the nonorthonormal 
antisymmeti'ized two-exciton basis states. Further details 
of the two-exciton Hamiltonian can be found in [16-18], 

In standard DCT treatments, the first and second terms 
on the right-hand side of Eq. (3) come from the Hartree-
Fock and four-particle correlation contributions to the in
terband polarization, respectively. We would like to point 
out, however, that Eq, (3) can also be interpreted as the ex
press ion  for  the  g  =  0  e lement  o f  the  o f f -energy-she l l  T 
matrix for two particles scattering off each other through 
the interaction with two caveats: the presence 
of the matrix (1 - A5)~' and the fact that 
is not Hermitian. Both complications can be traced to 
the nonorthogonality of the antisymmetrized two-exciton 

basis functions and the truncation of the expansion to li, 
or, in other words, the fermionic composite nature of the 
exciton. Our numerical studies [19] show that, while omis
sion of S and the anti-Hermitian part of may change 
the result quantitatively, it does not affect the conclusions 
we draw below on the features of T" and on the compari
sons with experiments. It is with these qualificadons that 
we refer to T'" as the exciton-exciton T matrix (or forward 
scattering amplitude). 

The appearance of the exciton-exciton interaction 

in the inverse propagator in Eq. (3) is equivalent 
to a nonperturbative, infinite-order dependence of the 
T matrix on the interaction W" . Thus, calculation of 
the T matrix requires knowledge of the true two-exciton 
scattering wave functions. Within the second Born 
approximation, the interaction term in the two-exciton 
Hamiltonian (4) is being neglected, so that, without the 
overlap matrix, the T matrix has the simple form 

+ iy t , )  =  +  X  - na 2e{q)  H- i y t ,  '  

(5) 

This approximation corresponds to replacing the exact 
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2ncl Bom 

FIG. I. Schematic visualization of the T matrix [Eq. (3)]. The 
squiggly lines represent the exciton-exciton interaction V/", 

two-exciton wave function by a product of two plane 
waves, A schematic visualization of the T matrix and 
its second Bom approximation is given in Fig. L One 

can see that, provided lim^_o^^5' ^ 0, the momentum 

sum in Eq. (5) develops a logarithmic singularity in its 
real part and a discontinuity in its imaginary part at 

/IFT - 2E{0) — 0 in the limit ji, \ 0. 
We have numerically evaluated by discretizing 

and diagonalizing H", and constructing the resolvent in 
Eq. (3) via eigenfunction expansion [19]. In Fig. 2 we 
show,  as  an  example ,  our  ca lcu lated  exc i ton-exc i ton  T 
matrix for GaAs parameters (electron mass = 0.067 
in units of the electron mass in vacuum, hole mass 
m;, =0,1, and background dielectric constant =13) for 
the ++ configuration. For clarity, the decay rate 74, 
which describes deviations from the ideal coherent 
regime, has been chosen to be small, =0.1 meV (in 

2nd Bom 

2nd Bom 

high-quality quantum wells at low temperatures 0.1 meV 
seems to be a realistic value, cf. [20]). Figure 2 shows 
clearly the shortcomings of the second Born approxima
tion. (not shown) carries a biexciton pole which 
modifies the low-energy continuum amplitude, worsening 
the errors in the 2nd Bom T^'. 

Microcav i ty  FWM data .  — For a quantum well in a mi-
crocavity, schematically shown in Fig. 3, we augment the 
above FWM theory with a standard transfer matrix treat
ment of light propagation through the dielectric layers (see, 
e.g., [21]). The quantum well is assumed to be very thin, so 
that its transfer matrix reduces to the one given as Eq. (29) 
in Ref. [21]. The transfer matrix solutions are done sepa
rately for the Ist-order and 3rd-order fields, with zero in
coming fields on one (both) side(s) of the cavity for the 
1st (3rd)-order fields. Since, in the experiment, the angle 
between pump and probe is very small, all light fields in 
the theory are assumed to come in at normal incidence. 
The solution of the Ist-order fields at the position of the 
quantum well is used as the source of the 3rd-order field 
which propagates in the FWM direction (see Fig. 3). The 
detectable FWM signal outside the cavity can then be writ

ten as /P'"''(a)) « |f P\w)P where 1 = x,y, +, or 
— denotes the linear and circular polarization states of the 

signal, is evaluated with the appropriate choice of in
cident light-field polarization components, and K{cj) is a 
polarization-independent cavity factor that results from the 
transfer matrix solution [18]. The frequency dependence 
of K(<x)) is similar to the linear reflectivity of the cavity, 
i.e., it exhibits peaks at the spectral positions of the cavity 
polariton modes (cf. Fig. 4). We adjust the width of these 
modes in order to account for finite pulse duration effects. 

In order to address the question of whether a perturba-
tive 2nd Born treatment of exciton-exciton scattering in 
two dimensions is justified, we compute the cavity FWM 
signal with material and cavity parameters 
corresponding to the experimental situation in Ref. [12], 
We do so for both cases: (i) the T matrix evaluated in 
the 2nd BA and (ii) the full, nonperturbative solution 
for the T matrix. As one can see from Fig. 4, the full 
T-matrix solution gives excellent agreement with the 
experiment in all four polarization configurations. In 
contrast, the 2nd BA yields significant discrepancies. 

-10 -5 0 5 

hQ-2e(0)  [meV] 

FIG. 2. Calculated exciton T matrix for GaAs quantum wells 
in the (+-}-) polarization configuration for yb ~ 0.1 meV. A 

small yi, is used in this figure Co highlight the developing diver

gence at zero energy. a(0) is the optical exciton frequency, 

Pump-

Probe-
FWM' 

SQW 

DBR DBR 
FIG. 3. Schematic of the microcavity four-wave mixing con
figuration (DBR = distributed Bragg reflector; SQW = single 

quantum well). 
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probes of the exact nature of exciton-exciton correlations 
in quasi-two dimensions. The theory-experiment com
parison presented above indicates the failure of the 2nd 
Bom approximation, which we attribute to the fact that 
in two dimensions theoretical treatments of low-energy 
two-particie scattering have to be nonperturbative. 

This work is supported by grants from NSF (Division 
of Materials Research), JSOP, and COEDIP (University of 
Arizona). We thank W. Schafer for sending us part of his 
book (Ref. [16]) prior to publication and Y. P. Svirko for 
careful reading of the manuscript. 

FIG. 4. Frequency-degenerate four-wave mixing signals 
from a seraiconductor-quantum-well microcavity: calculated 
full T matrix solution (solid line), calculated signal in 2nd 
Born approximation (dotted line), experimental data taken 
from [12] (dashed line). The polarizadon configurations are 
indicated in the order (pump, probe, signal). Also shown is 
the linear reflectivity (upper panel: theory, dash-dotted line; 
experiment, dashed line). The cavity is tuned to Che exciton 
resonance at 1.552 eV. In the calculation, the dephasing 
rates, n — 0.75 meV, yt, = 1.5 meV, have been chosen in 
accordance with the experimental conditions in [12], 

mainly at the upper cavity polariton peak. In this fig
ure, we have normalized all theoretical data with the 
same normalization factor. This normalization factor 
was chosen such that the peak height of the T-matrix 
calculations at the lower peak in the (x,y,y) configuration 
coincides with the experimental peak height. Since the 
full T-matrix results agree so well with the experiment, 
we could have chosen any other peak to determine dtis 
factor without changing the basic appearance of Fig. 4. In 
particular, our conclusion—the 2nd Bom approximation 
strongly overestimates the strength of the upper cavity-
polariton FWM signal and hence the two-exciton contin
uum correlations — is independent of the way we choose 
the normalization factor. Our classical-light treatment 
neglects radiative coiTections to the intermediate exciton 
states in Eq. (3) which, we believe, are unlikely to affect 
our conclusion since they do not change the available 
exciton density of states substantially. A more rigorous 
examination of this issue is under way. In summary, we 
have shown that microcavity FWM signals are sensitive 
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We present a microscopic theory of the coherent third-order optical response of semiconductor 

quantum well microcavities, specialized to the four-wave-mixing configuration in the spectral vicinity of the 

lowest exciton frequency. The theory is that of a quantum-mechanical many-electron system dipole coupled to 

a classical radiation field. The many-electron dynamics is treated within the dynamics-controlled-truncation 

formalism restricted to the Is-exciton subspace. Within this limitation, all Coulomb con-elation effects are 

included, resulting in an effective theory of (virtual) exciton-polariton scattering. Good quantitative agreement 

of the theory is obtained in comparison to the experiments reported by Gonokami et ai, Phys. Rev, Lett. 79, 

1341 (1997). This comparison reveals the signatures of both the bound biexciton and the exciton-exciton 

scattering (continuum) correlations. Furthermore, a proper calculation of the scattering correlations is shown to 

be important: each of two common approximations, the Markov and the second Bom, results in clear discrep

ancies from the data. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Semiconductor microcavities are the focus of many cur
rent research effort.s. In the linear optical regime they exhibit 
interesting similarities and differences to empty and atomic 
microcavities (see, e.g., Ref. 1), such as normal mode split
ting (see, e.g., Ref 2, and for a recent review see Ref. 3 and 
references therein), and cavity-polariton effects and disorder 
effects (see, e.g., Ref. 4-11). Furthemiore they are exten
sively used in applications such as vertical-cavity surface-
emitting lasers (see, e.g., Ref. 12). 

Besides their interesting linear optical properties, semi
conductor microcavities have been found to yield insight into 
many nonlinear optical effects taking place in the semicon
ductor quantum well(s). Examples of such investigations in
clude the nonlinear behavior of normal-mode coupling,^ the 
observation of Rabi oscillations in microcavities'^ and non
linear exciton correlation, biexcitonic, and polariton-
scattering effects.'"'"^'' 

Of course, semiconductors and semiconductor quantum 
wells exhibit challenging and interesting nonlinear optical 
effects even without being embedded in a microcavity (see, 
e.g., Refs. 25-29), but in the strong-coupling regime (i.e., 
near-zero detuning between the exciton and the cavity reso
nance in a high-0 cavity), the cavity changes strongly the 
linear and therefore also the nonlinear response of a quanmm 
well. Furthermore, the new parametric degrees of freedom, 
e.g. detunings and finesse, introduced by the coupling to the 
cavity may refine our understanding of the physical nature of 
the quantum well's nonlinear response. 

The purpose of this paper is to cany out a nonlinear op
tical response theory for semiconductor microcavities that is 
based on the ferinionic electron-hole Hamiltonian, and that 
can be compared to experimental signals of microcavities. 
Specifically, we present a microscopic theory for the 

response of a quantum well microcavity around the heavy-
hole exciton frequency. With the electron and hole masses as 
well as the background dielectric constant in the quantum 
well as basic input, it provides a detailed quantitative ac
count of the effects of Pauli blocking, exciton scattering, 
bound coherent biexciton fonnation, and the cavity reso
nance. 

While some investigations of microcavities are based on a 
full quantum-mechanical formulation (including a quantized 
light field), we adopt the semiclassical approach that has 
been used in most work in semiconductor optics: the radia
tion field is treated as classical while the charge carriers in
side the quantum well are treated as a quanmm many-body 
(fermion) system. The quanmm part of the problem is for
mulated in the dynamics-controlled taincation (DCT) 
approach,^" which has driven much recent progi'ess in the 
microscopic understanding of weakly nonlinear response of 
semiconductors.^-'"''^ 

In this paper we focus on the frequency regime around the 
heavy-hole exciton that allows us to restrict the DCT 
equations to the Is-exciton subspace. While it is feasible 
with present-day computational resources to solve the ftill 
DCT equations with Maxwell's equations self-consistently, 
the ti'emendous simplification provided by the 1 .v truncation 
enables us to study features of exciton/polariton scattering in 
two dimensions in great detail, and to analyze the contribu
tions of various effects in a much more transparent way. 

Our theory agrees quantitatively with the recently 
published four-wave-mixing data by Gonokami and co
workers.The detailed analysis given below reveals the 
signatures of both the bound biexciton and the exciton-
exciton scattering (continuum) correlations. Furthennore, we 
will show that the full calculation of the scattering correla
tions is important; each of two common approximations, the 
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FIG. \. Schematic tirawing of the quantum-well microcavity. 

The reflected FWM signal is opposite in direction to the probe 

beam. 

Markov and the second Bom, results in clear discrepancies 
fi-om the data. From general considerations in scattering 
theory, the second Born approximation is expected to fail in 
two dimensions, but it appears that a signal of its failure has 
not been experimentally identified in semiconductor nonlin
ear optics before. 

In Sec. II we outline the basic theoretical approach and 
derive the expression for the susceptibility of a quantum 
well microcavity. In Sec. Ill we specialize to the four-wave-
mixing (FWM) configuration and compare the theoretical re
sults to the experimental data. We will discuss the relative 
contributions of various many-body effects. Some of the as
sumptions and approximations made in our theory will also 
be discussed and directions for future improvements and ex
tensions indicated. In Sec. IV we summarize the main re
sults, 

a. MICROSCOPIC A-"' THEORY OF A QUANTUM WELL 

MICROCAVITY 

and the polarization density are then parallel to the QW's 
plane, and they are assumed to be translationally invariant 
over this plane. This last assumption is valid if the radius of 
the cavity is at least several times larger than the wavelength 
of the light (see, e.g., Ref 45). In each layer of the micro-
cavity, the electric field satisfies the following wave equation 
in frequency space. 

T a/ 
-I- E(r,w)=--4IT—P(z,a>), (2. 

c" 

where the z axis is along the direction of the incident wave 
(Fig. 1). The refractive index n is taken to be a constant in 
each layer and over the frequency range we are interested in 
here. The resonant polarization density P is zero in the 
DBR's and the spacers. In the QW, it is calculated from the 
microscopic theory described in the next section. Equation 
(2.1) is supplemented by the conditions that E and are 
continuous across each interface between two layers. Since 
only one subband is excited, the z dependence of P can be 
expressed by the band's confinement wave function J(r) 
Ref. 44: 

P(z,a;) = |f(z)r-P,B(«), (2.2 

where P2d('") 'S the in-plane polarization density. P2o(<^) is 
in general a functional of the average field inside the QW: 
Eg((i;) = /iiz||^(z)pE(z,tD) and may be expainded, within 
the rotating wave approximation, as follows: 

In this section we denve the expression for the sus- = + [ (3)E g + 
ceptibility of a quantum well microcavity. In Sec. 11 A, we 
define the model for the microcavity and develop the weak-
field perturbation theory for its first and third order responses 
in temis of the quantum well's svisceptibilities and the trans
fer matrices of the distributed Bragg reflectors. In Sec. II B, 
we derive the quantum well's susceptibility within the 
DCT (Ref 32) framework. 

A. Senuclassical treatment of a quantum vveO microcavity 

A schematic diagram of our model for the microcavity is 
shown in Fig. 1. A quantum well (QW), flanked by spacer 
layers, is embedded between a pair of distributed Bragg re
flectors (DBR). The semiclassical approach to light-matter 
coupling in semiconductor heterostruclaares has been ex
plained in many works. In the dipole approximation, light 
propagation through the system is governed by Maxwell's 
equations with the induced polarization density as sources. 
We assume that the polarization density can be divided into 
a background dielectric part, which is local and linear in the 
electric field, and a resonant part which is in general nonlin
ear (see, e.g., Ref 43). The background dielectric response is 
then expressed as a refractive index in the ustial way. We 
will refer to the resonant part as the polarization density. 

For simplicity, we develop the formalisin only for the 
case where the propagation direction is normal to the plane 
of the QW and only the first subbands of the conduction and 
heavy-hole bands are resonantly excited."'' The electric field 

(2.3) 

where and ^re the linear and third-order suscepti
bilities of the two-dimensional (2D) model of the QW, re
spectively, and we have used the notation 

''Eg],-(6J) = 21 x' ip i<^)Egj { ) 

[;t'P'EeEgES],(«) = y, rfo) 1^/0)2^(1)3(5(0) I-1-w. 
(2Tr)- jU 

XEgj.(a)2)£'g/((t)3) (2.4) 

with i j , k j  being the spatial vector'tensor component indi
ces. Substituting the expressions (2.2) and (2.3) for P(z,cj) 
in Eq. (2.1), we obtain a nonlinear integro-differential equa
tion for the electric field inside the QW. If the incident field 
is weak, and the dephasing times are not too long, the field 
inside the QW may be expanded peiturbatively in the inci
dent field (or its peak amplil^lde): E(R,(I))= E"'(Z,(<J) 
+ £<''( 2,<o)-l- • • • for z in.side the QW. Then, expanding Eq. 
(2.1) and collecting terms of the same order, we obtain a 
sequence of equations, the first two of which are 
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a-
d z -

a-
Bz-

(2.5) 

2 

E<^l(^,«) = -4TT^lg(z)]^{[,Y"'E|j''](cu) 

(2.6) 

where rii, is the background refractive index of the QW ma
terial. The iterative method of solution of the above equa
tions, with the QW susceptibilities and as material 
input, and the transfer matrices relating the electric field out
side the cavitj' to that inside the QW, are given in Appendix 
A. The relevant result is that the third-order reflected (E^') 
and transmitted (E^') fields outside the cavity are related to 
the incident field (E,,) as 

e;,5,'(z,/Z,,U>) = CVM'^)[/''E<''E'')E'J'*](<O), (2.7) 

E|3"(co) = C("(W)Eo(2,,CU), (2.8) 

H=Hi+H2 +  HfieU (2.9) 

Wi = E 
f i -k -

+ £. 
^ fi-k- , 

a;,(k)a,(k) + 2 aj(k)a/,(k) 

Hi--— E ''(q)' 
q^O.kk' 

Xa^/(k')ag(k} 

X a;(k+q)aj\(k'-q) 

where C^,C,, and C''' are the cavity enhancement factors 
given in Appendix A (compare Ref 46), and and Zj are 
the positions of the cavity's end points on the left (air) and 
right (substrate) sides, respectively. For the applications con
sidered here, is dominated by one exciton (heavy-hole) 
resonance. The microscopic theory for in this energy 
range, accounting for the interactions among the excitons, is 
treated in the next section. 

B. Microscopic tlieory of the single-quantum-well 
susceptibility 

We work within the DCT scheme,'^ which is a perturba-
tive (in the applied field) density-matrix formalism designed 
to efficiently treat Coulomb correlations among carriers in 
coherent optical processes. Under the assumptions that (i) the 
initial state is the ground state, and (ii) the Coulomb interac
tion does not induce interband transitions, DCT gives a 
recipe to derive in principle exact, closed equations of mo
tion for all contributing correlation functions up to any given 
order in the applied field. Although an approximate micro
scopic treatment of phonon dephasing is possible,'"''"* it is a 
much more elaborate undertaking that is still being devel
oped. Instead, we will adopt the common practice of lumping 
dephasings from all sources other than carrier-carrier scatter
ing into a set of phenomenological constants. 

Our model for the electronic dynamics around the lowest 
absorption band edge in the QW consists of two parabolic 
bands in two dimensions. The Hamiltonian is 

+ X o|(k-Fq)aJ,(k'-q)a;,,(k')ti,,(k) 

•2 (aJ(k+q)oI(k'-q)a,,(k')as(k) 
eh 

-l-£4(k-f q)a,!(k'-q)a5(k')a;.(k)) 

[d,j-E(0^2:(k)al(-k) 
e/ik 

-t-d,,g-E(r)aj(-k)aj(k)], 

where is the electron (hole) mass, E^, is the band 
gap, (i^i,^qg{e\r\v) is the transition dipole matrix element, 
K(q) = 2iri5rJ/s^|qj, is the magnitude of the electron's 
charge, is the background dielectric constant of the QW 
material, and A is the area of the normalization box. The 
characteristic length and energy scales of this system are, 
respectively, the exciton Bohr radius aQ'^ti'eiJqlin^, m,. 
being the electron-hole reduced mass, and the 2D exciton 
Rydberg EIm,a\. The subscripts e,h,e',h' represent 
all quantum numbers other than the momentum of the single 
particle or hole orbitals in the respective bands. As can be 
seen, only the part of the Coulomb interaction that does not 
cause an interband transition is retained in the model. The 
remainder, which is responsible for Auger transitions and 
longitudinal-transverse splitting of the exciton modes, is not 
important here. As mentioned above, this approximation 
makes the tremendous simplification of the many-body prob
lem in the DCT formalism possible. The ground state of the 
system is the electron-hole vacuum, which is assumed to be 
stable against electron-hole creation by virtue of a large 
enough E^ . 

Within the regime, DCT expresses the carrier dynam
ics by a coupled pair of equations for the interband polariza
tion and the two-electron-two-hole (biexcitonic) correlation. 
We follow here Ref. 29 (see also Uefs. 35 and 49) as far as 
the expansion of these equations in the exciton eigenflinction 
basis is concerned. As explained above, we restrict the equa
tions to the li- heavy-hole exciton subspace. We denote by 
p±(t) the interband polarization arising from the optical 
transition from the ground state to this subspace: 

p.(<) = E <?i*(k){a,(-k)a,(k))5,-
U'h '  

(2.10) 

where ± 1/2 and j;, = ±3/2 are the z components of the 
"spin" angular momenta of the electron orbital e and the 
hole orbital /?, respectively, and (/i(k) = v2'n'a(|/[l 
-l-(ao^:/2)^]^'- is the normalized 1 j heavy-hole cxciton wave 
function (assumed to be spin-independent). We use the sub
scripts ± to distinguish the two optical transitions (excitons) 
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coupled to right- and left-handed circularly polarized light, 
respectively. In the DCT scheme, the interband polarization 
is expanded in the applied field: , the 
order being indicated by the superscript. Solving the DCT 
equations iteratively, starting from the linear order, one ob
tains a compact equation for the third-order circularly polar
ized interband polarization (see Refs. 29 and 49 for details): 

d ,,, 

+  G ' U - t ' ) W { t ' ) p ^ ± \ f ) ,  (2.11) 

where is the Rabi frequency (times h ) ,  E(q) is the 
energy of an exciton with center-of-mass momentum q, and 
72 is a phenomenological dcphasing constant of the exciton 

r e s o n a n c e .  T h e  t e r m s  p r o p o r t i o n a l  t o  a n d  G - ( t  
- t ' )  are, respectively, the contributions from phase-space 
filling, the exciton mean field, and the retarded coiTelations 
due to higher-order (beyond first Bom) scatterings between 
two excitons and/or the bound biexciton resonance. In tenns 
of the heavy-hole l.s wave fimction <^(k), the constants 
A and are given by 

= 2 l'?!'(k)P<i('(k)= • (2.12) 

K"f = 22 K{k-k')|0(k)|^0(k')[<^*(k)-c/-*(k')] 
kk' 

• • [ .SHaiE, , .  (2.13) 

Here, is the Coulomb matrix element including ex

change between an initial exciton state with relative momen
tum q' and the final state q, and 5(n|/ is a matrix of overlap 
integrals between the nonorthononnal antisymmetrized two-
exciton basis states. The expressions of these two matrices 
are given in Appendix B. We have included in Eq. (2.14) 
another phenomenological dephasing constant for the 
two-exciton states. 

The 2D polarization density in Sec. II A is given in terms 
of the interband polarization. Denoting /'2D=[A''''Eg'] and 
•P2D = [/^'Eq'E:'ci"E^'>*], we have 

p(«) -t/lpl"', «=!.3 (2.16) 

where d%j^4'(^)<1e{''±)*^ ^(0) is the configuration space 
li- exciton wave:fi.mction at r=0, and (r*)s;(e|(jt 

±/y)/,'2li;> is the transition dipole matrix element, Fourier 
transforming Eq. (2.11) to fi'equency space, and noting Eq. 
(2.16), yields the third-order susceptibility defined in Eq. 
( 2 . 3 ) .  W i t h i n  t h e  h e a v y - h o l e  L v  m o d e l  s p a c e ,  ( w i t h  i , j  

= { + ,-}) is a scalar: and, as can be seen 

from Eq. (2.11), has only two independent nonvanish-
ing components: 

1. f 2, '<'3) = 7^[Si jSu/ i i \u!  1, u,. W3) 

+ .<"3)]. (2-17) 

;,7,/c,/=-l-/-, and = A'+L = A-"l- Explicitly, 

,Y<"(w,)A'*"(w2);\r'''*(w3)^^"(cU| + w2~<U3) 

qt \ { r ,)\'\m\' 

X [ 5i :G^^^{  CD [ , £1)2) ^ I ^2)]' ( 2 . 1 8 )  

where 

The .superscript X. = H-/— on the retarded correlation kernel 

G^(t-t') labels the total electron-spin state of the two col
liding excitons: +(-) for triplet (singlet). This classification 
takes advantage of the block diagonality of the effective two-
exciton Hamiltonian in the total electron-spin channels. In 
terms of this Hamiltonian (the superscript "xx" 
stands for "exciton-exciton"), the retarded coiTelation ker
nel is given by 

' qq'q" 

- ( 2 . 1 4 )  

T* * {0.) 2 G*(Vl), T*~{0.) = G*(a) + G~{£l). 

(2,19) 

Here G(ft) is the Fourier transfomi of G ( t ) ,  

~ qq' 

1 
(1-XS)" 

7b 
q',0 • 

(2.20) 

with 

the phase space filling contribution is 

G^' ' ' ' ' (a j , , co2)  =  A' '^^'g; l ( r^} j^$*(0)  

f/;;;''=2£{q)AV+2 

q" 
q.if q".q' ' (2.15) 

1 

A'' '("'i) A'' ('•'2) 
(2 .21)  
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With all effects exti-aneous to our Hamiltonian embodied in 
the dephasing parameter jj, the linear polarization is given 
within our model by a Lorentzian 

.Y hu)  — e (V)  +  iy j  
for w>0. (2.22) 

In this case, the bracketed sum of two reciprocal ;^''"'s in Eq. 
(2.22) reduces to a function depending only on the sum of 
the two excitons' energies: 2/x"'(fi/2), •ft=oji + W2) 
which is the form we use in this paper. In a more exact 
treatment including, for example, phonon dynamics, the ex-
citon line shape [lm(;^'*'')] exhibits the so-called Urbach tail 
and is different from a Lorentzian, in which case in Eq. 
(2.21) is a function of and Wj separately. 

Equation (2.18) has a very simple structure. It gives the 
third-order susceptibility as a product of (which carry 
single-exciton propagation effects) and two-exciton Pauli-
blocking and interaction terms. We have calculated G'' by 
numerically diagonalizing the Hamiltonian and con
structing the Green's operator (S.fl —-t-lyj)"' as an 
eigenfnnction expansion. Note that since has an elec
tron (or hole)-exchange term, optically inactive exciton 
states are also included in the eigenfanction basis here. A 
complication arises here regarding the overlap matrix S (also 
truncated to the U- subspace): it has one eigenvalue close to 
I, leading to a spurious peak structure in the triplet-state 
correlation kernel G'~'(n).''' Although this spurious peak 
emerges only at an energy above the spectral range (—5 meV 
<A(u-e{0)< 5 meV) under consideration in this paper, it 
nevertheless indicates that the presence of the matrix (1 
-S)'' might amplify the shortcomings of the Is approxi
mation, and a quantitative analysis might be better with 5 
being neglected. A detailed discussion of this issue will be 
given in Ref 49. All the results shown in this paper, unless it 
is stated otherwise, are calculated with S set to zero. We note 
that the issue of whether to include 5 is not critical to the 
particular application of our theory examined in this paper. 
The conclusions reached below about various approxima
tions are valid with or without the overlap matiix. In the next 
section, the predictions with S included are shown (cf Fig. 
13) to also fit the experiment quite v/ell. 

Figures 2 and 3 show T'-' and its components and 
together with for GaAs parameters: 

= 0.067mg,mj = 0.Imo, where is the electron mass in 
free space, £/,= 13, and y/,= 1.5 meV. C"(n) has been fur
ther broken down into contributions from the bound biexci-
ton and the two-exciton continuum states. 

If were Hermitian, and if we take S=0, the quan
tity r^(fl) defined in Eq. (2.20) has the form of the off-
energy-shell forward scattering (or T-) matrix element for 
two (virtual) particles at zero momentum and total energy ft 
(compare Ref 50). The tnmcation to the Is subspace and the 
inclusion of exchange result in a non-Hermitian in 
our case, but we will see, in spite of this non-Hermiticity, 
general scattering theory (e.g., Ref 51) is still quantitatively 
useful in understanding the behavior of our numerical re
sults. For example, it is known that, in two dimensions, the 
zero-momentum off-energy-shell T-matrix for two colliding 

Total 
HF-t-Re{GpsF) -

2Re(Gl —-

(a) 

Ifn(Gps^) 
21m Q 

-3.0 -4.0 0.0 4.0 8.0 

nQ~2£{0} [meV] 

FIG. 2. Exciton-exciton (off-energy-shell) forward-scattering 

amplitude at zero momentum in the co-circularly polarization chan

nel and its constituent components. 

particles behaves asymptotically at low energies as^~ T { z )  
«=-27rft-/M,.l/ln[(-r)/ej], where ? is the (complex) en
ergy in the center-of-mass frame and ^^t, is the reduced mass. 
This asymptotic behavior is valid for any generic Hermitian, 
short-range, even nonlocal, interaction, and it holds for ]z| 
<?ej.., where is an energy scale that depends on the spe
cific interaction for each problem. For an equilibrmm 2D 
quantum gas in the dilute limit, the effects of the interaction 
on the system's thennodynamic behavior are summarized in 
£^. [Ref 53]. In terms of excitonic teiTninology and units, this 
asymptotic fonnula I'eads: 

Tiha  +  iy^) '"-
Irra i  1 — cv) 

l n {  — — 2 e ( 0 )  +  z y i , ] / f c \  
(2.23) 

> 
ZJ 
s, 

1 

i. 

2.0 

0.0 

2.0 

-4.0 

, 8.0 

, 6.0 

> 

4.0 

Total —— 
/"••Cantinuum — 

1 Bobod Biex. 

"i f -—-

2.0 

, . 

(b) 
Total 

, . 

(b) Continuum — 

, . 

(b) 
Bound Biex. — 

-8.0 -4.0 0.0 4.0 8.0 

hQ-2s{0}  [meV] 

FIG. 3. Exciton-exciton (off-energy-she!l) forward-scattering 

amplitude at zero momentum in the counter-circularly polarization 

channel and its constituent components. 
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where a = nif,), 2e(0) is the continuum edge. In 

Figs. 2 and 3, T'- '  shows only a hint of a nonsmooth logarith
mic behavior around the continuum edge, but we have found 
in more detailed numerical studies'"'^" that, for •yi,\0 and 
the range —2e(0)|<0.01£'4, our computed V' obeys 
almost exactly the 1/ln behavior of Eq. (2,23) [with 
= 0.6£'j and a numerical constant in the numerator «=1.4 
times that in Eq. (2.23) in the (++) channel, for example]. 
Equation (2.23) implies that, in the ( + + ) configuration for 
instance, there is exact cancellation between the Hartree-
Fock and the correlation terms at ftfl-2s(0)= 7^ = 0, 

which is related to the sum rule of Ref 41. The 1 /In function 
however varies rapidly near the origin, and our numerical 
results (Fig. 2) show that T^*' is no longer small only a short 
distance away from the continuum edge and/or for a moder
ate value of yj , 1 meV say. This tendency for the correlation 
term to partially cancel the Haitree-Fock term was also noted 
in Refs. 37,42. 

Again, if PV'"'-'"' were Hermitian, — ImG^'Ifl) would be 
non-negative and would yield the rate of scattering of two 
virtual excitons of total energy ii[l and zero momentum into 
real excitons of the same energy fiO, and momenta given by 
the dispersion relation Ajq| = V[An - 2s(0)](m^-t-m/,). Fur-
thennore, if Im 0*^(0) goes to zero sufficiently fast at Cl 

then G*' is analytic in the upper half of the complex 
energy plane. Then for the real and imaginary parts 
of G'''' would obey a Kramers-Kronig relation, according to 
which ReG^ would be negative at large negative energies, 
cross zero (at least once) inside the support of ImG'' (i.e., the 
spectrum of the two-exciton Hamiltonian), and is positive for 
large positive energies. Figures 2 and 3 show that, even with 
our non-Hermitian displays these behaviors quite 
well within the relevant energy range (-10 meVKili'l 
— 2s(0)< 10 meV) in this paper. At higher energies, our 
calculated -lmG'^(fl) acttially violates non-negativity 
slightly over a very short energy span, which disallows an 
extension to these energies of the present model without 
modifications. These issues will be discussed in more detail 
in Ref. 49, 

Our numerical results thus support the interpretation, with 
the caveats discussed above, of T'-'(il) as the forward-
scattering off-energy-sheil T matrix for two virtual excitons 
(Fig. 4). As is well known, the r-matrix plays a dominant 
role in the statistical mechanical properties of dilute nonideal 
quantum gases.^' The microcavity FWM experiment to be 
analyzed in the next section may thus be considered a probe 
of this important quantity for the interacting exciton system. 
The identification of — Im G^{CX) with the rate of virtual-to-
real exciton scattering also gives a microscopic 
underpinning^*'"'^'* of excitation-induced dephasing as usually 
used in phenomenological models.''"®®. However, the physi
cal process underlying excitation-induced dephasing depends 
strongly on the excitation conditions, so that processes dif
ferent from those considered here inay be relevant in other 
experimental settings. 

In treatments, the second-Born approximation, corre
sponding to keeping only the first terni (kinetic energy) in 
Eq. (2.15), is often used to estimate the continuum contribu-

Is ,  'q=0  Is ,  q=0  

Is ,  q=0  Is ,  q=0  

FIG. 4. (a) Schematic of the exciton T matrix measured in co

herent experiments. The momenta of the initial and final states 

are zero, but the energy is given by the sum of the frequencies of 

the light fields that create the excitons. (b) Schematic of the domain 

of the excitonic T matrix. The cross and dashed line indicate the 

position of the biexciton pole. 

tions to the exciton-exciton correlation (e.g., Ref 67). While 
this approximation may be adequate in 3D, it is quantita
tively unsatisfactory in 2D because, for vanishing yj,, 
Im C*" and the continuum part of Im G" would develop a 
disconti nuity at 2e(0) [see Bq. (2.20)] while their real parts 
would develop logarithmic divergences. A finite ji, would 
temper these singular behaviors, but Fig. 5 shows that, even 
at the relatively large yj=1.5 meV, the residual effect of 
the singularity is still considerable. In the next section, we 
will show that the expetimental results that we analyze are 
sufficiently sensitive to distinguish between the predictions 
of the exact-scattering theory and its second-Born approxi
mation. 

The Markovian limit is another approximation sometimes 
used to simplify computations of Coulomb coixelations in 
the continuum (e.g., Ref 67). In the present context, we 
define this limit to be the shoit memoiy-time limit of the 
continuuin part of the retarded exciton-exciton correlation 

kernel G~(t~t') in Eq. (2.11). More precisely, it is the as

sumption that the continuum part of — decays on a 
time scale fast compared to the variation of '(r). If 
this is the case, one.may to a good approximation replace 
the time argument of inside the integral in Eq. (2.12), by 
1 and take outside the integral. In frequency space, this 
amounts to approximating the T matrix elements by their 

Re(T" 

ImT-

3.0 . -4.0 0.0 4.0 8.0 
hQ-lem [meV] 

FIG. 5. Exciton-exciton T-matrix in the second-Born approxi-

mation. 
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respective values at n = 2e(0). As noted above, the T-matrix 
at this energy vanishes in the small-damping limit 7j\0, 
thus guaranteeing the Markov approximation to be poor in 
this limit. For yij= 1.5 meV, Figs. 3 and 2 shows that talcing 
this approximation still reduces quite substantially the con
tribution of ImG, the scattering rate of virtual excitons to real 
excitons, in the continuum. We will also discuss the effect of 
this approximation on the FWM signals in the next section. 

UI. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT 

hi this section we specialize to the degenerate four-wave-
mixing (DFWM) configuration and compare our calculated 
signals with the experimental results reported in Refs. 14,18. 
In the experiment, a 120-A GaAs quantum well with a pair 
of 670-.4. AlAs spacers were used. The right DBR was com
posed of 22 pairs of GaAs/AlAs layers and the left DBR 14.5 
pairs. The exciton resonance energy E(0) was fixed while the 
cavity resonance frequency could be varied. Two long-
pulsed beams of the same central frequency were incident on 
the left surface, the pump {p) beam being exactly normal to 
the surface and the probe (t) beam slightly angled (Fig. 1). 
The intensity of the reflected FWM signal, which is opposite 
in direction to the incident probe beam, was measured as a 
function of the beam frequency. This measurement was per-
fonned for various values of the cavity-exciton detuning A 
= hw^.-e{0) and various polarization combinations of 
pump (cTp), probe ( cr,), and signal (cTj.) beams. 

We show m Fig. 6 the reflected FWM signal intensities 
for zero exciton-cavity demning as calculated in our theory 
and compare them to the measurements in Refs. 14,18. The 
results are displayed as functions of the beam frequency for 
four polarization combinations, which are designated in the 
order (Up ,a, a=x,y, +, or -. Also shown is the lin
ear reflectivity, from which we extract our model pa
rameters: e(0}= 1.552 eV, y2 = 0.75 meV, and 

|i^(0){r+)|=0.035. The other parameter values for the 
electron-hole hamiltonian Eq. (2.9) have been given at the 
end of Sec. 11 B, The phenoraenological damping constant 
yj in Eq. (2.21) represents the dephasing and decay of the 
correlated, coherent tv,'0-excit0n systems and is, for homoge
neously broadened excitons, commonly attributed to radia
tive decay and phonon scattering.®' Its value is set to Zjj 
here, based on simple considerations on phonon dephasing 
that have received some experimental support recently.''® 
While this estimate may turn out not to be perfectly accurate, 
we note that the predicted FWM signals here are not veiy 
sensitive to variations of yj, up to several tens of percent. 
The refractive indices are set to 3.59 for GaAs and 2.98 for 
.'MAs. -A small imaginary part, 0.0015, is added to each re
fractive index to fit the experimental width of the cavity 
resonance. 

The linear reflectivity spectrum shows the characteristic 
nomial-mode splitting. The FWM signals are dominated by 
peaks at or very close to the two polariton energies. The 
signals have been normalized by matching the theoretical 
and experimental peak heights at the lower polariton peak in 
the (x,y,y) channel. The relative strengths of the signal 
peaks, and their polarization dependence, are, as explained in 
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FIG. 6. Comparison between theory (solid line) and experiment 

(dashed line) for frequency-domain degenerate FWM signals (FD-

DFWM) from a quantum-well microcavity at zero detuning be

tween the lowest QW exciton resonance and the cavity resonance, 

both at 1.552 eV. The polarizations in each panel are designated in 

the order (pump, probe, signal). The linear reflection spectrum is 

shown on top. 

detail below, manifestations of the microscopic many-
exciton dynamics. One notes here that there is good quanti
tative agreement between our theory and the experiment. 

To better interpret the data, we first give a detailed analy
sis of the spectral features of the FWM signals within our 
theory. Each of the three electric fields in Eq. (2.6) is a sum 
of the pump and the probe fields: Eq^ = Eg"'+Eg"'. The 
slightly oblique positioning of the probe beam allowed the 
experimentalist to selectively measure the FWM signals, 
which comes from the field combination 

Eo"''(wi)Eo"^(i^:)Eo''*('^3)-1" 0™ theory that treats only 
nonnally incident beams, retaining only this combination as 
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a source of the interband polarization should give an 
adequate approximation to the signals in the slightly angled 
contiguration. We assume continuous-wave input beams: 
Eg{w, ) — 2'!t£''— Ui) etc., where u> denotes the beam 
frequency, in which case, only the diagonal (aii — u)2= loj 
= 0}) part of the third order susceptibility Eq. (2.19) contrib
utes to the responses: 

— — [ S i j G  { 2 ( u )  
+ 0(0)1" 

+ (2  (1) ) ] ,  ( 3 . 1 )  

Under these conditions, the FWM signal is also a monochro
matic beam of frequency lo. Its time-averaged flux intensity 
for the polarization combinations in the experiment can be 
written, from Eqs. (2,4), (2.7), (2.8), and (3.1), as 

(3.2) 

where the factor 

D(u,A)=—|C,.{a;,A)p|C<"(a),A)|'^— 

(3.3) 

caiTies the dependence on the cavity and the single-exciton 

propagation, and j(w) contains the exciton interac

tion and Pauli-blocking effects 

^.T„,,.<)(") = G''"'(2 w)-h (2 w)-t-~(2(u), 

G"''(2 w) - r" "(2a;)-t-7"^ -(2O)), 

7^,-. +,+,(w) = 2 w) + + (2 a.), 

,_,(<^) = r+-(2a,). (3.4) 

100.0 

For the purpose of understanding excitonic dynamics, the 
advantage of writing the signal in this way is clear: the de
pendences on polarization combination and cavity-exciton 

deaining A, reside separately in Tj'o. )(w) and ,D(£u,A) 

re.spectively. D{u,A) shows two peaks at the polariton en
ergies that shift when the detuning A is varied. Hence the u 

dependence of iTj,^ ,,^)(iu)| predicts the variations of the 

signal peak height with A. On the other hand, the relative 
contributions of the various many-body ingredients to 

and the reinforcements and cancellations 

among them, governs the polarization dependence of the sig
nal at a fixed detuning. 

In Fig. 7 we plot the functions )(a))|-. No com

ment is needed on the behavior of + _)(a))]-, since it is 
just one of the T matrices discussed above. We can summa
rize how the behaviors of the other three functions arise al
gebraically as follows. As seen in Fig. 2, T*^) is 
higher below than above the exciton resonance. This asym
metry is partially compensated for by the concentration of 

-4.0 -2.0 0.0 2.0 4.0 

ha>-e(0) [meV] 

FIG. 7. Interaction-dependent part of the FWM signals: the T 

matrix (plus G''^0 squared for various polarization configurations. 

Ini(r^^) above e(0) to give the resulting shape of 

+)((i))j^ Rs(G''^'' + T*'") is positive over the whole 
energy range, while Re(r"^~(2&>)) crosses from negative to 
positive around the biexciton energy. Equation (3,4) then 

implies that this asymmetry suppresses |^.T,.V.,I)('^)P. but 

boosts |7J'^,j,j,)(a))p, below half the biexciton energy com
pared to above the exciton resonance. This trend is rein

forced (partially offset) for (l^^.r.v.viP) by the con
centration of the imaginary parts on the high-energy side. 

Combining the functional behaviors of D(a),A) and 

\%a- ,tr)('^)\~ in Fig- we can easily understand the 

variations of the FWM signals. A sharper assessment of the 
contributions from various processes can be obtained by 
omitting selective terms fi'om the expressions for T'-' in the 
calculations. First, it has long been realized that omitting 
Coulomb correlations among the excitons, i.e., including 
only the Hartree-Fock and phase-space filling tenns, results 
in  ident ica l  FWM signals  in  the  ( J ; , J C , A ' ) ,  (x ,y ,y ) ,  and (x ,  
+ , + ) configurations and no signal in (.1:, + , — ). Less obvi
ous is the differentiation of the signaatres of the several types 
of correlations. Fronn the above considerations, we expect 
switching off the bound biexciton would reduce the strength 
at the lower polariton peak in the (x, +, —) configuration and 
would reduce the difference between the signals in the 
(x,x,x) and the {x,y,y) configurations. Switching off the 
excitation-induced dephastng (EID) (ImT"*'^ and the con-
tinuuin part of Im T''~) would reduce the signal strength at 
the upper polariton peak for all configurations. These expec
tations are confirmed by the results shown in Figs. 8 and 9. 
The importance of the bound biexciton for the (,t, +, -) con
figuration has also been pointed out in Refs. 30 and 31. 
Switching off the real part of the continuum V leads to 
some changes in the signals compared to the fiill calculations 
(Fig. 10), but, while these changes can be traced in detail 
back to the features of the T matrix, they can not be easily 
summarized. In sum, within the present model, good agree
ment with the expeiiment is achieved only if all the many-
body effects are included. 

Among the ingredients of the Hartree-Fock, phase-
space filling are easily calculated, and wave functions for the 
bound biexciton are available in the literamre (e.g., Ref 69). 
They can also be set in parametrized form with one or two 
parameters in each to be fitted to experiments. By contrast, a 
proper calculation of the exciton-exciton continuum correla
tions involves at least the computational effort as that in the 
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FIG. 8. Comparison between theory (solid line) and experiment 

(dashed line) for FWM signals at zero detuning. The theoretical 

signals are calculated without the contributions from the bound 

biexciton (cf. Fig, 6). 

calculation reported in  this paper. A natural question is: can 
the continuum correlations be reliably estimated using some 
simple approximations, e.g. the second Bom or the Markov? 
in other words, are the experiments under considerations suf
ficiently sensitive to the eorrelated-exciton dynamics beyond 
those capaired in these approximations? We have already 
discussed the effects of each of these approxiinations on the 
T matrix in Sec. II B. To examine the question of measur-
ability, we have calculated the corresponding FWM signals. 
As shown for zero detuning in Fig. 11, the results with the 
second-Bom approximation deviate quite drastically from 
both the experimental data and the fiill calculations. The 
worst effect of taking this approximation is a large spurious 
transfer of signal strength froin the lower polariton peak to 
the upper one (with some additional enhancement) in the 
(.v.-h,-r) configuration. This basically results frotn the 
strong variation of Re G'^(2ci)) at low energy [fiM close to 
e(0)], which, as discussed in Sec. II B, comes with the 
strong low-energy peak in Im C^ilco). Another sizable dis
crepancy with experiment is the spurious enliancement of the 
upper peak in the (.\-,,T,X) configuration cotnpared to, say, the 
lower peak in (x,y,y). The present FWM data thus appear 
sufficiently sensitive to the energy variations of the Coulomb 

FIG. 9. Comparison between theory (solid line) and experiment 

(dashed line) for FWM signals at zero detuning. The theoretical 

signals are calculated without the contributions from EID, or the 

continuum part of Im G~ (cf. Fig. 6). 

correlations between two continuum excitons to distinguish 
between a correct calculation of the scattering matrix and its 
lowest-order (first and second) perturbative approximations. 
The Markov approximation to the continuum part of the T 
matrix was discussed in Sec. 11 B, where its major effect was 
shown to be a reduction of Im( r') above the exciton edge. 
Figure 12 shows its effects on the calculated FWM signals at 
zero detuning, which, as expected, are similar to those seen 
above in Fig. 9. 

The above results were calculated, as explained in the 
previous section, with the overlap matrix 5 in Eqs. (2.15) and 
(^2.16) set to zero. We have also performed the calculations 
including S, the predicted FWM signals of which are com
pared to the experiment m Fig. 13. Although the agreement 
is slightly worse than that in Fig. 5, the predicted signals still 
give a valid description of the data. In other words, although 
the T luatrices calculated with and without S show some 
quantitative differences, their energy and polarization depen
dences are sufficiently similar around the two-exciton con 
tinuuin edge that the experimental data being analyzed do 
not conclusively favor either one. 

The results presented in this section clearly show that our 
microscopic and fermionic description of exciton correla
tions in the third-order FWM signal of quantmu-well micro-
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FIG. 10. Comparison between theory (solid line) and experi

ment (dashed line) for FWM signals at zero detuning. The theoret

ical signals are calculated without the contributions from the con

tinuum parts of ReG' (cf. Fig. 6). 

cavities can explain the considered experimental data. It al
lows for a detailed analysis of the relative v/eight of the 
various many-body effects (excitonic phase-space filling, ex-
citonic Hartree-Fock, exciton-exciton correlations including 
biexcitons) for different polarization configurations. 

In the remainder of the section, we critically review the 
most important assumptions and approximations we have 
taken in our theory in order to make it computationally trac
table and otherwise simpler. They are: (1) The classical treat
ment of the radiation field, (2) including only coherent pro
cesses and trimcating the resulting DCT hierarchy of 
equations to third order in the external field, (3) the use of a 
zero-width model for the quanmm well, (4) neglecting all 
valence bands other than the highest heavy-hole subband and 
band-mixing effects, and (5) the restriction of the four-
femiion Hilbert space to the subspace of two l.f heavy-hole 
(hh)-excitons in solving the third-order DCT equations. 

The DCT equations strongly coupled to a quantized 
cavity radiation field has been formulated,'"'" but applica
tions at the same detailed quantitative level as the present 
work appear not to have been attempted, improvements and 
extensions of our theory along these lines are now being 
considered, .A.t this point, we just note that the good agree
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FIG. 11. Comparison between theory (solid line) and experi

ment (dashed line) for FWM signals at zero detuning. The theoret

ical signals are calculated in the second-Bom approximation to the 

continuum parts of the T matrix (cf. Fig. 6). 

ment, displayed here and elsewhere, achieved between theo
ries based on the semiclassical approaches and experiments 
suggests that the quantized-field effects may not be impor
tant for these experiments. For works on other aspects of 
quantized-field effects in coherent semiconductor optics, see 
e.g., Ref. 72 and references therein. 

Neglecting incoherent as well as higher order (in the ap
plied field) processes are generally considered justified when 
the field strength is sufficiently low. Adopting a more realis
tic finite-width model of the QW and/or a more realistic band 
structure (see e.g., Ref 73,74) would introduce changes in 
the "input ingredients" to our theory: basically the exciton 
binding energy and the exciton wave fiinction(s) used in the 
calculation of the matrix elements. While these improve
ments on our theory are not likely to change the qualitative 
behavior of the T matrices, quantitative effects are to be ex
pected, the magnitude of which is unforamately not easy to 
estimate at this point. As for the optical selection rules used 
in our simplified model, we note that they are consistent with 
the selection rules obtained within a spherical model, but 
including all band-coupling and Coulomb-correlation effects 
within the regime.'' 

The tiuncation to the 1 s hh-subspace is perhaps the most 
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FIG. 12. Comparison between theory (solid line) and experi

ment (dastied line) for FWM signals at zero detuning. The theoret

ical signals are calculated in the Markov approximation to the con-

tinimm parts of the T matrix (cf. Fig. 6). 

drastic approximation taken here. All li states, including 
optically inactive ones, are included in the sum over inter
mediate states in the T matrix. The contributions from all 
other exciton eigenstates are neglected. Our numerical stud
ies, to be reported in Ref. 49, show the (first-order) coupling 
between the 15 state and other exciton states to be small, 
which justifies the truncation to a certain extent. Also be
cause of the truncation, inclusion of the overlap matrix S can 
be problematic. As discussed above, we set it to zero here. 
Another known defect of the tnincation is the underestima
tion of the biexciton binding energy: the calculated binding 
energy here is only =«70% percent of the best variational 
estimate.'^ We have discussed the consequence of this un
derestimation to the comparison with experiment in Sec. III. 
These issues can only be sorted out satisfactorily when re
sults of calculations in the full (2e,2h) Hilbert space, per
formed to the same numerical accuracy as our calculations, 
are available for comparison. The key features of the FWM 
signals that we have identified are likely to be independent of 
this approximation. 

IV. SUMMARY 

We have presented a microscopic theory of third-order 
degenerate four-wave-mixing response of a quantum well in 
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FIG. 13. Comparison between theory (solid line) and experi

ment (dashed line) for FWM signals at zero detuning. The theoret

ical signals are calculated with the overlap matrix S included in Eqs. 

(2.16) and (2.21) (cf. Fig. 6). 

a microcavity around the lowest exciton resonance. It con
sists of a classical treatment of the radiation field coupled to 
a coherent dynamics-controlled-truncation (DCT) treatment 
of the quantum many-electron-hole system. Truncating the 
DCT equations to the heavy-hole Ij-exciton subspace, we 
arrived at an effective exciton-exciton scattering theory, ex
pressing the susceptibility in terms of an off-energy-
shell exciton scattering (or T) matrix. Owing to the dimen
sionality (=2) of the system, the T matrix is highly 
nonperturbative around the exciton-exciton continuum edge, 
necessitating an exact diagonalization of the Ij-exciton 
Hamiltonian for its calculation. The failure of two common 
approximations, second Born and Markov, were discussed. 

The theoi7 presented here yields predictions for the po
larization dependence of the FWM signals as well as the 
relative signal strengths at the two polariton peaks. These 
predictions are in quantitative agreement with the experi
mental data reported in Refs. 14,18. Such a quantitative com
parison allows unambiguous identification of many-particle 
correlations, including both biexciton and two-exciton con
tinuum scattering. 

Our discussions have also identified issues to be resolved 
in the future, which include the effect of the quantized nature 
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of the photon and that of the higher-excitonic states on the 
1 j-exciton scattering. The latter is especially important if we 
wish to extend the validity of our present theory to higher 
light frequencies. 
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APPENDIX A: RADIATION FIELD IN THE QUANTUM-

WELL MICROCAVITY 

In this appendix, we summarize the calculations of the 
electric field inside the QW and the enhancement factors 
relating the field inside the QW to that outside the cavity. 
The treatment here will be brief, more detailed explanations 
of the methods being readily available in the standard refer
ences (see, e.g., Ref. 3 and references therein). 

We start with some notational conventions. The z coordi
nates of the cavity's left end, the cavity's right end, the 
Q W ' s  l e f t  e n d ,  a n d  t h e  Q W ' s  r i g h t  e n d  a r e  l a b e l e d  z f  ,  - J  ,  

, andzf , respectively. The superscript +( — ) denotes the 
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right(left) side of the interface at the point in question (Fig. 
1). In Sec. n A, the electric field inside the QW has been 
expanded perturbatively in the externally applied field. The 
first and third-order terms are to be obtained as the solutions 
to Eqs. (2.5) arid (2.5) respectively. First we fix the confine
ment wave function as simply lf(z)j' = HL. where L is the 
well width. For sufficiently small L, which is the case here, 
the third-order susceptibility that results is not sensitive to 
the specific choice of this wave ftinction. Being a linear 
equation, Eq. (2.5) is easily solved (e.g. by Green's func
tion). Its general solution may be written as 

E'"(z,(i)) = E*''"*"(zQ , co )sxp{ ikQ(z -z^) }  

-E<"^(2O , a ) )exp{ - iko i z -^a) }  

+ —A:''H<")Eo'(«)[cos(<:e(z-2o^))- 1], 
nlL 

(Al) 

where kg — riijUilc. The solution depends on hvo undeter
mined parameters E"-"^(r^ ,&)) and £*''"(25 ,01) that give 

the field and its z derivative at z^ , the left end of the QW. 
By integrating both sides of Eq. (Al) over;, the averaged 
field over the QW is obtained to be 

E'"+(zo ,M){exp[!4g(z-z,j")]-l}-l-E'" (zo ,M){exp[-iA:0(z 
[7.^_ w /•I'i = ' • — "" — — • Ey'(«) = 

ni-1} 

At t  
^'"(ai)| 1 -

sin( IcqL ) 
(A2) 

Using £^''(01) as the driving field for the third order DCT 
equation in Sec. IIB, we obtain the source term 

to Eq. (2.6), which may again be solved 
in the same way as Eq. (2.5). The solution, which we do not 
write down here, is used to calculate the enhancement 
factor below. 

The propagation of the electric field through the DBR's 
and the spacer layers are treated by the standard transfer 
matrix formalism. As solution to the Maxwell wave equa
tion, the electric field in each dielectric layer, with refractive 
index n, is written as 

E(z,w) = E"(2,w)e'' E (z,w)e (A3) 

- -M2 M, ,  

r^+i —t" i 
^2 "2 

^-1 
"1 

\ nj  >^2 
+ 1 

where k = n(i>lc and E*(z,<o) and E (z,cij) are, respec
tively, the right and left going field amplitudes at an arbitrary 

point z inside the layer. Written as a column vector, these 
field amplitudes are related to those in other layers by 2 
X2 matrices that depend only on the material parameters. 
Referring to Fig. 1, at the interface between two dielectric 
layers, with refractive index («,) on the left (right) say, 
the transfer matrix M21 relating the field amplitudes on the 
right to those on the left of the interface is 

(A4) 

Another matrix: .'V'y=diag(e'''/./,e~''v''j), propagates the 
field amplitudes across (from left to right) a dielectric layer 
of width dj and refractive index «,•, with kj^n^mlc. The 
transfer matrix between any two layers in a DBR can be 
constructed as a product of these M's and TV's. The propa
gation through the QW has the added complication of the 
resonant polarization. Denoted by Mq^-, the transfer matrix 
that propagates the first-order field amplihides from Zj to z^ 
can be obtained with Eq. (Al) and the interface (dis)conti-
nuity conditions. In this work we have only used the L-^0 

limit of Moff, which is 

Mnw= 
1+/3, I tT iH 

i 
n^c  

•^"(a)), (A5) 

where n, is the spacer refractive index. The transfer matrix 
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propagating the first-order field across the entire QW micro-

cavity Mc4y can thus be written as MMgMqi^Mj, 

where Mj- propagates across the left DBR from zj to Zq and 

Mg across the right DBR from to r^ . Mj and Mg are 

products of M'^ and M's as explained above. Mcav repre

sents two linear equations, the solution of which is fixed by 

two boundary conditions at the ends of the cavity: the incom

ing field on the left side is the applied field, and there is no 

incoming field on the right side. With the solution, the linear 

enhancement factor C''', relating the field average inside the 

QW Eg' to the incident field Eq. is given by 

III y I 
• '21 ('1 

"'22 
(A6) 

where t;j and m^-,1,7= 1,2 are the elements of Mj and 

Mcav, respectively. 

The solution to Eq. (2.6) gives the connection between the 

third-order field amplitudes outside the two ends of the QW, 

which again in the L—*0 limit, is given by 

11 

Cr( tD)=  —iTTi-

C, {co)  
m,2  

I I (^21 + ''22) 
'"22 

(A8) 

. (A9) 

where hij,i,j= 1,2 are the elements oiMg. 

APPENDIX B: COULOMB AND OVERLAP MATRICES 

In Eq. (2.15) we wrote the effective-exciton Hamiltonian 

in terms of the Coulomb matrix and the overlap ma

trix S. We give the explicit expressions of these matrices in 

this appendix. 

The Hamiltonian is block diagonal in the total electron 

spin states: ?v.= + (-) for triplet (singlet). In this basis, the 

Coulomb interaction between two J .r excitons from an initial 

state with relative momentum q' to a final state with q is 

•XJTL X.) _ 
q.q' 

M ( X ) |  

q,q' ii -\I'F (Bl) 

where 

' 1 iire.(= q - q') -W (q - q') M( q' - q) 

(A7) 

These amplitudes are again propagated to outside the cavity 

by P/ J and Mg. Since the third-order field origmating from 

inside the QW, the appropriate boundary condition is that of 

zero incoming field on both ends. The cubic enhancement 

factors C,. and C,, relating the third order fields outside the 

cavity, ,01) and Ej'''(Zj ,10) respectively, to the third 

order interband polarization inside the QW, is given by 

621 + ̂ 22 

X F(k-k')^*(k+a(q-q')) 

kk' 

X(/>*[k'-F/S(q + q')][0(k)-^(k')] 

X [i/i(k+Qf( q-q')-I-/3( q-t-q')) 

-i^(k' + a'(q-q') + /3(q + q'))]. (B2) 

Here a = m),l(m^ + m;,), /3 = /(nim^), and c6(k) is the 

li-exeiton wave function. In the direct term, the so-called 

excitonic transition element is given by 

M(q) = 2 <^*(k)[r^.(k-)-^q)-</.(k-«q)], (B3) 
k 

We note that the direct term goes to zero at low q, leaving 

the exchange term mostly responsible for the low-energy be

havior of the T matrix discussed in Sec, II B. Finally, the 

overlap matrix element is 

'5'q,q' = 2 aq)<-/'*(k^-q'^-;Sq)(i^>(k-^Q•q')</l 

X(k+q-f^q'), (B4) 
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A microscopic many-body theory is used to analyze an all-optical polarization switching technique 

that has been demonstrated recently. The theory allows for a detailed analysis of the switching 

action, which is based on near-resonant optical excitation of spin-polarized excitons, in the lowest 

order nonlinear regime. The theoretical results are found to be in good agreement with experimental 

data. The respective contributions of phase-space blocking and various many-particle interaction and 

correlation terms to the switching process are identified and studied as function of experimentally 

adjustable parameters. The resulting parametric dependence of the switching action is used as a 

basis for proposals for further optimization of the device. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Semiconductor quantum wells exhibit numerous non
linear optical effects that are potentially useful in electro-
optical or all-optical devices. In general, the underly
ing physical mechanisms are complex many-particle pro
cesses and can be viewed as interesting research subjects 
in their own right. In addition, detailed consideration of 
the processes involved may lead to a possible improve
ment of those devices. 

One example of such a device is the all-optical po
larization switch that has been demonstrated recently'-. 
Unlike switching based on utilization of strained quan
tum welis (QWs)^'^, conventional GaAs QWs are used 
in this case in conjunction with two polarizers to switch 
the throughput of a weak signal pulse with a strong con
trol pulse. The switch described in Ref.^ is based on 
virtual excitations due to a control beam that is tuned 
near (but below) the heavy-hole exciton resonance in an 
unstrained GaAs QW. It utilizes the possibility of selec
tive excitation of various spin states of excitons, as will 
be discussed in more detail below. The switching action 
is characterized by a high contrast ratio. Furthermore, 
similar to other designs of all-optical switches (see, for 
example,''), the switch allows for ultrafast (femtosecond) 
switch-on and switch-off times (wfiere the latter has been 
achieved through the use of an off-resonant control beam 
that excites only virtual excitons, thus avoiding any car
rier accumulation). 

To be more specific, we outline the basic idea of the 
switching process, which is due to an effective change of 
the pola.rization state of the signal light brought about 
by the control-induced coherent material nonlinearities, 
in the following. In Fig. 1 we show in a simphfied 
schematic the two spin-degenerate lieavy-hole (hh) ex
citon transitions. A linearly polarized signal pulse (say, 
"x"-polarized), which consists of right ("-f") and left ("-
") circularly polarized components, would not undergo 
polarization change, because it couples to both transi
tions, indicated in the figure, in the same way. If, how-

-1/2 

-3/2 

+1/2 

+3/2 

FIG. 1.' Schematic of the heavy-hole exciton selection rules for 

control (thick arrow) and signal (thin arrows) light fields (in

cluding electron and hole angular momentum quantum num

bers) 

ever, a circularly polarized control beam modifies, for 
example, the response of the and cr_ transitions in 
a different way, the control-induced susceptibiUty of the 

component of the signal light differs from that of the 
cr_ component. This leads to an effective change of po
larization state of the field, and the appearance of a "y"-
polarized component in the transmitted signal pulse'. 
The device is then characterized by the so-called contrast 
ratio (CR), defined as the ratio of transmitted intensities 
of the "y"-polarized component with and without control 

y  '^1  co-a t ro i  

y  w jo  contro l  
(1) 

Since in the experiment the intensity ly control >s 
never exactly zero due to polarization leakage, the re
sulting CR is finite, and the higher it is the better the 
switch is. In this paper we mostly disregard the effects 
of polarizer leakage, so that ly control — Oi aud will 
concentrate on the material response. That is, we will fo
cus on fy control t effectively characterizing the switch 
performance. Only in Sec. Ill A will we use a non-zero 

w/o control ™ Order to calculate the CR for a compar
ison with experiment. 

Prom a formal theoretical point of view, the analysis 
of the switch is rather comphcated. The system under 
consideration exhibits complex many-exciton dynamics, 
which, even in the lowest order nonlinear optical regime 
(the so-called regime), involves phase space filling 
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(PSF), Hartree-Fock (HF) mean field effects, and two-
exciton correlation effects. The latter consist of possible 
bound two-exciton states (biexcitons) and two-exciton 
continuum correlations. These effects have been thor
oughly investigated in the context of various multi-pulse 
nonlinear experiments and have been analyzed with mi
croscopic and/or phenomenological theories, see e.g.®"'^® 
as well as further references in^®'^". Recently, simi
lar investigations were extended to higher orders in the 
field^^'^^. 

It is the goal of this paper to analyze the switching 
technique described above from a theoretical perspective. 
First, we want to establish a theory that is valid in the 
lowest-order nonlinear optical regime, and we want to 
validate our theory through a theory-experiment com
parison using appropriate experimental data (i.e., those 
obtained with relatively low control fluences). Secondly, 
we want to identify the role of the various nonlinear ef
fects, and we want to use the parametric dependencies of 
the dominating effects to point out possible approaches 
for further optimization of the switch. 

The many-particle theory that we apply is based 
on the dynamics-controlled truncation formalism (DCT) 

and references therein). We restrict 
ourselves to the regime. Strictly, this restriction 
would not allow us to quantitatively describe the switch
ing action at higher control intensities. However, un
der typical experimental conditions, we believe that the 
3rd-order theory captures the physics of the dominat
ing optical nonllnearities. As we will show in Sec. Ill A, 
we have indeed good overall agreement between the 3rd-
order theory and low-intensity experimental data. Hence, 
our approach allows us to analyze the microscopic pro
cesses underlying the switching action and to identify the 
most important processes contributing to the switching 
mechanism (Sec. IIIB). We will also draw some conclu
sions on a possible optimization of the device. Before the 
theory-experiment comparison and the analysis of para
metric dependencies, we will give in the next section a 
short outline of the DCT theory that we are using. 

II. THEORY 

matrix elements and time dependent two-exciton scat
tering amplitudes®®. Using these results as an input, one 
has to deal only with the 1st- and 3rd-order interband 
polarizations. 

In the limit the DCT equations for the interband 
polarization in the direction of the signal field (assuming 
that signal and control pulses travel in slightly different 
directions) are linear in the signal field and quadratic in 
the control field. We denote the interband polarization 

projected onto the Is-exciton subspace by , 
where the indices s, and c correspond to coupling by 
the signal and control fields, respectively. The subscript 

("-") reflects right (left) circular polarization of the 
coupling field (the control is assumed to excite only the 
"+" transition), and superscripts refer to the order in 
the field. We have then the following equations for the 
3rd-order interband polarizations: 

= {£(0) - •i72)Ps+(i) 

+ fic+(i)Pc+(0*pi+Wl 

-h 2V«^p(V(t)*pi!^(t)pW(t) (2) 

/

CO 

dt'G^ {t -  «')pi+ {t')pi+ {t'), 
-oo 

= {£(0)-i72)pi-(i) 
dt 

(3) 

/

OO 

dt' 
•CO 

X (G+(t-t')+G-(t-t'))pi+nt')pi-'(i'), 

and the Ist-order polarization is 

•a-p<')(0 (e(0) - if2)p''aHt) - (4) 

Details of our approach to the DCT x regime can 
be found in®®'®'''. In this formalism the djoiamic variables 
are effectively restricted to the interband polarizations 
and four-carrier (two-exciton) correlation functions. One 
major approximation that we have made within the DCT 
formalism is the assumption that the material response is 
dominated by the Is-excitons. This approximation, how
ever, is well justified by the experimental conditions that 
we will consider, and it has previously been shown (see, 
for example®®''*®) to yield good agreement with experi
mental data obtained under conditions similar to those 
considered here. Expanding the interband polarizations 
in terms of exciton wave functions'^-®® and truncating 
to the Is-subspace, we have calculated various Coulomb 

where the subscript a stands for s+, s-, and c+, re
spectively. In these equations Vla{i) denotes the Rabi 
frequency (multiplied by U) of the corresponding transi
tion, e(0) is the exciton energy taken at zero center-of-
mass momentum, and 0'"(O) is the exciton wave-function 
in real space at r — 0. The dephasing processes are 
treated here on a phenomenological level and are gov
erned by a constant 72. The terms proportional to 

yHF, Q± respectively, phase space filling, 
Hartree-Fock (or mean field) and the correlations contri
butions. The latter appear due to the dynamic scatter
ing between four particles (two electrons and two holes) 
induced by the Coulomb interaction and include the 
bound (biexciton) and unbound (continuum) two-exciton 
scattering components®^'®®. These contributions de
scribe microscopic processes, such as interaction-induced 
dephasing'®', that have often been used successfully in 
phenomenological theories (see, for example,®") 
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The values of the exciton wave-function, PSF, and HF 
coefficients are given in terms of the 2D exciton binding 
energy £5, and 3D Bohr radius ao as <^'(0) = 2v^2/7r/aoi 

^ 4aoV2;/7. V"'' = 27r(l - 3157rV4096)a§f;6. 

In turn, Et, = and ao = given in terms of 
n 6Q c/g ttit. 

the reduced mass rrir, dielectric constant eoi a-nd electron 
charge 

The optical field E after the sample is expressed in 
terms of the incident signal field Eg and the quantum 
well polarization Pg (see''^) as 

E = E.-.^P. 
fine 

(5) 

(in Gaussian units), with Ps = Pg^^ -I- P^^'. Here n is 
the background refractive index, and c is the speed of 
light. We also included a factor of i which is the number 
of quantum wells in the sample. Strictly, Eq. (5) is valid 
for one quantum well (f = 1) under the assumption that 
the quantum well is infinitely thin. The propagation of 
the light through a sample with i > I quantum wells can 
be treated in the approximate way described by Eq. (5) 
if the light field entering each quantum well is similar to 
the light field incident on the sample. This assumptions 
is best fulfilled if the light pulse is spectrally centered be
low the resonance, so that absorption of the pulse does 
not occur. In our case, this assumptions is well fulfilled 
for tlie control pulse. For the signal pulse, we believe 
this approximation is still appropriate (see the section on 
the theory-experiment comparison), but further improve
ments of the theory with more elaborate treatments of 
light propagation effects may give even better agreement 
with the experiment than our approximate treatment. 

Given that the signal field is linearly polarized in the x 

direction before the QW, a nonzero y component of the 

field after the QW appears in Pg , so that the intensity 
is given by 

145^1' = 1m0(O)(PS - (6) 
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(n being the modulus of the optical dipole matrix ele
ment of the hh transition). Thus, the switching action is 
maximized when the response of the system is maximally 
different for the right and left circularly polarized signal 
fields, and, in turn, is governed by the magnitude of the 
PSF, HF and the correlation contributions. In the next 
section we compare our theory with experimental data, 
and in Sec. IIIB we analyze in more detail the micro
scopic sources for the nonlinearities that are underlying 
the switching action. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Comparison with experiment 

In this section we present a comparison of the theory 
described in the previous section with experimental data. 

-30 -20 -10 0 iO 
AcOs (meV) 

FIG. 2: Experimental (connected dots) and theoretical (solid 
lines) linear abporption spectra, including the heavy-hole ex
citon at OmeV and the light-hole exciton at about lOineV. 
Au, — fiUs - £(0) denotes the detuning of the central fre
quency of the signal pulse from the hh-exciton frequency. Also 
shown is the spectrum of the control pulse used in all calcula
tions presented in this section, as well as a typical spectrum 
of the experimental control pulse (which varies slightly in dif
ferent experimental data shown in this section). 

As mentioned above, we focus here on the low-intensity 
regime. Therefore, we use experimental data obtained at 
relatively low control pulse intensities for our comparison, 
even though these data have a smaller signal-to-noise ra
tio than data obtained for higher control intensities (not 
shown). A comprehensive discussion of the experiment, 
including details of the experimental procedure and data 
for the full range of control pulse intensities, will be pre
sented elsewhere^^. 

For our comparison, we proceed in parallel for the ex
perimental and theoretical data, by using the conven
tional Stokes parametersfor the signal light exiting the 
sample. 

50 = \E^\' '  + \Eyl'' 

51 = m^-\Ey'^ 

52 = 2\E:,\\Ey\cos{MHEJEy))) 

53 = 2|£;,||£^|sin(Im(ln(iJJ£;j,))) 

and by extracting the ellipticity £, 
gree of polarization P of the signal field via 

e = (l/2)tan-^(52/Si) 

0,ig = (l/2)sin-i (s^ljsl + sl + si 

p = /si+ii+si/so 

(7a) 

(7b) 

(7c) 

(7d) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

A schematic of elliptically polarized light including a def
inition of the ellipticity and azimuth angles are given in 
the inset of Fig. 3. 
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of 

-10 

FIG. 3: Experimental (connected dots) and theoretical (solid 

lines) results for the frequency resolved azimuth dsig and el-

lipticity e of the transmitted signal field. In the experiment, 

the control irradiance was Ic — 24MW/cm^, the temporal 

FWHM of the signal (control) was 165fs (338fs), the spectral 

FWHM of the signal was 17.1meV, signal (control) detuning 

was -8.5 meV (-21meV). The inset shows a schematic of ellip-

tically polarized light with a definition of the ellipticity e and 

azimuth 

We begin our comparison with spectrally-resolved 
data. To this end, we use frequency-dependent light am
plitudes Ex = Ex{iai) and Ey = Ey[uj} in Bq. 7. Hence, 
the Stokes parameters and therefore also e, 9sig and P are 
frequency dependent. The linear absorption spectrum 
underlying all results presented in this section is shown in 
Fig. 2. Because of the small heavy-hole-Ught-hole (hh-lh) 
splitting, we take take the light-hole exciton into account 
in the calculations for our theory-experiment compari
son. In the calculation, we use a hh-lh splitting of lOmeV. 
Other parameters used in the calculation are 72 = 4ps~\ 
76 = 6ps"^ (this is the two-exciton dephasing entering 
the correlation function G^{t — t')), and i — 40. The 
detuning of the signal pulse, which is chosen to be a 
Gaussian pulse, from the hh exciton resonance is cho
sen to be -5meV {i.e. 6 rneV below the resonance), and 
the duration of the signal pulse is chosen to be 160fs 
(FWHM). Also shown in Fig. 2 is the spectrum of the 
control pulse used in the calculation, which is similar to 

4 

4 

2 

crj' 
0 

2 

10" 

o 
10" 

-0.2 0.0 0.2 O.J 0.4 

t (ps) 

FIG. 4: Experimental (connected dots) and theoretical (solid 

lines) results for the time-resolved azimuth 9sig, ellipticity e 

and X- and y-intensity components of the transmitted signai 

field. The control-signal delay time is zero. In the experiment, 

the control irradiance was h = 24MW/cm^, the temporal 

FWHM of the signal (control) was 150fs (34Sfs), the spectral 

FWHM of the signal was 18.7meV, signal (control) detuning 

was -7.6 meV (-21meV). 

the experimental control pulse spectrum. Similar to the 
experiment, we choose a Gaussian spectrum, centered at 
20 meV below the hh exciton, and then basically block 
out the frequencies above the peak of the spectrum. 

In Fig. 3 we show the spectrally resolved ellipticity 
and azimuth of the signal field after the sample. We see 
that the largest polarization rotation (flsjg) and induced 
ellipticity is, as expected, at the heavy-hole exciton reso
nance. We clearly achieve good agreement between the
ory and experiment around the hh-resonance. 

A comparison of the time-resolved signal characteris
tics for zero time delay between control and signal is 
shown in Fig. 4. In order to simulate the experiment 
properly, we use the following definition of time-resolved 
quantities. First, we use time dependent light amplitudes 
in Eq. 7, i.e. E^ = Ex{t) and Ey — Ey{t). In analogy 
to the experimental measurement process, in which time-
resolved intensities are measured via upconversion using 
a reference pulse identical to the incident signal pulse, we 
convolute the time-dependent Stokes parameters accord-
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1.0000 

0.9995 

FIG. 5; Experimental (connected dots) and theoretical (solid 

lines) results for the time-integrated azimuth 9sig and eiUp-

ticity € of the transmitted signal field, as well as the time-

integrated constrast ratio. In the experiment, the control ir-

radiance was h ~ 2AMWjcm^, the temporal FWHM of the 

signal (control) was I54fs (342fs), the spectral FWHM of the 

signal was 18.6meV, signal (control) detuning was -7.8 meV 

(-24meV). 

ing to 

S i { t )  =  /  d t ' S i { t  +  t ' ) L r s f { t ' )  (11) 

(i = 0,...,3) and use S-i(£) in Eqs. (8)-(10). Again, we 
have relatively good agreement between theory and ex
periment for times during which the total intensity / is 
not too small. For times greater than 0.4 ps the intensity 
IS reduced by over two orders of magnitude from its peak, 
which results in a rather small signal-to-noise ratio in the 
derived quantities e and Bsig-

Integrating the time resolved Stokes parameters S.;(t) 
over all times for various delay times, we can obtain the 
time-integrated Stokes parameters, which in turn define 
time-integrated elliptic! ty, azimuth and polarization de
gree. These quantities are shown in Fig. 5. Due to the 
off-resonant excitation by the control pulse, we observe a 
full recovery of e, and P for delay times large enough 
to prevent any temporal overlap between the control and 
signal pulses. Moreover, the maximum of dsig and P is 
reached before zero delay time, in both theory and exper
iment. Regarding the slight quantitative discrepancies in 

the ellipticity, we note that these discrepancies are still 
within typically variations for these low-intensity data, 
and that the experimental conditions underlying Fig, 3 
were sUghtly different from the ones underlying Fig, 5, 

While the ellipticity, azimuth and polarization degree 
characterize the polarization of the transmitted signal ex
iting the QW sample, we can also calculate the switching 
characteristics of the whole device, which contains a po
larizer behind the sample. Without control pulse, the 
polarizer is oriented such that ideally the signal is com
pletely blocked, i.e. it allows only y-polarized light to 
pass through. In reality, the polarizer leakage will allow 
a small but non-zero percentage of the x-polarized sig
nal to pass through. In our calculation, we assume the 
y-polarizer to transmit 0.0055% of the x-polarized signal 
pulse in the absence of the control. Denoting this small 
but non-zero transmitted intensity by /Q = A; m/o cantrai 
( s e e  E q .  1 ) ,  w e  d e f i n e  t h e  c o n t r a s t  r a t i o  C R  —  l y / h ,  
where, as before, ly = ly contrai denotes the calcu
lated y-component of the signal in the presence of the 
control pulse. The contrast ratio as function of delay 
time is shown in Fig. 5, where, again, the main features, 
namely the full recovery at large positive delay times and 
the CR maximum being at a slightly negative delay time, 
is found in both theory and experiment. 

Given this generally good agreement of our theory with 
the experiment we believe that the parametric dependen
cies discussed in the next section are a reliable predictive 
tool that can be used to further optimize the performance 
characteristics of the switch. 

B. General analysis and parametric dependencies 

As we have seen in the previous section, our micro
scopic theory is in rather good agreement with the ex
periment. We therefore proceed in this section and give 
a more general analysis of the microscopic foundation 
underlying the switching action. We will identify the 
parametric dependencies of the different microscopic pro
cesses, and use our knowledge of these parametric depen
dencies to predict ways to further optimize the switch. 

As has been stated above, the switching action is deter

mined by the control-induced polarization Pi-i]'. One may 
note, that, in the language of differential spectroscopy 
this is just the difference between the differential signal 
(which itself is a difference between the responses with 
and without the control field) caused by co-circularly 
polarized control and signal pulses ("-H-1-" channel) and 
by counter-circularly polarized control and signal pulses 
("H—" channel). One can cite numerous two-pulse pump-
probe (in our langTrage control-signal) studies for both co-
and counter-circular configurations in the frequency as 
well as the time domain, see for example^®"**®, To provide 
a link to these more customary studies we start our analy
sis by calculating absorption and refractive index change, 
i,e, respectively, imaginary and real parts of third order 

susceptibilities defined as x'^^(t^') = 0(0)15^'(aj)/nj.((,i/'). 
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FIG. 6: (a) Imaginary part, and (b) real part of the suscepti

bility X ^ defined in the text. Different line styles correspond 

to the following contributions: PSF (dashed), HF (dotted), 

correlations (dash-dotted), and all contributions (solid). 

To obtain the frequency domain result we have taken 
the Fourier transform of the time dependent polariza
tion, calculated from Eq. (2), (3) using 160 fs (inten
sity FWHM) Gaussian pulsesm, and the dephasing rates 
72 = and 7), = Sps""-. As mentioned above, it 
was already discussed in'- that it is imperative to use the 
control spectrally detuned from the exCiton resonance, so 
that no real excitons are excited and that, in turn, the 
switch-off time of the device is strictly given by the con
trol pulse duration. Thus we use a control pulse detuned 
by 10 meV below the exciton; the signal, however is cen
tered at the resonance. In Fig. 6(a,b) we plot different 
many-body contributions to ~ X'' (<^)- The 
corresponding results in the time domain are shown in 
Fig. 7 for the time resolved (a), and time integrated (b) 
intensity /y ~ \Pyt\^- Negative time delay corresponds 
to the signal arriving at the QW before the control. The 
frequency domain and time resolved results are obtained 
for zero delay between the pulses. As is well known, the 
PSF and HF contributions should produce a blue (and 
the correlations a red) shift of the exciton resonance. We 
indeed observe this situation in Fig. 6(a). 

For the case of the chosen control detuning the non-
linearity is dominated by the HF terms. This means 
that the HF contribution dominates the time resolved 
and time integrated signals. One should note, however, 
that the relative magnitudes of the different contribu
tions actually depends on the detuning of the control, as 
well as material parameters of the QW. 

To clarify this point we write down analytical expres
sions for In the limit of continuous wave (CW) 
control and signal fields, with respective frequencies Wc, 
and u-'j., the corresponding expressions may be written in 
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FIG. 7: Intensity of the y-componeiit of the transmitted light, 

(a) Time resolved calculation at zero delay time r, (b) time 

integrated signal. As in Fig. 6 the results are obtained with 

PSF (dashed), HF (dotted), correlations (dash-dotted), and 

all contributions (solid). 

the following form: 

+L(ws)(-2A''^'' -F 2L(w,)L(we) 

x(yHF + 2G-((5)))l (12) 

= L(u;,)2lZ,(^,)p|n,p[(G+(<Z') + G-(ii))](13) 

respectively, for co- and counter-circularly polarized 
beams. Here, L{uj) = 0(O)/(ftw - e(0) -i- and 
(jj = tjjf, . 

For fixed Rabi energy (which is a function of the 
optical dipole matrix element ji), the material parameters 
enter these equations only through Ei, and ag. Whereas 
l/og is just a factor, common for all contributions, the 
binding energy dependance of different terms is not the 
same. The PSF contribution does not depend on the 
binding energy, the HF is proportional to it, and the 
contributions of the correlations do not simply scale with 
E,. 

In Fig. 8 we plot different contributions to the 
difference x = calculated according to 
Eqs. (12),(13) as a function of the signal frequency for 
various fixed control field detunings from the exciton res
onance and for three different values of exciton binding 
energies. 

As we can see, for a particular control detuning, for 
most signal fi-equencies the correlations grow with bind
ing energies faster than linearly. For the excitation closer 
to the resonance the correlation contributions are com
parable to the HF terms at £(, 13 meV, leading to 
quickly growing nonlinearity at higher Et,'s. In the re
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FIG. 8; Imaginary part of the susceptibility calculated from 

Eqs. (12),(13) as a function of the signal detuning from the 

exciton resonance Aa;,, = Tiojs — c(0). The three rows of the 

plots from the top to bottom correspond to Eh = 2.6, 13, and 

65 meV, and three columns from left to right correspond to 

a control detuning of -20, -10 , and 0 meV. As in Fig. 6 the 

results shown are for PSF (daslied), HF (dotted), correlations 

(dash-dotted), and all contributions (solid). 
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FIG. 9: (a) Calculated time-integrated intensity ly of the 

transmitted field taken at r = 0 as function of the detunings 

of the central frequency of the control and signal pulses from 

the exciton resonance, respectively, Auic/a — — £(0). (b) 

A cross section of the 3D plot in (a) at Awc = —20 meV. 

gion of the off-resonant control detuning, which is more 
interesting to us for the reasons mentioned above, the 
correlation terms become negligible, and depending on 
the binding energy either the HF or PSF dominate the 
response. When the HF terms dominate {Efj > 13 meV) 
the nonlinearity tends to increase linearly with the exci
ton binding energy. For the intensity of the output signal 
this gives 

Eb 
(14) 

i.e. a factor of dependence on the reduced mass. 
Thus an increase of the reduced mass by a mere factor of 
2  m a y  c a u s e  6 4 - f o l d  g r o w t h  o f  l y .  

In addition to the material parameters, one can vary 
the light pulse characteristics in order to optimize the 
switch performance. We study in the following the de
pendence of the switch on the spectral detuning of the 
two light pulses. In Fig. 9 we plot the time integrated sig
nal ly at zero delay between the control and signal pulse 
as a function of the control and signal detunings from 
the resonance. The calculation is done using Eqs. 2, 3. 
While the figure suggests that a control pulse tuned ex
actly into the exciton resonance would be beneficial (in 
terms of high time-integrated signal), we note again that 
resonant excitation would be accompanied by charge car
rier accumulation due to the absorption of the control 
pulse, and, hence, long material recovery times. For this 
reason, the configuration used in^ utilized off-resonant 

excitation creating only virtual excitons. On the other 
hand, the spectral conditions on the weak signal pulse 
are less restrictive. In Fig. 9 (b) we show the dependence 
of ly as function of signal ft-equency for fixed detuning of 
the control pulse, where the latter has been chosen large 
enough to prevent any real excitations from the control 
pulse. As one can see in Fig. 9 (b), the intensity ly is 
increased by almost an order of magnitude if we shift the 
center of the signal's spectrum from -10 to 0 ineV. 

IV, CONCLUSION 

We have presented a theoretical analysis of the re
cently developed all-optical polarization switch device^. 
We have shown that our theoretical results are overall 
in good agreement with a wide variety of experimen
tal data, ranging from time-resolved complete vectorial 
polarization-state dynamics of the signal polarization to 
the time-integrated contrast ratio of the complete switch. 
Furthermore, we have presented a general analysis of the 
microscopic processes involved in the switching action. 
We have considered contributions due to phase-space fill
ing, Hartree-Fock mean field effects, and two-exciton cor
relation contributions. Amongst other things, we found 
that at large detunings of the control pulse, the domi
nating contribution is the Hartree-Fock (HF) mean field 
effect. Under the condition of the HF term being the 
dominant source of the switching action, we determined 
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the contrast ratio to be proportional to [Eh/oQ)'^. As
suming the dipoie matrix elements of the transition to 
be constant, this predicts a parametric dependence of 
the contrast ratio on the reduced mass of CR ~ m%. 
Hence, the contrast ratio is a sensitive function of the re
duced mass, which can be modified through the use of an 
appropriate material system and/or applied mechanical 
stress. 

We have also considered the dependence of the switch
ing action as function of the light pulse spectra. In par
ticular, we found that the signal being tuned exactly into 

the exciton resonance is beneficial for the device. 
Further analysis of the device with an emphasis on 

experimental aspects will be presented in'^^. 
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Abstract. A detailed numerical analysis of exciton-exciton interactions in semiconductor quantum wells 

is presented. The theory is based on the dynamics-controlled truncation formalism and evaluated for the 

case of resonant excitation of Is-heavy-hole excitons. It is formulated in terms of standard concepts of 

scattering theory, such as the forward-scattering amplitude (or T-matrix). The numerical diagonalization 

of the exciton-exciton interaction matrix in the Is-approximation yields the excitonic T-matrix. We discuss 

the role of the direct and exchange interaction in the effective two-exciton Hamiltonian, which determines 

the T-matrix, evaluated within the Is-subspace, and also analyze the effects of the excitonic wave function 

overlap matrix. Inclusion of the latter is shown to effectively prevent the Is-approximation from making 

the Hainiltonian non-hermitian, but a critical discussion shows that other artefacts may be avoided by not 

including the overlap matrix. We also present a detailed analysis of the correspondence between the exci

tonic T-matrix in the Is-approximation and the well-known T-matrix governing two-particle interactions 

in two dimensional systems via short-range potentials. 

PACS. 78.67.De Quantum wells - 03.65.Nk Scattering theory - 71.35.Gg Exciton-mediated interactions 

1 Introduction 

Nonlinear semiconductor optics offers the unique possi
bility to study many-body processes and particle cor
relations in almost arbitrary geometries and spatial 
dimensions. Probably the best-studied case is that of 
quasi-two-dimensional systems, which is realized in the 
form of semiconductor quantum wells. The theoretical 
analysis of many-body effects in semiconductor quan
tum wells can roughly be divided into two limiting cases, 
that of liigh electron-hole excitation on the one hand 
and, on the other hand, that of low excitation, specifi
cally in the lowest-order nonlinear optical regime 
regime). Coherent optical experiments and correspond
ing theoretical investigations have clearly shown that the 
third-order noirlinear regime yields important informa
tion about quantum correlations, exciton-scattering and 
the formation of coherent biexcitons (see, for example, 
[1-26J; further references can be found in [27]). Many of 
the theoretical x'^'-studies are based on the dynamics-
controlled truncation (DCT) scheme [28]. It has proven to 
be a powerful approach to two-exciton correlations (see, 
for example, [8,10,19,26,29,30]). However, owing to the 

^ e-mail: taJsayamaQu.axizona,edu 

complicated dependence of the measured signals on the ex-
citon scattering amplitude, the question how these many-
body effects are related to standard concepts in scattering 
theory (see, e.g., [31]) is usually not addressed. Clearly, 
the identiBcation of theoretical concepts in coherent exci-
ton correlations with old and well-established concepts in 
standard scattering theory would deepen our understand
ing of excitonic optical nonlinearities. It can also make 
contributions to standard scattering theory since exciton-
scattering can be realized experimentally in otherwise not 
easily accessible geometries (here: quasi-two-dimensional 
systems). 

An important concept in standard scattering theory 
is that of the T-matrix or scattering amplitude, which 
also plays a prominent role in conventional equilibrium 
and nonequilibrium many-body theory. Specifically, the 
'off-energy-sheir (for a definition, see Sect. 2 below) for
ward scattering amplitude between two constituent par
ticles governs the statistical mechanical properties of a 
dilute non-ideal quantum gas (see, e.g., [32-34]) and is 
also important in dense quantum systems (see, e.g., [35]). 
The 'on-energy-sheir T-matrix controls the collisional re
laxation rate of a gas in a Boltzmann Idnetic description. 

While it might be intuitively clear that exciton-exciton 
scattering should somehow be describable in terms of the 
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concepts and language developed in the field of standard 
two-body scattering theory, it turns out that the corre
spondences and analogies are quite complicated, and that 
they require a detailed analysis which states the exact con
ditions for those correspondences and analogies to hold. 
It is the goal of this paper to present such an analysis for 
the specific case of response dominated by Is-heavy-
hole excitons. This is probably the best-studied case and 
it allows, in our opinion, the closest conceptual link be
tween nonlinear semiconductor optics and standard scat
tering theory. The underlying reason for this link to be 
valid only in an approximate fashion is the fact that ex
citons are inherently composite particles (for which the 
simplest scattering process involves four particles, two 
electrons and two holes). One consequence of the exci-
ton's compositeness is the fact that the interaction ma
trix elements consist of direct and exchange contributions. 
Also, in higher-order scattering processes the intermedi
ate states can be excitons with higher internal quantum 
numbers (apart from Is-excitons with arbitrary of center-
of-mass momentum). Yet another consequence is that the 
asymptotic states for a scattering event - product two-
exciton plane wave states antisymmetrized with respect 
to the electron pair and the hole pair - are not exactly 
orthonormal to each other. 

Although the situation here bears some similarity to 
the collision between two hydrogen atoms studied in depth 
in atomic physics, there are two crucial differences. First, 
coherent excitons are created (by the external field) with 
an energy-momentum relation closer to that of photons 
than that of real free excitons, while in an atomic colli
sion experiment, real free atoms are prepared in the initial 
state and measured in the final state. One consequence, 
among others, of this difference is that coherent (virtual) 
excitons can be created with the right energies and mo
menta for them to scatter into a bound biexciton, while 
the hydrogen molecule is ruled out by energy conservation 
as a physical final state in a collision between two (real) 
hydrogen atoms. In scattering language, the two types of 
experiments probe two different parts of the T-matrix. 
The second difference is that the electron-hole mass ra
tios in semiconductors are generally much larger than the 
elcctron-proton mass ratio which is practically zero. It 
turns out that the T-matrix, and the complications arising 
from the exciton's fermion constituents, have a non-trivial 
dependence on the electron-hole mass ratio. 

Apart from all these aspects, which will be addressed 
in detail in this paper, we are also interested in identifying 
exact analogies between the exciton-T-matrix and conven
tional T-matrices in two dimensions for two-particle scat
tering with (generic) short-range potentials. The fact that 
we are dealing with a quasi-two-dimensional system is im
portant in the sense that, in 2D, the ordinary T-matrix 
follows some generic (independent of the potential) low-
energy behaviors which are distinctive of the system's 
dimensionality only ([33]). It is interesting to see if the 
exciton-r-matrix exhibits the same behaviors. All of the 
above issues, which will be examined below, are intimately 
related to the question: to what extent can one express the 

theory of optical response of a quantum well as an ef
fective theory of interacting 'elementary' excitons? 

In the following section, we review the DCT formalism 
and give detailed account of our approach. In Section 3 
we present a detailed discussion of the excitonic T-matrix 
based on our numerical results. This includes a discus
sion of contributions from other than l.s-exciton states, 
details of the excitonic interaction potential, the role of 
the exciton wave fimction overlap matrix, the biexciton 
binding energy, and the properties of the ofl'-energy-shell 
T-matrix. In Section 4 we summarize the work presented 
in this paper. 

2 Theory 

In this section we review the basic set of equations of the 
DCT theory [28], evaluated in third-order in the light field 
amplitude. 

As for the measurement configuration, we assume to 
have a single quantum well and one or two incoming light 
pulses. The pulses are assumed to propagate normal to 
the quantum well (QW). However, in the case of two light 
pulses we assume the two propagation directions to be 
slightly different, so that the pulses (called pump and/or 
probe) can be distinguished by their direction, while the 
selection rules for both are assumed to be those for normal 
incidence. 

2.1 x''' dynamics controlled truncation equations 
in the exciton basis 

We start with the Hamiltonian of the many-particle sys
tem in two dimensions coupled to an external electro
magnetic field, 

H = + (1) 

Hi = 5]S,(k)at(k)a,(k) + ^£,-(k)G](k)a,.(k), (2) 

ks Uij 

1 
^2 = 2A 

q^i^O.kjk' 

X ^aj(k + q)a^,,(k'- q)aa'(k')a,(k) 

. S3' 

+ "•I(̂ ) 
n' 

- + q)a](k' - q)aj(k')a,(k) 

+aUk + q)ai(k' - q)as(k')aj(k) (3) 

^ • E(t)4(k)aj(-k) -t- dj, • E(t)a](-k)a,(k)] (4) 

where s denotes the set of quantum numbers (band in
dex, spin projection) other than two-dimensional momen
tum assigned to a single electron orbital in a conduction 
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band, and j  denotes the set for a hole orbital in a valence 
band. is the band-model single electron (hole) en
ergy, djj = is the transition dipole matrix ele

ment, K(q) = 5e is the magnitude of the electron's 

charge, (i, is the background dielectric constant of the QW 
material, and A is the area of the normalization box. For 
simplicity, the single-particle part Hi is assumed to be di
agonal in the band indices. Only the part of the Coulomb 
interaction that does not cause an interband transition 
is retained in the model. This approximation makes the 
tremendous simplification of the many-body problem in 
the DCT formalism possible. The ground state of the sys
tem is the electron-hole vacuum, which is assumed to be 
stable against electron-hole creation by virtue of a large 
enough band gap. 

The dynamics controlled truncation (DCT) sche
me [28] provides a formalism for studying Coulomb cor
relations in weakly-nonlinear coherent optics of semicon
ductors. Under the assumptions that (i) the initial state 
is the ground state, and (ii) the Coulomb interaction does 
not induce interband transitions, DCT systematically and 
rigorously truncates, at each order of the applied field, the 
infinite hierarchy of coupled equations of motion of den
sity matrices. To each perturbation (in the applied field) 
order, all Coulomb correlations are exactly carried by the 
resulting closed equations. In this paper, the third order 
DCT equation will be used to relate measurable quan
tities in the coherent nonlinear regime to the common 
concept of two-dimensional scattering (between excitons). 
The DCT equations govern the evolution of fermionic den
sity matrices. To have a description based on excitons, we 
will follow [36-38] in transforming the equations from the 
electron-hole basis to the exciton basis. 

In only two density matrices, the interband 
polarization and the coherent biexcitonic amplitude, 
need to be considered. The interband polarization in the 
exciton basis is defined as: 

p?{t) = (5) 
k 

where is the nth lowest exciton eigenfunction con
sisting of an electron from band s and a hole from band j ,  
(• • •) denotes averaging with respect to the initial density 
operator, and the creation (annihilation) operators are in 
the Heisenberg representation. In general, the interband 
polarization also depends on the momentum q governing 
the center-of-mass motion, but in our Hamiltonian equa
tion (1), we have assumed that the excitation is spatially 
homogeneous, allowing only for an interband polarization 
with q = 0. The coherent biexcitonic amplitude in the 2D 
single-particle momentum basis is defined as: 

('si»'j'(ki,k2,k3,k4.t) = 

(a^-,(-k4, t)aj,(ks, t)aj(-k2, t)aj.(ki, t ))  

- (aj,(-k4,t)ay(k3,t)) (aj(-k2, t)a,(ki, t)) 

+ (aj,(-k4,f)as(ki,t)) (a^(-k2,t)a,,(k3,t)) • (6) 

For spatially homogeneous excitations, we have the condi
tion ki - k2 -I- ks - k4 = 0. We specialize to the case where 

only one conduction band is involved so that s denotes 
only the spin projection along the normal to the QWs 
plane. This electron spin is taken to be s = ±1/2. The ex
citon wavefunctions are assumed to be independent of the 
electron spin, which is then dropped from the wavefunc-
tion symbol. Moreover, since the interactions among the 
four fermions are spin-independent, the (2e, 2h) Hamilto
nian is block diagonal in the eigenstates of the total elec
tron spin. It is therefore advantageous to use linear com
binations of bajs'j' that correspond to these eigenstates: 

(ki, kj, ka, k4, t) = i [fesj-yy (ki, ka, ka, k4, t) 

-f ̂ bs'jsj' (ki,k2,k3,k4,t)]. (7) 

where A = H-l( —1) labels the channel with total electron 
spin 1(0) or triplet (singlet). Taking the effective mass ap
proximation for the electrons and the holes, we can also 
expand in a two-exciton basis: 

t)^jVj'(ki.k2,k3,k4) = 

^ [^6J,(aki +/?k2)<i6ii(a'k3 -f - kj) 

- A </.i(ak3 + 0k2)K{a'kr + /3'k4)6S,'^"^(k3 - k2)] 

(8) 

where a = rrij/Mj and /3 — mf.jMj are the ratios of the 
hole (nij) mass, which depends on the band j, and the , 
e lectron (me) mass to the exciton mass Mj = + mj,  
and a' and /J' are similarly related to mji. This expan
sion, borrowed from molecular physics, has the advantage 
over an expansion using only the first (direct) term that 
the (anti)symmetry of (ki, ka, ka, k4) in the four-
fermion momentum space is satisfied for each combination 
of (n, m) (antisymmetry under electron exchange imposes 

no restrictions on the expansion coefficient (q) > 
while antisymmetry under hole exchange imposes the con
dition other words, proper 
exchange antisymmetry of the four-fermion system would 
be retained in the theory under any truncation of the exci
ton basis. The coefficients, representing the coherent biex
citonic correlation function for two excitons with center-
of-mass momenta q and -  q, internal quantum numbers n 
and m, and involving two electrons in bands s and s' and 
two holes in bands j and j', are given by 

6r.''''(q)=E (1 -
n'm'q' kk' 

+ q'.k, k',k' + q'). (9) 

The presence of the overlap matrix 

SlLn'n.' (q. q') = + aq) (k + q' -I- /3'q) 

k 

X (k + aq') (k + q -f- /3'q'), (10) 
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expresses the antisymmetry of k-j, ks, k4), or 
equivalently, the fact that the basis of antisymmetrized 
two-exciton states is not orthogonal. In equation (9), 

^nmn'rn' (li l') should be Seen as a matrix in the basis 
labeled by the set (7i,m,q), with j,j' being parameters. 

It is in this way that the inverse matrix (1 - A5" )~^ is 
defined. 

Transforming the x'^'-DCT equations from the 
electron-hole momentum basis to the exciton basis [38], 
one gets a closed, coupled set of equations of motion for 

and 

= (£n^'(0) - i72)p.y -

+ E y:^i^Dp(^pZpi^'' 
s' j' trni' rn' 

+ E p^'*<S*(q,o)6:?:;r(q) (u) 
6'^ j/'rrm'm' Aq' 

E «:S(q.q>S^''(q') 
n'm'q' 

-i7k6S:;'^''^(q)+ E 5(i-A5"T' (q-qOCri-i^? 
'  Z \  / nmrs 

n'-rn'raq' 

x{q',0)[p>::?'+Ap>S:]- (12) 

The definitions of the coefficients are as follows. ef/(q = 0) 
is the exciton energy of excitons with zero center-of-mass 
momentum, 70 is the inverse dephasing time of the radia
tive transition, Osj is (?i times) the Rabi frequency associ

ated with bands s and y. hQ^j = -d^j • E, and (r = 0) 
is the configuration space exciton wavefunction at the ori

gin of the relative coordinates. denotes the exciton 
wavefunction integral associated with Pauii blocking, 

^?£- = E^n (13) 

k 

(q> q') ~ 1) difference (A = -1) 
of the direct and exchange exciton-exciton interaction ma
trix elements, respectively: 

Krnn'm' (q. q') = ̂ ni"nL' (q. q') + >'K'rrl"rl (q. q') 

(14) 

q') = ̂ '(q - q')Wf.„'(q - q')M"r„„'(q' - q) 

(15) 

(q. q') = 

52 (k - k') C (k 4- a (q - q')) K: (k' /3'q + /3q') 
kk' 

X [<' (k) - (k')j [0^^, (k -f a (q - q') -I- /3q /3'q') 

-C'(k' + "(q-q') + ;0q + ;3'q')] • (i6) 

) and ' are the Fourier transforms (relative 
to the exciton center-of-mass coordinates) of the direct 
and exchange exciton interactions in e.g. [39,40]. We note 
that through the exchange term, optically inactive exciton 
states are also included in the eigenfunction basis here. In 
the direct term, the so-called excitonic transition matrix 
elements is defined by 

(q) = E ~ ^ • 
k 

(17) 

The zero-q limit of ' gives the Hartree-Fock matrix 

element: \V™n'm' = W^''l'im*(0.0) -

Equation (12) for ^(q) is essentially an inhomo-
geneous Schrodinger equations for the two-electron-two-
hole system in the two-exciton basis. The effective two-
exciton Hamiltonian is 

ffnmnW (q. q') = {<'M (q)) ^nn'Km'Sq.q' 

+ E(1-^5''T' (q.k)W;^',^,'"(k,q') (18) 
\ Z nrnrs 

•rsk 

which contains the overlap matrix again as a result of 
the nonorthogonality of the antisymmetrized two-exciton 
wavefunctions. If we consider the limit of infinite hole mass 
and restrict the expansion to Is-functions only, the ki
netic energy vanishes and the interaction as well as the 
overlap matrix depend on q - q' only. For a finite hole 
mass, however, the interaction remains nonlocal and also 
nonhermitian, which will be discussed later. Another phe-
nomenological dephasing rate, 7^, has been introduced, 
which represents (rather crudely) the dephasing effects of 
the environment, e.g. phonons and other excitons, on the 
correlated propagation of the two coherent excitons. One 
may write 7(, in the form •yi, — 2f2+d, where 272 represents 
the dephasing suffered by the two excitons individually be
tween two scatterings off each other, and d represents de-
phasing processes that irreducibly involve both excitons. 
Setting 76 to 272, as we do in this paper, amounts to 
assuming that the irreducibly two-exciton dephasing pro
cesses are negligible. The contributions to 71 from other 
excitons present in the system are of higher order in the 
exciting field and are therefore negligible in the regime 
considered in this paper. A quantitative estimate of 7/, is 
beyond the scope of this paper. 
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= I E 
w 

xxijj'X) • ( q . o ) < i C ' i ' ( q ) ]  ( q ) ( q ' . o ) ]  

nn - 4"'^'+17!. 
(27) 

Equation (12) may be solved formally to give the biex
citonic amplitude as 

' (q, t) = /" di' E 

X  ( q'.o) [p? {t')+(f)pz (*')]. 

(19) 

where the retarded two-exciton propagator is 

I T~r'.. I- Jnmr-'i' 

x(q,q") 1-A5"' _ (q",q'). (20) 

2ih 

Here again , f{x'-c(j3 A) g^j,g matrices in the basis 
(n,m,q}. Substituting the expression equation (19) into 

equation (11) eliminates ^(q) in favor of a closed 
equation for p®/: the last term of equation (11) would 
become 

!coit.= E P™'*® 
ti'j' Xmn'-rn' 

71 m ri'"m"'qq' 

The exponential of , or the inverse of f iO -
^xx(jj X] ̂  jjjjjy [jg computed by, among other ways, 

diagonalization. The construction is standard except for 
the slight complication that is not a hermitian 
matrix in the (n, TO, q) basis. This loss of 'manifest' her-
miticity is again an artifact of the basis: the matrix of the 
same Hamiltonian in the electron and hole single-particle 
momentum basis (k-basis for short) is Hermitian. The two 
representations, exciton (n,m, q) and fermionic (k-), of 
the (2e-2/i) Hamiltonian must of course have the same 
(real) eigenvalue spectrum. Taking the orthogonality rela
tion of the eigenvectors in the k-basis and transforming to 
the (n, m, q) basis, one can easily show that the eigenvec
tors in the (n,TO,q) basis are 'orthogonal relative to S'.  

Explicitly, let and {Cnm''"'"'(q)} be respectively 
the set of eigenvalues and eigenvectors, labeled by J, of 
fjxxiij A) £qj. given 7, j', A. Then 

E C2^''"(q)(l-A5") 
' \ / ri 

•nmq,n'rn'q' 

x(q.q')Ci£'"'(q') = 5jJ'- (24) 

For the following construction of 5'" , we simplify the 
notation to a = (n,m,q). Let denote the matrix 
constructed by assembling the eigenvectors in columns: 

~ • Then the two-exciton propagator in 
equation (20) is given by: 

(21) (t -1') = - o 
2in 

X \u"'^ 

and its Fourier transform by 

(l-A5"') (25) 
aJ I J Ja" ^ f a." a' 

X (q, q', t - i') (q', 0) . (22) ^ E 
U" 'A 

As can be seen, the retarded Coulomb correlational dy
namics between the two excitons is governed by the ker-

~ Spectral properties, given by its 
Fourier transform 

m' 
jjr>A ^ fi - \s" 

+ hb 

= E An' Ajj' x).!* 
So 

nn • Xii'X) 
+ i7ii 

(26) 

y W"'-'i'^'"(q,0) 
/ V n rn riin vH' ) 

n" rn" n"' rn"' cm' 

1 - XS" 
nn -

x(q,qO<;:',^f::,'L.'(q'.o), (23) 

is the object of main interest in this paper. 

The last equality is valid because U" though not uni-" 
tary,  obeys the relation = [W" ^jt(l  -  XS" ).  
We note, however, that the ec[uivalence of two forms 
strictly holds when the problem is solved in the entire ba
sis space; it may be spoiled under truncation of the basis 
or other approximations. With equation (26), the retarded 
exciton-exciton correlation kernel in frequency space equa
tion (23) is 

See equation (27) above.  
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The calculation of Gi^rln'rn'(-^) simplified if we 
assume that the Hamiltonian equation (18) is invariant 
under rotation in the quantum well's plane. In this case, 
one can advantageously work in the angular momentum 
basis conjugate to the angle coordinate of q: it is shown 
in Appendix A that the four-fermion Hamiltonian can be 
decoupled into blocks labeled by the total (z-component 
of the) angular momentum. 

2.2 The Is exciton-exciton T-matrix 

While the above equations are still the most general equa
tions in the coherent x'^'-regime, owing to the fact that 
there are infinitely many internal exciton quantum num
bers, they are in general much more difficult to solve than 
the equations written in a straightforward one-particle 
momentum-space formulation. The computational benefit 
of the exciton representation lies in the fact that, under 
certain conditions, the Is-excitons dominate the optical 
response and, therefore, are the only contributions to the 
above equation that need to be taken into account.. In 
the following we will consider the case in which the Is-
excitons may be assumed to be dominant. Specifically, we 
assume resonant Is-exciton excitation with light pulses 
whose spectrum covers only the Is-hh-exciton. Even in 
this case, when all three 'source' interband polarizations 
in equation (21) are restricted to 1«, we can see from equa
tion (22) that during the two excitons' propagation from t 
to t', they may still scatter off each other into higher inter
nal states. Equation (27) shows that these higher states' 
contributions are suppressed to a certain extent by the 
energy denominator, but the critical dependence is on 

the size of (li 0), n, m 7^; Is. Estimates shown in 
the next section will indicate that these contributions from 
higher exciton intermediate states are indeed quite small. 
So it is of practical interest to discuss the theory in the 
approximation where all excitonic quantum numbers are 
restricted to Is. In this major simplification, all matrices 

such as (IiQ') reduce to matrices indexed only 
by q and q'. Exciton state labels (n, m, n',m' etc) will be 
dropped from all symbols, except where noted otherwise, 
with the understanding that they are all Is. Moreover, 
we will restrict ourselves to two parabolic bands, i.e., one 
conduction band and one heavy-hole valence band: the 
orbital label j just represents the hole spin projection, 
taking the values i:|. We can then label the interband 

polarization by the exciton's spin p± = . The Is ex

citon wavefnnction in our model is 0(k) = . 

where is the exciton Bohr radius, rri j .  being 

the electron-hole reduced mass. Since this wavefnnction 
is independent of j, so are all the system coefficients and 
matrix elements in the interband polarization's equation 
of motion. 

are simplified to 

i/i^P±(t) = (e(0) - i72)P±(t) - 0±{t)(p'(0) 

+ -t- V^'^p±{t)p±{,t)pl{t] 

/

OO 

dt'G+(t  -  t')p±it ')p±{t')  
•00 

+ Pt(') j ~ + G'it' t')] 

(28) 

The phase space filling constant, the HF constant, and 
the configuration space exciton wavefunction at r = 0 
have the explicit expressions 

'4P®F = ^i^*(k)0*(k)0(k) = (29) 

k 

yHF 2^ i/(k k')!0(k)f^0(k') {^-(k) - 0*(k')} 
kk' 

= 27r f 1 - alEt ~ 1.52alE,„ (30) 
4096 

(31) 

where Eb = ^ exciton Rydberg. The quan

tities , and S, defined in the previous sub
section, are all reduced to matrices in q. As explained in 
Appendix A, angular momentum conservation reduces the 
construction of to a one-dimensional problem, involv
ing only the radial coordinate of q. The numerical solution 
of this reduced problem is discussed in the next section. 

In the remainder of this section, we will interpret 
the two-exciton propagation in equation (28) in terms of 
the concepts in general scattering theory in two dimen
sions. To this end, we consider the following combina
tions in the two total electron spin channels: T^{Q) = 
AyHF 2G'H/?). Noting that 0) and 
equation (23), we can write T^(J7) explicitly as: 

r^{n) = 0) -!- ^ 0) 

(1-A5)-^M (q',0). 
J qq' 

(32) 

hf} — -I- rjj, 

In this case, equation (11) together with equation (21) 

We can compare the structure of this equation with that 
of the Lippmann-Schwinger equation (see e.g. [31]) for the 
scattering amplitude or T-matrix of an elastic collision 
between two particles. For convenience of reference, we 
include a short recap of the latter here. Take a generic 
Hamiltonian -I- V for two particles where 
is the kinetic energy and V is a short-ranged, possibly 
nonlocal, potential defined in the basis of relative momen
tum eigen.states. We work in the centcr-of-mass frame in 
which the kinetic energy matrix element between states 
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2nd Bom 

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic visuahzation of the T-matrix. The squig

gly lines represent the interaction, (b) Schematic of the domain 

of the T-matrix. The cross and dashed line indicate the posi

tion of the biexciton pole, (c) Schematic of the creation of 

coherent excitons as virtual particles and their transition into 

incoherent excitons as real populations. 

of relative momenta k and k' is 7^o^(k, k') = 

Mr being the reduced mass of the two body system. The 
Lippmann-Schwinger equation for the (off-energy-shell, 
retarded) T-matrix element of energy Hf} between states 
of relative momenta k and k' is 

TLs(k,kM^) : -•y{K k') 

+ J3K(k,q) 

qq' 

= y(k,k') 

qq' 
xTLs(q',k'./2), 

1 

no - + i77 

1 

V'Cq'.k') 
qq' 

(33) 

hQ 

rj \ 0. 

qq' 

(34) 

The second equality, equation (34), defines via itera
tion a perturbation tiaeory for r£,5(k, k', .0) which is 
schematically represented in Figure la. via the Lippmaim-
Schwinger equation, the T-matrix is in general defined for 
all values of its argument (k,k', J7), even for complex Q. 
The magnitude squared of its  value on the energy shell ,  

i.e. ]k| = |k'| = k and hfi — |^, yields the differen

tial cross section of elastic scattering between the direc

tions k and k'. The relation between the on-shell part of 
the T-matrix and the more genera! off-shell part is illus
trated in Figure lb, where the case of principal interest 
here - forward scattering, k = k' - is shown. As is well 
known, the off-energy-shell T-matrix plays a significant 
role in the statistical mechanics of quantum many-body 
systems. In particular, it governs the equilibrium behavior 
of dilute nonideal quantum gases. We may also interpret 
the colliding particles as having 'off-energy-shell' initial 
and final states, i. e., products of single-particle states with 
well-defined frequency and momentum which however are 
not related by the free-particle dispersion relation. We re
fer to these states also as 'virtual' and the on-energy-shell 
states as 'real'. One more point of interest in this paper 
is that -ImTLs(k, k, H) gives the rate of scattering of two 
virtual particles with relative momentum k to real par

ticles with momentum magnitude ^/2M.rhfi/h. The un
derlying scattering process is schematically shown in Fig-
m-e Ic. The two off-resonantly created excitons which are 
not on the exciton-energy dispersion curve, and which cor
respond to real but transient excitonic polarizations (co
herent excitons), scatter via exciton-exciton interaction 
onto the exciton-dispersion. This results in the popula
tion of "real" incoherent excitons. The mathematical de
scription of these populations, however, is beyond the 
regime and therefore not part of the analysis in this paper. 
The x'^'-regime contains only information about the scat
tering out of the state of two virtual (coherent) excitons, 
not the scattering into specific real excitons. Note that 
our distinction between virtual and real particles is based 
on the assumption of zero linewidth (or, at least, zero 
spectral overlap between the light spectrum and the zero-
momentum exciton spectrum), and that it is only valid for 
the case of off-resonant excitation. 

Comparing equation (32) with equation (33), we see 
that T^[Q) in the zero damping limit may be interpreted 

as the forward (k = k') off-shell scattering amplitude, 
or T-matrix, for zero momentum and energy hfl with 
caveats stemming from the use of the antisymmetrized 
two-exciton basis: the presence of the overlap matrix 
S, and the nonhermiticity of the interaction 
We will present a numerical analysis in the next section 
that shows, in spite of these complications, T^(J7) still 
behaves like a typical two-particle scattering amplitude 
(as defined by Eq. (33). For example, it is known that, 
in two dimensions, the zero-momentum off-energy-shell 
T-matrix for a generic hermitian, short-ranged, even 
nonlocal potential behaves asymptotically at low energies 

as [33] Tis(0,0,z) »; -' where ^ is in 

general complex. This asymptotic behavior holds for 
1^1 •< Eci where £c is an energy scale that depends on the 
specific y(k,k') in each problem. In the exciton termi
nology and units used here, this asymptotic formula reads: 

27ra(l - a) 

ln(-(Sy2 - 2e(0) -1- i7i)/ec) 

We will see that T'^(i7) follows this behavior ciuite well. 
With this and other results in the next section, we in
terpret T^(f?) as the zero-momentum off-energy-shell 
T-matrix for two colliding excitons with total electron 
spin 1 (A = 1) or 0 (A = —1). 

The role of the T-matrix in the x''' equation equa
tion (28) is slightly more explicit if we go to the chan
nels of parallel (++) and opposite (+-) exciton spins: 
T + + ( f i )  =  T + ( f i )  a n d  T + - ( X 2 )  s  (r+(f i )  - h  T '{n) ) /2 .  
The three terms involving interactions (HF and correla
tions) between the two excitons in equation (28) can be 
written compactly in terms of the inverse Fourier trans
forms of T''"'*'(i7) and T+~(/7): 

/

CO 

dt'T++(t -t')p±(t')P±(i') +Pt(*) 

fOO 
X / dt'f ' ' '~{t  - t ')p:j:{t '}p±(t') .  (36) 
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Roughly, the two excitons are created with energies and 
momenta obeying the photon dispersion relation instead 
of that of real excitons. That is why their scattering is 
described by the off-energy-shell part of the T-matrix in
stead of the usual on-shell part. In the statistical mechan
ics of dilute gases, it is the correlation with surrounding 
particles that modifies the energy-momentum dispersion 
relation of a particle. From these considerations, coherent 
nonlinear optics can be seen as a probe on the off-shell ex-
citonic T-matrix, which can then be used to estimate ther
modynamic quantities of a dilute low-temperature exciton 
gas. Moreover, a theoretical model validated by compari
son with these experiments can also yield the on-shell part 
of the excitonic T-matrix from which excitation-induced 
dephasing and relaxation rates can be obtained. 

3 Estimation of off-energy-shell T-matrix 

In the previous section we reviewed the DCT equations 
in the exciton basis. We have seen that in this formal
ism the (spin-dependent) four-particle correlation terms 
can be represented as the off-energy-shell forward scatter
ing (or T-) matrix element for two (virtual) particles. Of 
course, in the exact four-fermion theory, the entire exciton 
basis set, Is and higher, has to be included as intermediate 
states in the calculation of the T-matrix. In other words, 
even though tlie external light field creates only (virtual) 
Is-excitons with zero center-of-mass momentum, the (vir
tual) scattering processes include states that are not re
stricted to Is or zero center-of-mass momentum. From a 
practical point of view, it is relatively easy to include non
zero center-of-mass momentum Is-exciton states as inter
mediate states, but it is very dilBcult to include higher 
exciton states (2s, 2p, ..., and exciton-continuum states). 

Since we can, for practical reasons, evaluate the 
tlieory only with arbitrary center-of-mass momentum Is-
exciton states as intermediate states (we call it the "Is-
approximation"), we have to address the issue of how 
good this approximation is. Unfortunately, there exist no 
simple criterion based on small parameter. Therefore, a 
rigorous analysis of the quality of the Is-approximation 
could only be achieved by a comparison with the full, 
non-approximate solution. While this is not feasible, it 
is still instructive to discuss a number of individual as
pects of the theory that are related to the influence of 
higher exciton states and the mathematical consequences 
of the Is-approximation. In the following, we will first in
vestigate the contribution of higher exciton states to the 
interaction matrix elements. We will also discuss math
ematical artefacts of the interaction matrix elements in 
the Is-approximation. We will discuss the role of the exci
ton overlap matrix element within the Is-approximation 
and possible artefacts related to it. Evaluating the the
ory within the Is-approximation, we study the quality of 
the biexciton state obtained through direct matrix diago-
nalization. Finally, we will discuss the low-energy behav
ior of the T-matrix in the Is-approximation and compare 
it to results well-known for two-particle correlations in 

2-dimensional systems in which the interaction potential 
is short-ranged. 

3.1 Contributions from higher exciton states 

In this section, we study the influence of interaction ma
trix elements involving exciton states other than 
Is. Since each term in the T-matrix summation that we 
obtained in Section 2 begins and ends with the optically 
excited (virtual) excitons (i.e., Is-excitons with q = 0), 
we focus on matrix elements that couple the optically 
excited Is-excitons to higher states; Wnm.isia', m other 
words, we look at the beginning or, equivalently, the end 
of each ladder-type diagram (c/. Fig. la). We argue that, 
if these matrix elements are much smaller than the ones 
used in the Is-approximation, , then the Is-
approximation is valid unless some other matrix elements 
Wnm.n'm' (with n,m,n', m' Is) overcornpensate the ef
fects of the small W„m,isis (with n.m Is) elements. 
While we cannot rule that out, we don't believe that 
to be likely. As for the matrix elements Wri,rn,isis (with 
n,m / Is), we should ideally study all possible quantum 
numbers n and m. Again, for practical reason, we restrict 
ourselves to a few examples for n and m. We believe these 
examples to be representative and we believe that other 
matrix elements are likely to be smaller than the ones we 
study here. To be concrete, we evaluate W„m,isia for n, m 
assiuning the values in the set {Is, 2s, 2pa;, 2py}. 

As a figure of merit regarding the influence of liigher 
. exciton states on (q, q'), we plot in Figure 2 the 

integrals Eq 0)1^ , as a function of electron 
hole mass ratio. In the numerical integration, we limit the 
range of ? = |q| to 66 (where ao is the exciton Bohr 
radius), and use a step size of 0.2 between 0 and 6, and 
2.50 between 6 and 66. The step size in the azimuth angle 
w a s  t a k e n  t o  b e  k /16 .  

As can be seen from Figure 2, the (m,n) = (Is,Is) 
contributions are always dominant in this figure of merit. 
Only a small number of individual contributions from 
higher exciton states reach the level of a few percent (none 
greater than 7%) of that from (Is,Is) state for both the 
singlet and triplet channels. The others are much smaller. 
Therefore, we believe that the neglect of higher exciton 
states as intermediate scattering states in the T-matrix is 
a valid approximation provided that only Is-excitons are 
optically excited. In other words, if we look at a contribu
tion to the T-matrix with, say, n interaction lines, and we 
compare such a contribution that contains only Is-states 
as intermediate states with a contribution that contains 
two transitions between Is and 2s (or 2p), i.e., the two 
ends of that contribution, as well as intermediate transi
tions from, say 2p to 3s, we can assume that the latter 
is smaller by about one order of magnitude than the for
mer. This is true if the intermediate transitions (like, for 
example, the 2p-to-3s transition) is not much larger than 
tlie intermediate transitions in the T-matrix that has only 
Is-to-ls transitions. This assumption, albeit not proven, 
seems at least reasonable. 
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tradicts our findings presented above. In the remainder of 
this subsection, we attempt to present a clear discussion of 
this issue. In references [13,14] the conclusion is reached in 
two steps: (i) first a renormalized exciton-exciton Hamil-
tonian in the Is subspace is derived, including the effect 
of higher exciton states in second-order perturbation the
ory, (ii) the resulting renormalized Hamiltonian is shown 
to give a microscopic foundation to a phenomenological 
bosonic Hamiltonian which was used earlier [17] to ex
plain the polarization dependencies of four-wave-mixing 
measurements on a quantum-well microcavity. The quan
titative estimate in references [13,14] point to important 
renormalization contributions to the Is Hamiltonian from 
the non-ls states, and the parameter values are quantita
tively consistent with those obtained by fitting the exper
iment in reference [17]. We examine this finding in detail 
below. 

The Is Hamiltonian obtained in references [13,14] is 
characterized by two constants: U is the magnitude of the 
first-order transition matrix element for ls-to-l.s scatter
ing, and U', the renormalizing term, is the magnitude of 
the second-order transition matrix element for Is-to-ls 
scattering with non-ls states as intermediate states. U is 
equal to the Hartree-Fock matrix element V'"' in equa
tion (30) above. U' is given by (Eq. (43) in Ref. [14]): 

Fig. 2. The contributions from higher exciton states as a func

tion of electron-hole mass ratio. Upper panel: singlet channel. 

Lower panel: triplet channel. The intermediate states (m, n) 

are indicated in the figures. 

Although the sizes of individual matrix elements 
('"I'l) (Is, Is) are small, one needs to sum 

over an infinity of these intermediate states. The to
tal non-ls correction is thus a result of competition, for 
increasing intermediate-state energies, between a growing 
density of states and the decay of the transition matrix 
elements squared. At present we are not able to give a 
rigorous analysis of this point. Prom the trend of those 
Wn,n,i,is that we have calculated, we note that the de
cay is probably sufficiently fast to cut off the sum over 
states effectively. An additional factor favoring suppres
sion is the energy denominator in the T-matrix (for exam
ple, Eq. (26)). Apart from this direct estimate of higher 
order contributions, the validity of the neglect of higher 
intermediate states can be inferred from certain final re
sults of the theory, for example from a comparison of the 
biexciton binding energy obtained within this approxima
tion with other theories, notably variational approaches 
(c/. Sect. 3.4). 

A recent work [13,14] examining the importance of 
higher (non-ls) exciton states concluded that, as inter
mediate states in a 'renormalized' Hamiltonian in the Is 
subspace, the higher states are crucial for the polarization 
dependence of the third-order optical responses even when 
only Is excitons are excitcd initially. This conclusion con

= ^ E |5.(K)]2 

n ^ 2(E^ + K'^/2M)-2Eu 
Kujils ^ '  

(37) 

s^'(K) = ^ v(p - p' -f- K) 
p.p' 

+ 2')4L(P)0L(P - K)(^„(p)«i„(p') 

- ̂ iL(p)0L{p')</'.(P - K)0„(p' -H K)} • (38) 

The interaction matrix element between co-polarized ex
citons is then proportional to (U - U')/2, while that be
tween counter-polarized excitons is  proportional to -U'.  
Transition matrix elements to optically inactive states are 
also given by combinations of U and U'. In estimating 
the size of U', references [13,14] restricted the sum over 
intermediate states to 2p and then made an estimate of 
the multidimensional momentum integral. The estimate 
of U' obtained in this way is very close to U, from which 
it is concluded that renormalization effects from higher 
states are important and that these could lead to a strong 
suppression of the effective interaction strength between 
co-polarized excitons {{U-U')/2) relative to that between 
counter-polarized excitons i-U')- It is further noted that 
if these interaction matrix elements are used in a lowest-
order perturbation calculation of the exciton-exciton scat
tering amplitude in the Is subspace, the results would fit 
the experiment in reference [17]. Since these conclusions 
depend on the size of U', it is important to check the quan
titative accuracy of its estimate given in references [13,14]. 
We have carried out this check by also restricting the in
termediate states to 2p and straightforwardly evaluating 
the six-dimensional momemtum integral numerically. In
stead of a value comparable to U, we obtain a U' which is 
only about 2% of the size of U. (We note that our calcu
lation revealed massive cancellations among the terms in 
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5i/=2fr-) Therefore, based on the same considerations used 
in (13,14), we found that, when the numerical evaluation 
of U' is done with a high-precision algorithm, the con
clusions should be reversed; the non-ls renormalization 
term U' appears not to be a significant correction to U 
for co-polarized excitons, and the interaction matrix ele
ment for counter-polarized excitons is much weaker than 
that for co-polarized excitons. These conclusions on the 
importance of higher exciton states are in line with our 
other estimates presented above. 

Of course, the fact that U' is small does not imply that 
the third-order nonlinear responses involving counter-
polarized excitons must be weak. Successive rescatterings 
within the Is subspace, i.e. Is-excitons, including opti
cally inactive ones with non-zero momenta, must also be 
considered. Regarding this point, it is instructive to com
pare the four-wave-mixing susceptibility for counter-
polarized pump excitons as calculated in (13,14] to that 
calculated ma a second-Born (leading-order) approxima
tion (setting S to zero) to the Is scattering amplitude 
equation (32); 

,+ -(B,of.l4) 

• E 
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2{E^-Eu)-ffK^/M 

+ -(Present) 
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In (40), the dominant intermediate states are the (Is) 
optically inactive states. Our calculations show that 
the leading-order Is rescattering contributions to equa
tion (40) are three to four orders of magnitude larger than 
the renormalizing contributions from the 2p states. 

To summarize, our conclusion in this subsection is, 
there is no indication so far that the contributions from 
non-ls intermediate states are important for opti
cal responses around the fundamental exciton. Instead, 
our calculations of the transition matrix elements between 
(Is, Is) and selected higher exciton states support the as
sumption that the Is truncation is a valid approximation, 
although a convincing proof on this point is still lacking. 
This issue can only be satisfactorily resolved when accu
rate numerical evaluations of the full four-fermion prob
lem and/or a rigorous theoretical analysis are available. 
In the remainder of the paper, we restrict ourselves to the 
Is-approximation. 

3.2 Evaluation of the Coulomb matrix elements 

The appearance of the exciton-exciton interaction in the 
inverse propagator is equivalent to a non-perturbative, 
infinite-order dependence of the T-matrix on the interac-

Fig. 3. The direct (a) aiid exchange (b) exciton-exciton inter

action matrix element evaluated for q' = 0 (with q = aaq/2]. 

Here, ao {Et,) is the exciton Bohr radius (exciton binding 

energy). 

in the previous section, we believe that the two-exciton 
states can be restricted to those involving two Is-excitons 
with arbitrary center-of-mass momentum, and that higher 
exciton states can be neglected (under the optical excita
tion conditions assumed throughout this paper). We have 
numerically evaluated T by discretizing and diagonaliz-

ing angle-averaged matrix elements of Hi'sfts'^i5u(q, q')^ 
and constructed the resolvent via eigenfunction expansion. 
The angle-averaging is a special case of the angular mo
mentum decomposition presented in Appendix A. Specif
ically, the angle average of (qiQ') = W^{q,9-,q'0') is 
given by 

1 
W\q,q')^—j Ae'W\q.Q-,({e') (41) 

i'(q. q') (c/. Fig. la). Thus calculation of the 
T-matrix requires knowledge of the true two exciton scat
tering wavefunctions and their eigenenergies. As discussed 

Within the Is-approximation and the assumption of spa
tially homogeneous and isotropic optical excitation, angle-
averaging of the two-exciton Hamiltonian does not consti
tute an additional approximation (c/. Appendix A). Our 
discretization scheme is briefly discussed in Appendix B. 

In our approach to the numerical evaluation of the ex-
citonic T-matrix, it is the computation of the Coulomb 
matrix elements which is the most time-consuming part. 
Typically, the quantities and vary strongly for 
small q (where q = ao<;/2), while for large q they vary 
little. This can be seen from Figure 3, where we show the 
potential W'^{q, 0) and W^^{q, 0) for various electron-hole 
mass ratios. The results shown in Figure 3 are in agree
ment with Figures 1 and 2 of reference [41]. While the plots 
for W''^'"^(q, 0) give us an overall feeling for the general 
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Fig. 4. The angle-averaged exciton-exciton interaction ma

trix element for nt^/mu = 0 in units of alBi,. H''°(0,0) = 0.0, 
.exciton 

0) = 1.52. Upper panel: direct interaction. Lower panel: 

exchange interaction. 

behaviour of the potential, in our numerical evaluation of 
the DCT formalism we need the potential as a function of 
q and q'. In our discretization, we take Aq = 0.2 for the 
range 0 < IqI < 4, and Aq 1.0 for the range 4 < jg| < 20. 
After the calculation of each matrix element of each block 
matrix specified by {q,q',9'), we use a 3rd order spline 
interpolation so that Aq = 5 x 10"^. Then we compute 
the angle average of block matrices. We show the result
ing matrices for two mass ratios, = 0 and 2/3, in 
Figures 4 and 5. 

For = 0, the matrices and are sym
metric with respect to the exchange of q and q'. This 
reflects the fact that the interaction depends otdy on 
I q - q' |: the Fourier transform to real space yields a lo
cal potential depending only on the distance between the 
holes. That distance is used as a parameter in the Heitler-
London model. On the other hand, in the matrix elements 
for a finite electron-hole mass ratios, e.g. m^/mh = 2/3, 
the direct part remains local and thus symmetric with re
spect to the replacement of q and q', while the exchange 
part is both nonlocal and asymmetric. Thus, if one ne
glects the factor (1-in front of the Coulomb matrix 
elements, the resulting two-exciton Hamiltonian in the Is-
approximation is in general non-hermitian. In principle, 
one could therefore expect complex eigenvalues. However, 

0.0»1 

i.oot 
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0.020 

).020. 

1,021 

Fig. 5. Same as Figure 4, but for me/mi, = 2/3 (corresponding 

to GaAs). 

within our computational accuracy, we have found only 
real eigenvalues. 

3.3 The role of the excitonic overlap matrix S 

The occurrence of the excitonic overlap matrix S  in the 
two-exciton Hamiltonian, equation (18), presents an addi
tional complication in two respects. First, it simply adds 
another fc-integral to the evaluation of the Coulomb ma
trix elements. If we would not make any further approxi
mation, such as the Is-approximation, the S-matrix would 
certainly have to be taken into account in order to pre
serve the correct antisymmetry properties of the biexciton 
amplitude. If, however, one makes additional approxima
tions (in our case it is the Is-approximation), the resulting 
5-matrix is only an approximation to the full 5'-matrix. 
In this case, one has to make sure that the approximation 
does not lead to artefacts regarding the ,S-matrix contri
butions to the two-exciton Hamiltonian. 

The formal issues regarding the occurrence of the 
5-matrix in the two-exciton Hamiltonian have been dis
cussed in Section 2.1. Within the Is-approximation, we 
find that the eigenvector matrix U (see Eq. (24) and the 
subsequent discussion) is (to within our numerical accu
racy) unitary if the factor (1 - A5)~^ in the Coulomb 
contribution to the two-exciton Hamiltonian is included. 
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Specifically, the sum of the squared ofF-diagonal matrix el
ements of U^U is less than 1% of the sum of the diagonal 
matrix elements. If we neglect the (1 — A5)~^ contribu
tion in the two-exciton Hamiltonian, we find that the ma
trix U is not strictly unitary, which corresponds to the 
non-hermiticity of the Coulomb matrix discussed in the 
previous subsection. Specifically, the deviation from uni-
tarity in the sense of the above-mentioned contribution of 
off-diagonal matrix elements is about 80% {with maximum 
about 900%) in the triplet (A = 1) and 30% in the singlet 
(A = —1) channel. This also means that inclusion of the 
(1 — AS)"' is necessary for the two-exciton Hamiltonian 
in the 1 s-approximation to be hermitian. 

However, when we look into the behavior of (1 - AS)"' 
in the Ls-approximation, we face the following problem. 
We can diagonalize, for example, (1 - XS) and take the in
verse of its eigenvalues. The quantity (1 — \S) is almost di
agonal and the eigenvalues a.re almost unity. Among them, 
however, a few eigenvalues deviate significantly from unity 
(for example, we find an eigenvalue of 1.95 for (1 -I- 5), and 
one of 0.05 for (1-5)). In particular, in the triplet channel 
the eigenstate with eigenvalue 1/0.05 leads to a patholog
ical behavior of (1 - 5)"' in the high energy region of the 
T-niatrix (this will be discussed Fig. 8). Quite generally, 
if (1 -5)"' is very large (in the sense just mentioned), ap
proximations such as the 1 ,s-approximations may not be 
trusted. Since, in our case, we can identify the patholog
ical behavior of (1 - 5)"' with a specific spectral region 
in the T-matrix, we argue that in spectral regions not af-
fccted by this pathological behavior the ls-approximation 
is valid. In general, any approximation affecting S may 
make results obtained from a calculation that includes S 
less reliable than results obtained without S. Whether or 
not this is indeed the case is often difficult to say. 

3.4 The biexciton binding energy 

In the singlet channel the eigenstates of the inteiraction 
Hamiltonian (18) contain a state with negative eigen
value due to the attractive interaction between two exci-
tons with opposite spin configuration (the bound biexciton 
state). Numerical results for the biexciton binding energy, 
Exx, in units of the exciton Rydberg, E^,, as a function 
of the electron-hole mass ratio are presented in Figure 6. 
The solid squares show our results for the case without S. 
The quantity decreases monotonically as de
creases. The soUd line corresponds to the results taken 
from the literature, namely the variational calculation pre
sented in reference [42]. Since it represents a variational 
calculation, the true value of the biexciton binding energy 
should lie above this line. In the region rrie/mh > 0.4, 
our results almost agree with that of reference [42]. We 
also compare with the result in the equal-mass limit ob
tained from a stochastic variational method (SViVI), which 
may be viewed as the most accurate calculations currently 
available [43]. In comparison with this our binding en
ergy is slightly lower because we restrict ourselves to the 
Is-exciton basis. On the other hand, the biexciton bind
ing energy obtained with S included in the calculation 

With S 
w/o S 

Kieinman — 

0.4 0.6 

OTe/Wh 

Fig. 6. 2D biexciton binding energy in units of the exciton 

binding energy as a function of the electron-hole mass ratio 

with (diamonds) and without (squares) the contribution of the 

exciton overlap matrix S. The solid line shows the correspond

ing result of Kleinman's variational calculation (Ref. [42]) and 

the cross shows the results from the stochastic variational 

method (Ref. [43]). 

is smaller than the one without S. Here is an example 
where the presence of the matrix (1 -t- S)~' in the two-
exciton Hamiltonian ampUfies the shortcomings of the ls-
approximation and a quantitative analysis is better with 
S being neglected. However, this does not imply that the 
neglect of (1 -t- S)~' results in a general improvement of 
the theory. 

3.5 The off-energy-shell T-matrix 

The truncation to the Is subspace and the inclusion of 
exchange interaction result in a non-hermitian 
but we will see that, in spite of this non-hermiticity, 
our numerical results can be successfully related and 
compared to the concepts of general scattering theory 
{t.g. [32]). This theory has recently been applied to the 
analysis of an • experiment [44,45]. As was discussed in 
Section 2.2, the zero-momentum off-energy-shell T-matrix 
for two colliding particles behaves asymptotically at low 

energies as [33] Tls{^) « ^ 

(complex) energy in the center-of-niass frame and M,. is 
the reduced mass. We re-write equation (35) as 

Mi 
r*^(sj7-i-i7,,)« 

ln(-(nj? - 2E(0) -I- i7(j)/e?) 
(42) 

where 2e(0) is the continuum edge, and the 2D ex-
citonic Rydberg energy. If the exciton-exciton matrix is 
hermitian, A'' is = 27ra(l - a) (see Eq. (35)), where 
a = mh/{me + mh). In the following, we will present the 
T-matrix results we obtain from the DOT approach within 
the ls-approximation and compare it with the Popov for
mula, equation (42). The comparison will be made quan
titative by way of fitting the parameters in the Popov 
formula to our numerical results. 

In Figure 7, we show T'-' in the asymptotic region 
around the continuum edge for a mass ratio of 2/3. When 
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Fig. 7. Exciton-exciton (off-energy-shell) forward scattering amplitude at zero momentum in the counter-circularly (a, b) and 

co-circularly (c, d) polarization configuration calculated without the contribution of the exciton overlap matrix S. Here £-(0) is 

the exciton energy at zero center-of-mass momentum. 
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Fig. 8. Same as Figure 7, but for results with (without) 5 for ~ 5 x 10 ^ are shown as solid (dashed) lines. The insets 

show the results on a larger energy scale. See the text Section 3.3. 

is related to the sum rule of reference [25], In particular, 
the sum rule for provide an important cancellation 
between the mean field exchange and correlation effect. 
To see in more detail whether the sum rule is strictly ful
filled within the Is-approximation, we have to study the 
value of T'^'^(hO + and T'^' {hil + i'yi,) for hfl — 2£(0) 
in the limit of vanishing fb, as only in this limit one can 

the dephasing constant 7J is decreased, our computed T'^ 
indicate or suggest a non-smooth logarithmic behavior of 
e q u a t i o n  ( 4 2 )  a n d  t h a t  i s  i n d e p e n d e n t  o f  t h e  i n c l u s i o n  o f  S  
(Fig. 8). Before we explore the similarities to the Popov 
formula in more detail, we note that the real part of 
shows a minimum at hf2 - 2£:(0) = 0, and the real pai't of 
T+~ shows an approximate zero-crossing. This behavior 
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Fig. 9. The xero-energy T-matrioes corresponding to Figure 7 for hO = 2e(0) as a function of the two-exciton dephasing 

constant 74, calculated without the exciton overlap matrix S for mn/mb = 2/3. The full numerical result is shown as solid line, 

and the dashed line shows the corresponding result based on the fitting of Popov's formula to the numerical result. The insets 

show again the full numerical results (solid line) and the numerical results within the 2nd Born approximation (dash-dotted 

line). 

expect the sum rule to be valid. The solid line in Fig
ure 9 shows the corresponding result without the contribu
tion from the exciton overlap matrix S. Clearly, for small 
"jii/Ei,, T'^'^ and T+~ decrease with decreasing 70, but 
very slowly. In contrast, the results from the 2nd Born 
approximation (dash-dotted lines in the insets) show that 
in this case the sum rule is not fulfilled at all (see also 
Ref. [44]). This is especially true in the case with S (not 
shown). 

In order to study in more detail the asymptotic behav
ior of T+''' in the limit of vanishing 7t,, we can fit Popov's 
formula to our full numerical results. If one equates the 
real and imaginary part of the right hand side of the Popov 
formula to the numerically given T-matrix in the DOT ap
proach and solves for and e'J, one obtains the values 
of the fitting parameters A'' and If the frequency-
dependence of the numerically given T-matrix differs from 
that of the Popov formula, the fitting parameters are no 
longer constants, but acquire a frequency dependence. In 
our case, however, we find that this frequency dependence 
is .small as long as one considers only small frequency in
tervals and as long as one uses sufficiently small damping 
constants ji, (smaller than a few times lO'^Ei,). Figure 9 
shows that in the limit of vanishing 76, the fit matches the 
numerical I'esults exactly, which means that the asymp
totic behavior of the numerical results is given by the 
l/h'i(i7(,) behavior of equation (42). This, in turn, allows 
us to conclude that the asymptotic value o(T'^''~{liO+h/b) 

for hfl = 2£(0) is zero, and that therefore the above-
mentioned sum rule is indeed fulfilled. 

In Figure 10, we show our numerical computed T'-* 
and the corresponding fit results from the Popov for
mula in the vicinity of two exciton continuum edge for 
a mass ratio of 2/3 and ji, = fb/Eb = 3 x 10"', The 
agreement is overall good, even though the biexciton de-
phasing rate is not extremely small, and the energy in
terval shown is rather large. Apparently, our computed 
T'J obeys an approximate 1/ln behavior within the range 
inn — 2£(0)| < O.OlJi'f,. One also sees that the T-matrix 
for -I— yields a better agreement with the Popov formula 
than that in the -1—f channel. 

The results for the fit parameters /l+~ and A++ with 
"ft = 10"^ as a function of is shown in Figure 11. 
Without S, /l"'""''/27ra(I - a) deviates from 1.0 in the large 
mo/rrih region. This is a result of the interaction Hamilto-
nian being strongly non-hermitian in this case. The value 
decreases to 1.0 as mo/mi, decreases because the interac
tion Hamiltonian becomes more symmetric (see the dis
cussion above). On the other hand, the results with 5 
included is almost 1.0 because S recovers the hermiticity 
of the interaction Hamiltonian. 

In the -I— channel, A'^~ l2-na{\ - a) is close to 1.0 
with and without S. The fact that it is close to 1,0 
even without S', where the interaction Hamiltonian is 
non-hermitian, is due to a partial cancellation between the 
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a = m!i/(me + mi,). and /^xx (note that the is a function of rrie/mh)-
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asicl T contributions (see Sect. 2.2 for the definition 
of T+-).  

In Figure 12 we show the characteristic energy 
scale EJ.-'. These quantities increase monotonically as a 
function of electron-hole mass ratio. In other words, on 
the scale of the exciton binding energy the Popov formula 
is best fulfilled in semiconductors with equal electron and 
hole masses. As for the discrepancies one obtains in cal
culations with and without S, we show in the inset that 
scaling of e'-J by the biexciton binding energy modifies 
these discrepancies significantly (note that the biexciton 
binding energy also depends on the mass ratio). 

4 Summary 

We have presented a numerical analysis of tiie exciton-
exciton interactions in a semiconductor quantum wells 
based on the dynamics-controlled-truncation (DOT) 
treatment of the quantum many-electron-hole system. 
Truncating the DOT equations to the heavy-hole Is-
exciton subspace (Is-approximation), we arrived at an ef
fective exciton-exciton scattering theory, expressing the 

susceptibility in terms 'of an off-energy-shell exciton 
scattering (or T-) matrix. 

We have discussed the validity of the Is-approximation 
by evaluating exciton-exciton interaction matrix elements 
with states other than Is; we have presented details 
of the exciton-exciton interaction matrix within the Is-
approximation, including the dependence on the electron-
hole mass ratio and the issue of non-hermiticity; we have 
presented a comparison of the biexciton binding energies 
obtained within the Is-approximation with literature val
ues; we have studied the frequency dependence of the ofF-
energy-sheU excitonic T-matrix including its dependence 
on the exciton wave function overlap matrix S, its agree
ment (including numerical fits) at low energies with behav
iors of generic T-matrices in 2-dimensional scattering the
ory, its dependence on the two-exciton dephasing rate 7i, 
(in particular the asymptotic value at zero-energy in the 
limit of vanishing 7/,). 

Overall, we found that the exciton-exciton interaction 
matrix elements between Is and higher states are small. 
This may be viexved as the basis for the validity of the 
Is approximation, which may also be inferred from the 
fact that the obtained biexciton binding energy does not 
differ too much from established literature values. A de
tailed discussion contrasting our findings with publica
tions which stress the role of higher (non-ls) exciton states 
has been given in Section 3.1. We also found that the ex
citonic T-matrix underlying 3rd-order optica! susceptibili
ties exhibits the low energy asymptotic behavior of generic 
2-dimensional two-body scattering amplitudes. 

The inclusion of the excitonic wavefunction over
lap matrix, S", essentially prevents the Is-approximation 
from making the effective two-exciton Hamiltonian non-
hermitian. On the other hand, we have found that, in the 
Is approximation, S exhibits some problematic aspects 
that have led us to conclude that in quantitative applica
tions its inclusion does not always improve the results. For 

one thing, the biexcitonic binding energy is less accurate in 
the calculations with S. The issue of whether to include S 
introduces an additional uncertainty that one should bear 
in mind when applying our theory in quantitative compar
isons with experiments. The most reliable information is 
obtained in cases where one can draw physical conclusions 
whose validity are not too sensitive to this uncertainty. A 
nontrivial example of such a case has already been dis
cussed in reference (44). In view of the smallness of the 
Coulomb coupling between Is and higher exciton states, 
we believe the magnitude and general functional form of 
the exact four-fermion 'T-matrix' around the two Is-
exciton continuum edge is quite reasonably represented 
by the Is T-matrices (with or without S) presented here. 
Moreover, an important characteristic of the exact four 
fermion T-matrix, namely its vanishing at zero-frequency 
in the limit of vanishing fb [25], was found to be repro
duced by the excitonic T matrix (independent of the in
clusion of S). Detailed numerical accuracy can only be 
ascertained when the exact fermionic x'®' DOT theory is 
solved to the same level of numerical accuracy. 

Our analysis should help to understand the physics 
of optical nonlinearities in the excitonic x'''-rcgime on 
the basis of standard scattering theory, while clarify
ing important differences between two-particle scatter
ing with short-range potentials on the one hand and the 
physics of exciton-exciton scattering, which (even in the 
Is-approximation) is a four-fermion problem, on the other 
hand. 
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terials Research), JSOP, COEDIP (University of Arizona). We 
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memory of Hajime R. Takayama. 

Appendix A; Angular momentum 
decomposition the interaction Hamiltonian 

In this appendix, we show the details of the angular mo
mentum decomposition (with the quantization axis nor
mal to the plane of the quantum well) of the two-exciton 
Hamiltonian equation (18). As in the text, exciton-pair 
basis states in the center-of-mass fi-ame are labeled by 

S2,j2:m, q), where n denotes the set of quantum 
numbers specifying the eigenstate of an exciton formed 
from an electron in the conduction band Sj and a hole 
in the valence band ji, the triplet m,S2,j2 specify the 
eigenstate of the other exciton, and q denotes the relative 
momentum between the two excitons. We will use polar 
coordinates for the momentum: q = {q, 0). Wc expand the 
column vectors and the matrix elements in this basis in 
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Fourier series in the angle coordinates: 

(43) 
iU 

nn' 

jV = or S. (44) 

By the 2D rotational symmetry of our model exciton 
Hamiltonian, we can choose the exciton eigenstates to 
also be eigenstates of the exciton angular momentum U'-
(t4t{k,0k) = where jli„ is the Iz quantum num
ber of state n and fl is the radial eigenfunction. Then it 
can be shown, again by the rotational invariance of the 
unit operator and the Coulomb potential, the Fourier co
efficients in equation (44) above are decoupled (diagonal-
ized) into blocks labeled by the total angular momentum 
of the exciton-pair basis state = n + 

nm.n'rn (9.9') - + 

•27r 

de'e'" ' '  nm,n'-i ,,(g,0,g',e'),(45) 

where M = or 5. Since the kinetic energy in equa
tion (18) obviously has this property, the total (relative H-
internal orbital) angular momentum of the exciton pair 
ij is conserved by the (eehh) Hamiltonian, as expected 
from general considerations. The identity operator in the 
/i-basis is explicitly 

nm,iVrn' {Q)Q ) — ̂ nn' ^rrim'  ̂ iJ. ,2. toll. (46) 

kernel &{t - t'). In this appendix, we lay out ex
plicitly the numerical scheme for constructing this ker
nel via discretization (in the radial momentum coordi

nate). G^{t — t') is defined by equation (22) restricted 
to the Is subspace. Its non-trivial ingxedient is the Is-
restriction of equation (20): 0^(q,q',t - t ') = ^fi(t -

t') ) j  (q ,  q ' ) ,  which is the retarded 

Green's function of the Schrodinger equation under the 
Hamiltonian ^ i .e.. 

E 
q"  

+i76<5q 

><5^(q", q', £ - t') = - f')<5qq' (47) 

5^(q,  q' ,  t  -  t')  = 0,  t  < t ' .  

We pass to the continuum limit of this equation, using 
t h e  r e p l a c e m e n t s :  - •  /  d g q d 6 ,  i j q q '  — »  -

Q 

"VVe then substitute and by their dou

ble Fourier series (cf. Eq. (45)) and obtain the equation 
in angular momentum space. As noted above, is 
block-diagonal in //, leading to a one-dimensional equa
tion for the Green's function of each value of jx. Only the 
fi = Q equation is considered, in which we will also sup
press the index /i. 

To evaluate the Green's function numerically, we dis-
cretize its equation on a grid in the radial momentum 
coordinate: qk — (k -  l)Aq, k = 1,2,- • - .N, where Aq 

is the grid size and N the number of grid points. With 

- 94') ^ and f dqg Rs Agcjk, the discretized 
k 

equation for the Is, /j = 0 Green's function takes the form 

For spatially uniform exciting fields, it is a good ap
proximation to assume the two excitons to be created in 
a state of zero L^. If we further assume only the lowest 
exciton state Is is excited, then the initial exciton pair 
has relative angular momentum = 0. Subsequent scat
terings will in general couple this initial state to states 
with other combinations of (/i.„, , jn] within the block 
satisfying H- 4-/1 = 0. But if we fmther truncate 
the equations of motion (or, equivalently, the intermedi
ate scattering states) to the Is subspace, then the relative 
angular momentum ft is also conserved (= 0). Under these 
assumptions, the four-fermion Hamiltonian has been re
duced to an effectively one-dimensional Hamiltonian, the 
nontrivial coordinate being the radial component of the 
relative momentum of the two Is excitons. 

Appendix B: Numerical construction 
of the exciton-exciton correlation kernel 

In the equation of motion of the interband polariza
tion equation (28), the correlation contribution is con
trolled by the Is retarded exciton-exciton correlation 

^ ̂h^^Skk" -  + i7(.<5fcA 

y.Qkk"[i-t ')  == ~ t')6kk' 

g r } f c , ( t - i ' )  = 0 ,  t < t '  

(48) 

where the discretized Hamiltonian is given by 

= 2eigk)6kk' + (49) 
k" 

with the various factors given in terms of the original func
tions in q-space: 

(1 - \S)kk' = ^kk' -  A 
27r 277 

S{qk,0,qk',B') 

(50) 

^ ̂  j-" (51) 

The Green's function is constructed by an eigenvector ex

pansion in this iV-dimensional space. Let and 
j, fc = 1,2, • • •, iV be the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors 
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respectively of Then the discretized Green's func
tion is given by 

where the matrix C/''"'' is assembled with the eigenvectors: 

Performing the same partial wave decom
position and discretization on the Is-restriction of equa
tion (22), we obtain the following expression for the re
tarded two-exciton propagator: 

G ' ( t - 0  =  5  E  
~ 'k,k',k"=l ^ ^ 

X {qk,0)gL4t - m - (53) 

where 0) = 0,0). 
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